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MarkWilliams Raises
C Programming TbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time
in half!

f^**
Atiu-j <;

ST

Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you

csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment. . . a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development" -Wl^ G. Wong,SHE
"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/Systemsfournal

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the Atari 5T

+ New! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization—faster com-
pile times and faster code

• Full access to AES/VDI libraries

with complete documentation

and examples
• Source and object code for RAM

disk cuts compile time in halt

• integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code

• FullKSRplusANSI extensions

Micoshc-ll Command Processor.

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

-^
• Powerful utilities: make,

linker, archiver, egrep, sort,

dilt and more

• Over 600 pages of documentation

with more than 100 sample

programs

Hew! csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER:

• Cuts development time in half I

• Debug in C source code not

assembler

Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

Ability to set trace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C

expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

• Trace back function

• On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: $ 179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: $69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST. Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE!"SAtari STDisk andMagazine

".
. . the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.

I

Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
£1 1988 Mark Williams Company

CIRCLE 021 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Somewhere along the line, programming got a bad reputation. If you've never

cried it, chances are you think programming is impossibly complex, excruciatingly

boring or both. Well, we think one look at the picture of a bouncing turtle on this

issue's cover blows those notions out of the water. Programming is not boring, nor

is it a black art practiced only by a small coips of experts. It's a creative process,

one that can turn an abstract idea into a dancing turtle If you've never tried your

hand at writing a computer program, give it a shot - it's a no less rewarding hobby

than carpentry, R/C modeling or needlepoint.

One of the themes that came up again and again during the planning of this

programming issue is chat the Atari ST's intuitive mouse-and-menu interface was

not a happy accident. It was the result of years of research that began at Xerox

PARC and was brought to the public by the Apple Macintosh in 1984. However, in-

terface design is still evolving, and the challenge to software developers today is to

optimize the sophisticated user's environment. One way to do this is to study the

ideas that made the window environment so successful. Our lead feature this is-

sue, Secrets of a Good User Interface, explores this theme. In it, Joseph Ferrari.

Tim Oren and Jim Kent explore this topic from three different perspectives, and

provide insightful reading for developers and non-developers alike.

The tools of programming are the languages the programmer uses to get a set of

instructions into the machine. The wealth of languages for the ST can be over-

whelming to the beginner, or even to the intermediate or advanced programmer

who is looking for a new development tool. Charles Jackson's article, Tools of the

Trade, examines computer languages one by one giving the benefits and draw-

backs of each. This invaluable reference will tell you which languages are best for

which programming problems.

Finally, we find ourselves back with our friendly turtle What began as an exer-

cise in animating Logo-style graphics evolved into a full-fledged programming lan-

guage that incorporates the leading edge of software development-object-oriented

programming. Jim Kent's Pogo is an ideal tool for video games, animation and

simulations. But don't take our word for it; run the Pogo demos on this issue's disk,

and then say that programming is boring.

We hope you enjoy this issue. In addition to our programming features, we

have, of course, STARTs usual selection of programs on disk, reviews and columns-

including a special Cyber Comer tutorial by Dann Parks and Stumbling Blocks, a

new game by Mark Annetts.

Heidi Brumbaugh

START Programs Editor

August 1989



UJinterTech presents . . .
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The Computer
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...a real-life adventure in space science!
Easy and fun for everyone, this is your passport to the TRUE WONDERS
of our incredible Solar Systeml Dozens and dozens of dazzling 3-D

graphics and animations. Instantly calculate your

weight on other worlds! See atomic particles collide

in the Sun's core ... the procession of the planets in

their orbits... the cosmic dance

of Pluto and its companion,

Charon . . . Eclipses . . . structures

of the planets

...and much
much more!

* !; ii ! I !

IS! SEISIN

Add $3.00 S/H

for each order.

Introductory Offer: $44.95
Call now! (offer ends date of the August '89 Lunar Eclipse.)

COPYRIGHT © 1989 by WinterTech. All rights Reserved. WINTERTECH and THE

COMPUTER GUIDE TO THE SOLAR SYSTEM are Irademarks of WinterTech. ATARI

ST is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc.

Visa & Master-

Card orders ac-

cepted. Dealer

inquiries welcome. Allow 3-5 weeks

for delivery. Call or write . .

.

INTER
TGCH™

111 Granada Court, Orlando. FL 32803

(407) 425-1199

Color monitor and f MEG RAM required. (512 K version available

June 15. 1989.) Not copy-protected.



Dialog Box

Letters From Our Readers

ST Writer Fan
1 love ST Writer Elite 3.0 (START, April

1989)! I think it's great to be able to in-

clude all the functions of my printer in

a single line without creating a new

printer driver, like I have to for Word

Writer I'd never before used my

printer's elite or elongated styles, be-

cause Td never been able to do so -until

now. Let me also thank you for publish-

ing the START Selector and PUTmaker.

J.D. Falk

Silver Spring, MD

C Column Request
I enjoy your magazine very much. It is

far and away the best ST-devoted maga-

zine I have come across. I read the "Pro-

gramming in BASIC" column regularly

and have found the tips very useful. I

have, however, purchased Laser C and

would find a column on programming

in C very useful or, as another reader

suggested, a column for those making

the transition from BASIC to C. Any

plans for something like this?

Sam Heath

Vancouver, BC

Yes! START recognizes the popularity ofC

and definitely has a column in the works.

Watch for it soon.-START Editor.

MusiCode Plug
I own an Atari 1040ST and a Yamaha

TX81Z synthesizer. Recently, I bought a

TX812/DX11 Voice Development Sys-

tem from MusiCode It's wonderful. The

displays are handsomely and logically

presented; the manual is understand-

able and thorough. The user interface is

especially well-designed, letting you

change parameters on the TX81Z and

access all programming features with

remarkable ease. Mouse operations are

complimented by numerous simple

keyboard equivalents. The program also

includes several special features (a ran-

domizer, a MlDl-file-compatible se-

quencer, enhanced chord effects, a

built-in librarian and a "performance

auto-load" feature that automatically

loads voices, micro tune and effects

data with a selected performance).

For the reasonable price of $99, this

program packs quite a punch! The de-

velopers at MusiCode have obviously

spent a great deal of time and effort

figuring how to best serve the TX/DX

user I think their product is a fine

example of ST programming at its best.

Gar)' Pisher

Rochester, NY

pc-ditto II Questions
I recently read David Plotkin's article on

pc-ditto II in the May 119891 issue and I

have some questions. First, exactly what

graphics modes on the IBM PC does pc-

ditto II support? When I see IBM soft-

ware, it usually lists more than one

graphics mode available Does this

mean that if the package lists a mode

emulated on pc-ditto II, it will automati-

cally work? And finally, you mentioned

that enhanced IBM graphics modes

can't be emulated on the ST. Are there a

great many IBM products (games,

graphics, CADD) that use enhanced

graphics modes? I'm a layman when it

comes to IBM software, so I would ap-

preciate any help you could give me.

Matt Harpold

Kent, WA

For those readers who missed David Plot-

kin's recent report, pc-ditto II is the iong-

awaited hardware IBM PC emulatorfor the

ST developed by Bill Teal's Avant-Garde

Systems. The pnmaiy advantage of pc-ditto

II over pc-ditto is speed-it's the equivalent

of an IBM PC AT. However, it still can't put

more colors on the screen than the ST is

capable of displaying, pc-ditto II am emu-

late monochrome and CGA (Color

Graphics) modes, but not EGA (Extended

Graphics) or PGA (Professional Graphics)

modes. Most PC software will run in several

modes; check the packages carefidly before

buying to be sure that a particular piece of

software will run in CGA or monochrome.

If a program lists, for example, CGA and

EGA modes, then it will run under pc-ditto

II in the lower resolution of CGA. Recent

products, particularly high-end graphics

products, are designed to use only EGA or

PGA graphics; these will not run under pc-

ditto II.

Watch for a review in an upcoming is-

sue-START Editor.

Monochrome SEURAT
In the March 1989 issue of START, you

published an excellent precision draw-

ing program by Sterling K. Webb called

("iTKiinrci on /iiny 10

August 1989
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Boy weekour subscribers

take cheap shots at each other.
The GEnie™ service lets you

lake your best shots without shooting

your budget That's because our

non-prime time rates are good and

low. In fact, it'sjust $6 an hour for

1200 baud access.*

And that means more time for

more fun and games. Exciting multi-

player games like Air Warrior, Stellar

Emperor, Orb Wars and Gemstone.

Where you can test your skills

against some ofthe best in die world.

Plus enjoy classics like chess, checkers,

backgammon, blackjack and Reversi.

At rates so good you re sure to come
out a winner.

And with GEnie signingup is as

easy as one, two, three.

(1) Set your modem for local echo

(halfduplex), 300 or 1200 baud.

(2) Dial 1-800-638-8369. When you

are connected,just enter HHH.
(3) At the U#= prompt simply enter

XTX99661, GEnie then RETURN.

And have a major credit card or your

checking account number ready. For

information in the U.S. or Canada,

call 1-800-638-9636. Or write

GE Information Services, 401 North

Washington St, Rockville,MD 20850.

We bring good things to life.

*AffHeojii}mVS. Muti-Fii. 6PM-SAMIeealtimeandaIldff)Sal., Sim., mdwtinnalhMM. Street to smxemxalal^. Sowserumm

CIRCLE 025 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Dialog Box

continuedpom page 8

SEURAT. Each time I boot SEURAT,

however, it shows up in inverse video

on my Atari SM124 monochrome moni-

tor I have tried resetting the disk with-

out desk accessories and used many

combinations of the programs' function

calls all to no avail There must be some

way to return to normal video. Have you

heard of this problem and could you

spare any advice?

Philippe Bleau

Chicoutimi, Quebec

Monochrome users can swap (he foreground

and background colors SEURAT uses by

double-clicking on the left pallette box (this

is the white box above the view window on

the main screen) -START Editor

Flash! Insights

One of the most informative "compari-

son" articles you've ever published was

Jerry McBride's "A Buyer's Guide to Tele-

communications Programs" in the May

1989 issue. Good job, Mr. McBride!

1 must admit, however, that I was a

little suiprised at some of the omissions

concerning Flash! As a long time Flash!

user I noticed the errors in the START

Chart right away and I didn't expect to

see any errors concerning an Antic

product in an Antic publication. Just to

set the record straight I've taken the lib-

erty of correcting them here.

Flash! does have ARC/un-ARC ability.

It is accessed from the command line

by entering ARC (parameters). Just as

with ST-Talk this requires that ARC.TTP

be available for the program to use Enter

ARC from the command line.

The program also has a "View File"

function. Just enter VIEW (filename) from

the command line or press
[
Altemate]-[V].

Flash! does support CompuServe's

Quick B protocol. It will utilize it auto-

matically when prompted by CIS, as

long as you are in Vidtex mode.

These are all minor errors to be sure,

and considering the poor manual that

comes with Flash! I'm not surprised they

snuck by McBride and the START editors.

While I have your attention I'd like

to let you in on a tip that makes Flash!

a little less awkward to use. Instead of

having to grab the mouse in order to

toggle between terminal and buffer screens

1 usually just press [Alternate]-! Clr Home],

This is functionally the same as clicking

the right mouse button and it doesn't

require removing your hands from the

keyboard. Try it, I think you'll like it!

Gordon Meyer

DeKalb, Illinois

Thanks veiy much for the corrections and

tips -START Editor

Special Thanks
Thank you very much for reviewing

CADD Level 1 for the Atari in the March

issue. We appreciate Mr. Edwards' fair

and accurate observations about our

product, and that, despite its draw-

backs, he still feels it merits recommen-

dation.

Tina D. Eliason

Marketing Communications

Generic Software

ST Writer Bug?
There seems to be a small bug in ver-

sion 3.0 of ST Writer Elite (START, April

1989). The first few times I chose "Pr.

Driver," my system crashed. Through

trial and error, I discovered that the

crash happened when ST Writer was in

a non-root directory. After I copied the

program and resource files from

"E:\STWR1TER300" into "D:\" the

copy in the "D:\" folder worked just

fine

Francis Pardo

New York City

Thanks for the warning. We'll pass your

bug report alo?ig to ST Writer gum Bmce

Noonan.-START Editor

Do you have questions

about using your ST? Is

there something you're
not clear about? Every
issue, START'S editors lis-

ten to your comments and
answer your questions in

Dialog Box. Let us hear
from you! Our address is:

Dialog Box
START
544 Second Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

Or leave us a message on
CompuServe using the

Antic Online Mailbox—just

log on and type GO ANTIC.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

START Welcomes submissions. Please include

both hard copy printouts ofarticles and pro-

gram listings as well as diskfiles on ST com-

patible disks. Media will be returned if

self-addressed, stamped mailer is supplied.

START assumes no responsibility for

unsolicited editorial materials.

10 August 1
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Unleash the Power
ofyour ATARI SLM804 Printer with

NEW!
/ Support for ink jet \

and dot matrix printers \

HP DeskJet
EpSOn FX/LX/LQ/LQ950

j

I
\ and compatibles j^4 A

AT LAST,

you can add PostScript® Printing Capabilities

to your Desktop Publishing System
> UPGRADE YOUR ATARI MEGA 2

AND MEGA 4 PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEM WITH POSTSCRIPT
LANGUAGE PRINTING CAPABILITIES

» ACCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF
POSTSCRIPT APPLICATIONS
WITHULTRASCRIPTST

• ACHIEVE THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET LOOK YOU WANT BY
CHOOSING FROM THE SAME
TYPEFACES OFFERED IN MOST
POPULAR POSTSCRIPT PRINTERS

• ADD POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE
FONTS AS YOU NEED THEM

IMAGEN Corporation, a QMS company, has teamed
up with ATARI to bring you UltraScript ST on the

Atari Mega 2 and Mega 4 Personal Computer Systems.

• BREAK THE POSTSCRIPT PRICE
BARRIER; ULTRASCRIPT ST IS

AVAILABLE FOR JUST $229.95

Available al your local Atari

dealer or order direct from:

IMACEN Corporation
P.O. Box 58101
Santa Clara, CA 95052-81 01

Or call 800/635-3997
or 408/986-9400

CIRCLE 018 ON READER SERVICE CARD



News, Mfs k Quotes

What's New in the ST World

by Stephen Mortimer, START Contributing Editor,

And The START Stag

pc-ditto II

Shipping
In a surprise announcement, Avant-

Garde Systems revealed that their new

PC-XT emulator, pc-ditto II, will run at a

speed equivalent to a 10-megahertz XT

clone. Using the Norton 51 benchmark,

the IBM PC-XT and PS/2 Model 30 have

a rating of 1 and 1.8, respectively. In

comparison, pc-ditto II has a rating of 3,

indicative of superior performance.

According to Avant-Garde partner

William Teal, pc-ditto II was developed

because with the original software emu-

lation, "the operation of some programs

was very slow, and thus very painful to

use. We have always been researching

ways to increase the performance of pc-

ditto, but we felt we should eliminate as

many errors as possible before speeding

it up. To us, no one would ever trust our

product if we had delivered a very fast

emulator with severe errors. It would

only get you to the crash point quicker.

Instead, we decided that the right way

to develop this product was to make it

error-free, then speed it up. The results

of our efforts is pc-ditto II. " pc-ditto II

supports up to 640K of memory, mono-

chrome and color monitors, the Atari

mouse, hard and floppy disk drives and

the serial and parallel ports.

Enhancements planned for pc-ditto

II include extended memory support,

EGA, Atari Laser support and Roland

MIDI chip support- The retail price is

$299.95. For more information, contact

Avant-Garde Systems at 381 Pablo Point

Drive, Jacksonville, FL 32225, (904)

221-2904.

AtariAidsAcademyAward Winner
Dave Grusin, winner for best original score at this year's Academy Awards cere-

mony, is an Atari computer user. The jazz composer and musician used a 1040ST

to create the score for The Milagro Bcanficld War. Grusin recently upgraded to a

Mega 2 and considers it the third member in his band. "I'm sold on the ST,"

Grusin said. "With this system, I can take the film home on video and can actually

write, record and store music on the ST and then play back what I've recorded

with the picture." He also uses an Atari SLM804 laser to print music scores.

Jazz musician Dave Grusin (far right) refers to his ST as a member of his band. He
his Oscar-winning musical score far The Milagro Beanfield War with his ST, Grusin and fallen

musicians tee Ritenour (left) and Don Grusin (center) use ST's both in studio sessions and on

the road.

Fat Bits
• Atari has closed 15 stores in the Federated chain of electronic retailers. Head-

quarters staff was reduced by 30 percent and will be moved to Sunnyvale, Califor-

nia from the present location in Texas. The staff reductions and store closings are

part of a restructuring of the company. As of 1989, Atari is considering Federated a

discontinued operation so that it will not financially drain Atari- At the World of

Atari show in Anaheim in April, Michael Dendo, Vice President of Sales for Atari,

announced a "drop-dead" date ofJune 30, 1989 for the Federated situation.

Check with your local PBS affiliate this summer for a rerun of show number 619

of Computer Chronicles, called 'Atari ST Update"

START The STMonthly



Spring COMDEX Report
by Tom Byron, START Associate Editor

Atari introduced

their Megafile 44 at

Spring COMDEX in

Over 60,000 dealers and developers at-

tended the Spring Computer Dealer's

Exposition (COMDEX) trade show held

in Chicago's famous McCormick Place,

April 10 through 13. Atari's booth was

predictably small, but conspicuously

placed next to IBM. Twenty-eight third-

party developers were on hand to show

off the latest in ST software and hardware.

Atari president Sam Tramiel sounded

an upbeat note about the future of Atari

Corp. in the United States. At a dealer's

party held in Atari's suite at the Barclay

Hotel, Tramiel cited 1989 as "a year of

rebuilding in the U.S."

After mention of Atari wares being

shown at COMDEX (see below),

Tramiel talked about the new TOS

ROMs and the long-awaited 68030-

based TT. TOS version 1.4 is available

now, but in limited quantity in order to

clear out old inventory. The TT, Atari's

entry into the 32-bit arena, will be ship-

ping before the end of the year. When
pressed for specifics about their new

machine, Tramiel kept quiet. Atari did,

however, show the TT to developers be-

hind closed doors. The machine is ru-

mored to have a color resolution of

640-by-480 and 206,000 colors in its

pallette. It will run both TOS and Unix

software, use a VME bus system and

support industry standard networking

hardware. Keep an eye on future News,

Notes & Quotes for more TT info.

Tramiel also mentioned another ma-

chine being developed by Atari that will

be "based on a Motorola chip." He

declined further comment.

Atari Highlights

To the predominantly IBM-PC show, the

hit of the Atari booth was the glass-

encased Portfolio. Formerly known as

Folio, Atari's "pocket PC" attracted at-

tention from national newspapers and

television. As discussed in the July

News, Notes & Quotes, Portfolio is a

hand-held computer that is fully MS-

DOS (ver. 2.11) compatible. It is sched-

uled for a July release at a retail price of

$399.

For Atari dealers the real star of the

show was the Stacy, the ST laptop, also

shown under glass. Featuring a double-

sided disk drive and one megabyte of

internal RAM, the Stacy is a fully func-

tional desktop system. According to Joe

Mendolia, head of marketing at Atari,

the best way to conceptualize the Stacy

is as "the laptop version of a 1040ST

with a monochrome monitor." Atari is

looking at a June release with a sug-

gested retail price of $1,495. Watch for a

review of the Stacy and the Portfolio in

a future issue of START.

Atari also showed their DeskSet II,

Wordflair, the Megafile 44 removable

hard disk and the 80286-based PC4.

DeskSet II is Atari's GEM version of

DeskSet, a desktop-publishing program

that uses CompuGraphic fonts and can

be interfaced with CompuGraphic type-

setting machines. Wordflair, developed

for Atari by Blue Chip Software, is a

GDOS-based document processor that

integrates spreadsheet, database, chart-

ing and word-processing functions. It is

scheduled for release in June at a price

of $149.95.

COMDEX was the first public view-

ing of the Megafile 44 in the United

States. It is a 44-megabyte removable

cartridge hard disk that will sell for

under $1,200. Cartridges will be priced

at $150.

Not to be left behind in the huge PC

market, Atari has developed the PC4, an

8- to 12-mHz clone based on Intel's

80286 microprocessor. The machine is

slated for a July release pending FCC

approval.

Third-Party Highlights

Genuine LAN for the ST: Biodata from

West Germany was on hand to demon-

strate its BioNet networking system. It's

an incredibly fast system that will sup-

port up to 100 machines. Tan Siek-

mann, president of Biodata, is currently
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looking for a U.S. distributor.

DP Computer Specialties was at the

Atari booth to display ViewTouch. This

new business product requires a special

monitor that senses touch. One of

ViewTouch's main applications is as a

cash register To "ring up" merchandise,

the user simply touches the desired

item on the screen and the program au-

tomatically makes all calculations.

When the transaction is complete, a re-

ceipt can be printed out.

COMDEX saw the premiere of Mi-

graph's hand scanner, which lets you

add hand-scanned images to all your

DTP projects. Migraph is awaiting FCC

approval, so no release date has been set.

Taito showed off some new releases

for 1989. Plans for the ST are as follows:

Bubble Bobble, Operation Wolf and

Renegade, April; Sky Shark, May; Qix,

June; and Rastan, Fall.

Computer Avenue demonstrated its

new hard drive backup program called

Mirror Image-

Abacus, publisher of popular books

and software for the ST, introduced a

new CAD program called BeckerCAD. It

should be available by the time you

read this.

World ofAtari News
by Dan Fruchey
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The START booth at

the World of Atari

show in Anaheim,
California. START

co-sponsored o

MIDI event that fea-

tured the Moody
Blues and Mick

Fleetwood of Fleet-

wood Mac.

California Atari enthusiasts got a

chance to show support for their favor-

ite computer at the World of Atari show

in Anaheim on April 22-23.

• Gadgets By Small gave users a

glimpse of Spectre GCR, the new hard-

ware and software combination that lets

ST users run Macintosh software

directly from Mac format disks on a

standard Atari drive. Look for release in

August.

Atari hosted a booth showing Desk-

set II and an exciting new product

called Wordflair, a unique combination

of word processor, database, spread-

sheet, and desktop publishing program

rolled into one Their hardware lineup

included a fully functioning STACY lap-

top ST which is scheduled for release in

July or August.

• On Saturday night Atari j^ve a show

sponsored by ST World, Kawai, START

and Keyboard Magazines. The 1,500 at-

tendees got a chance to meet Mick

Fleetwood, Michael Pinder and other

musicians while seeing the Hotz Instru-

ment in action (see the April and May

1989 issues of 5TART).

• Bill Teal introduced pc-ditto II, a su-

perb update of pc-ditto that is installed

internally. The best news is that pc-ditto

II achieves AT speed for $299.

• Imagen Corp. showed off the latest

version of UltraScript. New drivers now

make dot matrix and Hewlett-Packard

Deskjet printers Postscript-compatible,

(See the review elsewhere in this issue.)

• Keep your eyes open for DVT by

Seymor/Radix, a hardware interface that

lets you back up your hard disk using a

VCR with storage of up to 360 Mb on a

standard video tape.

• A conference held by Atari's Sig

Hartmann, Joe Mendolia and Mike

Dendo gave users a glimpse into Atari's

future The SRO audience was told that

in 1989 all new products will reach the

US- first to support the home market.

• TOS 1.4 programmer Ken

Badertscher stated the faster new OS

will only be available in a ROM version.

It is currently in production and should

be available in limited quantities shortly.

• Migraph attracted a lot of attention

with their new low-cost hand scanner

and Touch-Up. The scanner will be

available this summer.

• Enthusiasm, exciting new products, and

an upbeat approach by Atari made the

Anaheim show a resounding success.
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STRUGGLE **.

GOOD AND EVIL
For the first Time, Tolkien's panoramic vision of the cataclysmic struggle

between good and evil ha&'been skillfully crafted into a single computer game

ofepicpropdrtions,,. -v I

. ,FIVEMAN-YEARS ofdetailed research and programming have been

: invested to ensure that this is me^efinitive Tolkien computer game."

Selected elements of traditional Fantasy Role Playing, War strategy, and

animated adventure games have been skillfully blended for a unique computer

- gamingexperience. ^\^_

&JJJl£faty- Follow in the footsteps of Frodo, Aaragom and Gandalf as they battle to get

* the ring to the Cracks of Doom. Ranged against you are all the evil forces of

the Dark Lork Sauron and the corrupt wizard Saruman, The odds are

overwelming, but you cannot afford to fail. The destiny of Middle Earth lies

in the balance.

Roam at will across the 36-screen scrollingmap of Middle Earth, wherein are

contained thousands of digitized locations in which you can control a cast of

over 80 animated characters and armies. Test your strategic abilities as you

command entire legions to move against the forces of evil.

With the almost infinite variety and multiple layers of play. War in Middle

Earth is a game you can finish in days or weeks, or savor for months.

It will delight and enthrall, and ultimately become a firm favorite in any

software library.

May your heroic efforts be met with success, arid the forces ofdarkness

be vanquisbecf!

MELBOURNE
HOUSE



Products Update

New ST Software and Hardware

Compiled By Marta Deike

Start Editorial Coordinator

4,096 Colors on
the ST
John Russell Innovations (JRl) has

created the ST4096C Board for the ST.

The board expands your color palette

from the standard 512 colors to a

whopping 4,096! It comes with sample

software but will retain compatibility

with existing software as well. ST4096C

Board, $49.95. John Russell Innova-

tions, P.O. Box 5277, Pittsburg, CA
94565, (415) 458-9577.

Mouse
Alternative
Best Electronics has produced an alter-

native mouse for ST users called, ap-

propriately The Best Mouse. This new

mouse has been redesigned internally

to make it more mechanically sensitive.

In order to give you more comfort, it

has a new, ergonomic shape. The Best

Mouse is compatible with all STs and

Megas. The Best Mouse, $49.95. Best

Electronics, 2021 The Alameda, Suite

290, San Jose, CA 95126, (408)

243-6950.

New Paint Programfor the ST
Designed by artists from ArtisTech Development, Da Vinci is a graphics tool for

drawing, animating and painting. This new draw-and-paint program for the ST in-

cludes the standard features of art programs, such as palette, brushes, brush stroke

applications, mirror and shading modes. But among Da Vinci's unique features is a

"real-time magnify" that works in ever)' mode with every tool. Text options include

resizable, proportional and color fonts.

Da Vinci, new paint

software for the ST

from Aristech, lets

you create stunning

images and anima-

tion. Da Vinci is

ideal for program-

ming and animating

Once you've finished drawing a picture with Da Vinci, you can bring your crea-

tion to life with the Animation Format. Its storage system and compression tech-

niques let you edit up to 12 pictures at once in a 512K system and up to 48 pic-

tures in a one-megabyte machine-ideal for designing and editing games. Da Vinci,

$99.95. ArtisTech Development, P.O. Box 214830, Sacramento, CA 95821, (916)

488-6844.

HotWirefrom
CodeHead
Codetiead Software has just released

HotWire, a new "shell" program

designed to accelerate any and all

processing on your ST HotWire

eliminates the stages of opening win-

dows and finding programs, letting you

either auto-start a program at bootup or

access any program instantly, regardless

of its location, just by pressing a key

combination. There are over 400 pos-

sible "hot" key combinations. HotWire,

$39.95. CodeHead Software, P.O. Box

74090, Los Angeles, CA 90004, (213)

386-5735.
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High performance hard disk drives for Atari ST

and Mega ST computers

DMA and SCSI connectors for daisy-chaining

additional devices

20, 30, 45, 60, 120, and 198MB capacities

Includes these useful utilities:

- Formatting software that allows dividing the

drive into as many as 12 partitions

- Autobooting directly from the hard disk

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Built-in fan

NEW!

SupraDrive fd-io
'10MB Removable Floppy

Uses 10MB removable floppy disks for

unlimited storage

Fast transfer speed and disk access

(80ms average access time)

Reads IBM 360K and 1 .2MB floppy disks

Connects to Atari ST DMA port

Built-in SCSI and DMA connectors

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Useful as primary storage and for hard disk

backups and archival data storage

NEW!

MeaaDrive
Internal *^Hard Disk System

40MB capacity

Mounts inside the Atari Mega ST case

High speed DMA data transfer

Fast RLL drive— 28ms access time

Leaves DMA and 68000 port free for

other peripherals

A mailable at your local dealer, or call:

WL^m supra corporation 1-800-727-8772 (Orders Only) or 503-967 9075

1 133 Commercial Way, Albany, OR 97321 USA
Fax: 503-926-9370 Telex: 5106005236 (Supra Corp)
CIRCLE 092 ON READER SERVICE CARD



New Games
"Holy high-tech, Batman, we're on the

ST!" Yes, Robin, Data East has brought

Batman, The Caped Crusader from the

pages of DC Comics to the ST In true

Bat tradition, you must find and destroy

the Penguin's master computer, which

has conjured up a mad scheme to rule

the world with an army of robot pen-

guins. Meanwhile, the Boy Wonder has

been kidnapped by that maniacal

prankster, the Joker There are items

hidden all over Gotham City that will

help you eventually solve the puzzle

Your challenge, of course, is to find

them in time Batman, The Caped Cru-

sader, $39.95. Data East, 470 Needles

Drive, San Jose CA 95112, (408)

286-7074.

MicroProse's popular Pirates, is now

available for the ST. As a novice seaman,

you begin with one ship and a handful

of crew members. Through hard work

and shrewd bartering (and not just a bit

of underhandedness and disregard for

personal safety), you gradually gain

wealth and status, leading more ships

and men. There are over 50 islands and

nations to visit and nine different types

of ships. You can choose a specific time

period in which to play, or even opt to

lead famous, historically-documented

expeditions such as those or Sir Francis

Drake and Henry Morgan. Pirates,

$44.95. MicroProse, 180 Lakefront

Drive Hunt Valley, MD 21030, (301)

771-1151.

Adapted from 5ega's hit arcade game,

Mindscape brings you Indiana Jones

and the Temple of Doom. As the Fa-

mous adventurer, you must navigate

your way through twisting tunnels,

across narrow ledges and over fiery

chasms-all to free innocent captives

and find hidden treasure Indiana Jones

and the Temple of Doom, $49.95.

Mindscape 3444 Dundee Road,

Northbrook, IL 60062, (312)

780-7667.

A twilight zone of deadly surprises

awaits you in the Dark Side a 3D space

adventure from Cinemaware As a one-

man army, equipped with lasers, shields

and a jet power pack, you must infil-

trate a heavily-guarded military outpost

and destroy the doomsday weapon be-

fore the apocalypse is unleashed. Dark

Side $39.95. Cinemaware 4165 Thou-

sand Oaks Blvd., Westlake Village CA

91362, (805) 495-6515.

In Mindscape's Bat-

man, The Caped
Crusader, your mis-

sion is to save Robin

from the Joker and
stop the Penguin's

evil supercomputer

from taking over the

world. Thrills and
spills in the usual

"bat" tradition.

Lightning Rod Pad, Screenwipe
Static electricity is one of your com-

puter's major enemies- files can be lost

with the touch of a finger. Wipe out the

static 4-and the frustration with new

products Irom Wave Pad and Screenwipe

The Lightning Rod Pad protects

your computer against static electricity.

The Pad is a mouse pad made of a con-

ductive open-cell rubber that absorbs

static electricity and then drains it by

means of a grounding wire This wire is

attached to the pad itself and connects

to the back ot your computer Touch the

pad before laying hands on your com-

puter and your system is safeguarded

against static electricity. Lightning Rod

Pad, $11.95 (Mouse Pad size), prices

vary according to size. Wave Pad, P.O.

Box 56117, Hayward, CA 94545-6117,

(800) 345-9283.

Screenwipe is a new anti-static

monitor-cleaning cloth from Lensclean.

The cloth, a lint-free carrier fabric, is

premoistened with a chemical called

Concostat G, which dissolves the buil-

dup of dirt, dust, smoke and other gritty

substances that are attracted to the

screen by static charge Screenwipe also

reduces future buildup by removing the

static charge itself. Screenwipe, $22.50

per box of 50 packets. Lensclean, Inc.,

74 Louis Court, Dept. M2, South

Hackensack, NJ 07606, (212)

362-3184.
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'hree Experts

m Oren andJim Kent

This issue START invited three key Atari soft-

ware figures to address the questions: What

makes a good interface? What pitfalls should

be avoided? How can a programmer help a

user get up and running as easily as pos-

sible? Whether you're a programmer or a

user, we think you'll find their insights

valuable.

Ten Principles of a

Good User Interface

by Joseph P. Ferrari

The introduction of the Apple

Macintosh in 1984 funda-

mentally changed how com-

puters are used today. In the

pre-Macintosh days, computers were

definitely not for everyone -regardless

of affordability. Because those early

computers were severely limited in

memory, speed and storage capacity, the
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prevalent method of presentation relied

heavily on the skills of the user.

This article discusses the 10 prin-

ciples of a good user interface. The

word "good" in this context refers to a

principle that increases productivity,

since this is the primary purpose of

computers.

1. Be Consistent

Since a particular program will be only

one of many that the consumer will use,

the user interface should reflect the

prevailing standards. Most software pro-

grams have operations common to each

other- for example, cut, copy and paste.

When these options are always placed

under the same drop-down menu, for

example, Edit, the user can achieve an

acceptable level of productivity quickly

without first struggling to leam the

fundamentals.

Adhering to a common standard also

helps to avoid user frustration. Assume,

for example, that Control-X is com-

monly used for cut-and-paste functions;

if a new program uses Control-X to exit

without saving work, it will cause users

unnecessary hardship and frustration. If

a user encounters enough of these frus-

trations he or she will eventually turn to

an alternative.

2. Reduce the Workload

Operations should be achieved with a

minimum of user activity. Too much

"mousing around" means less time

spent doing real work. For example, fea-

tures that require a stream of menu op-

tions and parameter settings to perform

a single operation are clumsy.

You can reduce the user's workload

by building intelligence into the applica-

tion. For example, in a word processing

program, the spell-checking function

should not require the user to enter the

dictionary path each time it's used. The

program should have been set up intel-

ligently so that each time the spell

checker is used, the program doesn't re-

quest the same information.

3, Reduce the Skill Required

Making your program accessible to the

largest number of users is inextricably

linked to the degree of skill a user needs

to operate it productively. The first area

to consider is the user's learning proc-

ess. In many cases, the user faces mul-

tiple problems when learning to use a

new application:

A. The user must come to terms with

how the program's functions are

represented in computer actions. For

example, many of the basic functions in

Joseph Ferrari was the Director of

Software Development for Atari

Canada; after that, he directed soft-

ware development for Atari Corp.

U.S., where his efforts were focused

on developing the Mega/Laser Printer

combination as a desktop publishing

workstation. He is now back in

Toronto where his new company,

Personal Productions Limited, de-

velops interactive multimedia pro-

ductions. Joseph says that because

the general public tends to be intimi-

dated by computers, user interface

design is the number one priority for

acceptance in the multimedia

market.

a paint program are presented as a pal-

ette of icons representing graphic tools;

in the user's mind, the toolbox meta-

phor reinforces the idea that in order to

apply a function, it must first be selected.

B. The user may be unfamiliar with

the application in any form, computer-

ized or conventional, and thus faces the

task of understanding its concepts while

at the same time using the software to

perform some specific function. In the

learning stages, the use of common

metaphors for operations, such as the

file drawer or trash can icon on the

Desktop, can provide considerable rein-

forcement and help the user achieve a

deeper understanding of the appli-

cation.

One of the most important and

effective means of reducing the skill re-

quired is to provide the user with visual

choices. Let the user select from a panel

of options by pointing and clicking and

eliminate the need to memorize the

available options.

4. Communicate
Keeping the user informed at all times is

a vital component of sustaining or in-

creasing the user's productivity. There

are three simple rules that should be

followed:

A. During long operations, provide

continuous or regular progress reports.

However, the time when you need to

communicate the most information

with the greatest accuracy is during

operations that have gone wrong. When

an error occurs, you want to help the

user recover from that error and restore

normal operations.

B. Present the available options in a

clear and concise manner, leave no

room for ambiguity. As an example, the

user has selected the Quit option and

the following alert message is displayed:

i you really want to quit?

I Continue! I
Abandon 1

Does "Continue" mean to continue

with the application or continue with

the quit proceedings? What about

"Abandon"? Leave no room for interpre-
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Good User Interface

* File Edit

The Apple Macin-

tosh spearheaded

the mouse-and-
menu interface-

familiar images no*

but quite revolution

aryin 1984 when
the Mac was in-

troduced.

designed to dazzle or impress the user;

rather, the guiding motive should be

honest to the principle of effective com-

munications. Simplicity is the key to

clarity.

Another principle to observe is to

avoid overloading the user with too

much data in a screen layout; you dorit

want to fill every pixel on the screen. If

the pertinent data cannot fit comforta-

bly in one screen panel then divide it

logically and use as many screens as

required.

tation; keep messages simple and

explicit.

C. Provide immediate feedback, both

by acknowledging the user's action (in

the case of selecting an icon, the stan-

dard feedback is to highlight the icon)

and by letting the user know whether or

not the operation can be started.

5. Make What You See

What You Get

In a what-you-see-is-what-you-get

(WYSIWYG) environment the user al-

ways has a good estimation of the final

form of the document and doesn't need

to constantly invoke a preview mode. A

WYSIWYG environment usually shields

the user from unnecessary information;

if text is to be in bold, it should show

on the screen as bold rather than dis-

playing a scheme of codes.

6. Allow for User-Configurable

Preferences

Since a program or environment must

cope with varying degrees of user

proficiency, the product must accom-

modate the novice as well as the expert

and be able to mold various program

characteristics to the user's preference

or level of expertise.

7. Provide a Stable Environment

Providing a stable menu bar or environ-

ment will keep the user in a familiar at-

mosphere that makes learning easier.

This does not mean that a dynamic

menu bar cannot be employed success-

fully, such as in a multi-application en-

vironment where there are clear distinc-

tions between aspects of the program,

as in an integrated word processor,

spreadsheet and database program. The

changes would then assist the user by

alerting him or her that the program is

entering one of the other fundamental

modes.

Graying out the unavailable options

in drop-down menus or dialog boxes is

also effective for maintaining a stable

environment while limiting options.

8. Forgive the User's Errors

An extensive undo function adds

significantly to the user's confidence to

experiment and make changes. If the

user does something that can't be un-

done, an alert message should warn the

user that the changes are irreversible.

9. Provide Keyboard Equivalents

Drop-down menus are an excellent

means of" introducing the user to an ap-

plication, but eventually the user will

become proficient in specific areas of

the program; at this point, keyboard

equivalents help the user's productivity

rise even more. Keyboard equivalents

can also be used as shortcuts to com-

mands that normally would require

several menu selections.

10. Maintain Aesthetic Integrity-

Screen layout design should not be

Summary
One main reason that the Macintosh

has become a second standard in cor-

porate America is its user interface-and

the fact that most of the software de-

velopers have adopted the interface to a

significant extent. ST software de-

velopers will need to do the same to in-

crease its future chances.

Ergonomics—The Human Factor

by Tim Oren

(This article was excerpted from Antic

Online's Professional GEM column.)

Areader of a novel or science

fiction story must suspend

disbelief to participate in the

story. If the author's grammar

or plot is clumsy, it jars the reader and

breaks down the illusion, pulling the

reader out of the story. Similarly, a soft-

ware designer who fails to pay attention

to the speed and consistency of a pro-

gram's interface will distract users from

the program's functions and detract from

the care that has been lavished on the

function of the program.

Making an interface fast and usable

is often treated as a black art. It isn't-

there are well-known methods derived

from the field of ergonomics, the study

of interaction between man and ma-

chine. The ergonomics of the human

computer interface were studied exten-
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sivefy at Xerox PARC, the birthplace of

the Alto, Star and Smalltalk systems

which led to the Macintosh and the

Atari ST. The designers of those original

systems knew and applied the princi-

ples of ergonomics.

What follows is a short venture into

the world ot ergonomics. You'll find

more than the usual quota of math,

salted with examples of real design

problems. But there's no way print can

convey the vibrancy and tactile pleasure

of a good interface, or the sullen bore-

dom of a bad one. The best way to

make ergonomics real is to look for your

own examples. Get out your favorite ar-

cade game and see if you can spot some

of these principles in action. Dig out the

most annoying program in your reject

pile and look for the mistakes. Then

look at your own work with a critical

eye.

Fingertips

We'll start right at the user's fingers with

the basic equation governing position-

ing of the mouse, Fin's Law;

T= 1
i LOG2( D / S + 5)

where T is the amount of time to move

to a target, D is the distance of the target

from the current position, and S is the

size of the target, stated in equivalent

units. LOG2 is the base 2 (binary) loga-

rithm function, and I is a proportional-

ity constant, about 100 milliseconds per

bit, which corresponds to the humaris

"clock rate" for making incremental

movements.

We can squeeze an amazing amount

of information out of this formula when

attempting to speed up an interface.

Since motion time goes up with dis-

tance, we should arrange the screen

with the usual working area near the

center, so the mouse will have to move a

smaller distance on average from a

selected object to a menu or panel.

Likewise, any items which are usually

used together should be placed together.

The most common operations will

have the greater impact on speed, so

they should be closest to the working

area and perhaps larger than other icons

or menu entries. If you want to have all

other operations take about the same

time, then the targets farthest from the

working area should be larger, and those

closer may be proportionately smaller

Tim Oren was a member of the

original GEM team at Digital

Research and designed the GEM Re-

source Construction Set, later ported

to the Atari ST. After leaving DEI, he

designed the GEM version of

KnowledgeSet's Graphic Knowledge

Retrieval System, one of the first

hypertext systems available for CD-

ROM. At the same time, he was the

author of the Professional GEM se-

ries of online columns in Antic On-

line and a contributor to the inau-

gural issues of START. Tim is

currendy employed by Apple Com-

puter's Advanced Technology Group,

where he leads a project in multime-

dia information retrieval.

Consider also the implications for

dialogs. Small check boxes are out. Large

buttons which are easy to hit are in.

There should be ample space between

selectable items to allow for positioning

error. Dangerous options should be

widely separated from common

selections.

Muscles

If you have used the ST Desktop for any

period of time you've probably noticed

that your fingers now know where to

find the File menu. This phenomenon

is sometimes called "muscle memory,"

and its rate of onset is given by the

Power Law of Practice:

T(h) = T(l) * n"
J

where T(n) is the time on the nth trial,

T(l) is the time on the first trial, and a

is approximately 0.4.

This first thing to note about the

Power Law is that it only works if a tar-

get stays in the same place! This should

be a potent argument against rearrang-

ing icons, menus, or dialogs without

some explicit request by the user The

time to hit a target which moves around

arbitrarily will always be T(l)!

Eyes

Just as fingers are the way the user sends

data to the computer, so the eyes are the

channel from the machine. The rate at

which information may be passed to

the user is determined by the "cycle time"

of the user's visual processor. Experi-

mental results show that this time ranges

between 50 and 200 milliseconds.

Events separated by 50 milliseconds

or less are always perceived as a single

event. Those separated by more than

200 milliseconds are always seen as

separate

Suppose your application's interface

contains an icon which should be in-

verted when the mouse passes over it.

We now know that flipping it within

one-twentieth of a second is necessary

and sufficient. Therefore, if a "first cut"

at the program achieves this perfor-

mance, there is no need for further op-

timization, unless you want to interleave

other operations. If it falls short, it will

be necessary to do some assembly cod-

ing to achieve a smooth feel.

On the other hand, two actions

which you want to appear distinct or
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DEGAS Elite's main

screen demon-
strates Tim Oren's

description of

"chunking," an ef-

fective way to op-

timize the user's

short-term memory
by grouping several

related items. All

filled drawing op-

'n one
:olui

convey two different pieces of informa-

tion must be separated by an absolute

minimum of a fifth of a second, even

assuming that they occur in an identical

location on which the user's attention is

already focused.

It should be quickly added that

stimulus enhancement will only work

when it unambiguously draws attention

to the target. Three or four blinking ob-

jects scattered around the screen are

confusing, and worse than no enhance-

ment at all!

Short-Term Memory
Both the information gathered by the

eyes and movement commands on their

way to the hand pass through short-

term memory (also called working

memory). The amount of information

which can be held in short-term mem-

ory at any one time is limited. You can

demonstrate this limit on yourself by at-

tempting to type a sheet of random

numbers by looking back and forth

from the numbers to the screen. If you

are like most people, you will be able to

remember between five and nine num-

bers at a time. So universal is this

finding that it is sometimes called "the

magic number seven, plus or minus

two."

This short-term capacity sets a limit

on the number of choices which the

Most people can

only remember

between five and nine

numbers at a time.

user can be expected to grasp at once. It

suggests that the number of indepen-

dent choices in a menu, for instance,

should be around seven, and never ex-

ceed nine If this limit is violated, then

the user will have to take several

glances, with pauses to think, in order

to make a choice.

Chunking

The effective capacity of short-term

memory can be increased when several

related items are mentally grouped as a

"chunk." A well-designed interface

should promote the use of chunking as

a strategy by the user. One easy way is

to gather together related options in a

single place. This is one reason that like

commands are grouped into a single

menu which is hidden except for its ti-

tle If all of the menu options were "in

the open," the user would be over-

whelmed with dozens of alternatives at

once. Instead, a "Show Info" command,

for instance, becomes two chunks: pick

File menu, then pick Show.

Sometimes the interface can accom-

plish the chunking for the user. Con-

sider the difference between a slider bar

in a GEM program, and a three-digit en-

try field in a text mode application. Ob-

viously, the GEM user has fewer deci-

sions to make in order to set the

associated variable
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The Perils of

Decent Human Interface

by Jim Kent

START Contributing Editor

My
first commercial pro-

gram, the MicroIllustrator,

was a paint system writ-

ten in 6809 assembly

language for the Tandy Color Computer

I was very pleased with myself when I

managed to squeeze the flood fills, rec-

tangles, circles, lines, text, brushes, pat-

terns and other graphic elements into

about 3K of code in a month's work. All

done, I said to myself- except for the

user interface.

The Microlllustrator interface was

not that much by today's standards: no

drop-down menus or overlapping win-

dows. But we did have a cursor following

the mouse, icons that would be high-

lighted when you clicked on them and

a couple of different menu screens.

1 was more than a little shocked when it

took another two months of work and

6K of code to implement it.

Now 1 have a text editor that does

block copies, a C compiler to figure out

what to put in what register and

hundreds of libraries of functions I've

built up over the years. It's not unusual

to generate 3K of code in a day. How-

ever, one thing has remained constant: it

always seems to take at least twice as

long to build the interface as the rest of

the program.

Pleasing All the People . . .

Different people like to control their

computers in different ways. Some

people like the keyboard, some like to

see their choices spelled out in drop-

down menus. Some people find drop-

downs too slow and would rather make

a quick click somewhere on the screen

and have something happen. So to keep

everybody happy you need to have

three ways to do everything.

Keyboard commands work best if

they are easy to remember. Spelling out

the keyboard equivalents next to their

corresponding option on drop-down

menus certainly helps. It's also good to

make the key the same as the starting

letter of the drop-down command.

Sadly, nearly half the words in the Eng-

lish language start with S, T, R, N or C.

As jack Powell, former Antic Software

Product Manager, says; "Thank God for

Word Perfect's Thesaurus!" Unless a

program is a word processor, it should

not use the [Contrail, lAltematel or

(Shiftl keys as part of the keyboard com-

mands; it's hard to press [Alternate PI

with one hand, and many people like to

keep one hand on the mouse.

jim Kent is a professional graphics

programmer living in San Francisco.

He wrote his first commercial pro-

grams, the Microlllustrator for the

Coco and Aegis Animator for the

Amiga, while employed at Island

Graphics. Since then, Jim has started

his own company and written Aegis

Animator and Cyber Paint for the

Atari ST and Zoetrope for the Amiga.

He's also had numerous programs

published in START, including

Flicker (Summer 1987), the Audio

Visual Sequencer (November 1988)

and the computer animation program-

ming language Pogo in this issue.

Drop-down menus force you to spell

out exactly what a command does in

two words or less, and sometimes it's

very hard to come up with a meaningful

name. My suggestion-at all costs avoid

using the words get, put, push, pop and

buffer. These words tend to mean more

to a programmer than to someone who's

not, and also have different interpreta-

tions in computerese.

Selecting from a drop-down menu

involves three steps: moving the mouse

to the top of the screen, finding the

drop-down that contains the item you

want and clicking the mouse over a

rather narrow strip to select it. If you

can organize the drop-downs into logi-

cal groups and place the most com-

monly used items near the top or the

bottom, the process goes faster.

The third component of a user inter-

face is the panel menu -the area on the

screen where a single mouse click tells

the computer to do something. I usually

put these at the bottom of the screen

out of respect for the Quantel Paintbox,

a hardware/software combination used

by production companies which has

one of the nicest interfaces I've ever

seen.

From a programming standpoint,

panel menus are the most labor-

intensive part of a user interface. I have

a program that will generate drop-

downs from a list of the text, but panel

menus must be laid out by hand. Ad-

ding an extra feature at the last moment

can force you to visually redesign the

whole menu.

Panels offer the quickest selection, so

you'd like to put as much as possible in

them. But the bigger your panel is, the

less room there is for the text or picture

the user would like to see Remember,

the user has work to do. (Maybe MIDI

programmers don't have this problem.)

To save space lately I've taken to using

both left and right mouse clicks over

panel menus (eg. left-click to select a

color, right-click to go to the color

menu).

Got to Admit it's Getting Better

Object Oriented Programming Systems

(OOPS) are much the rage these days,
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Gnod User Interface
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Jim Kent's Cyber-

Paint interface em-
ploys three different

approaches: drop-

down menus, key-

board equivalents

and panel menus—
in this case the APM
panel menu. While

the user is drawing
II menus are hid-

and there is a reason. The work with

SmallTalk at Xerox PARC inspired GEM,

the Macintosh display. Sun Windows

and a host of other windowing systems.

Lately, I've had a chance to play with

SmallTalk a bit, and I like its windowing

system better than any of these

offsprings.

One idea Smalltalk uses that hasn't

made it into the mainstream yet is to

start a program in the same place you

left it. In other words, instead of having

to remember what you called a hie,

hunt for the place you were working on,

reset your tabs, choose the correct font,

etc., you simply run your text editor and

you're in the same place you were when

you last quit the program.

Remember the Basics

The two most important aspects of a

friendly user interface are so obvious

that they are often overlooked in theo-

retical discussions: A program must not

crash, and it must be fast enough to

keep up with the user There's just no

substitute for machine coding speed-

critical program sections and then let-

ting a hundred beta testers put a pro-

gram through its paces.

If your design is too complex or your

program too ambitious, you'll find it's

nearly impossible to make your code

fast and reliable. Keep it simple. Don't

try to include every feature your prod-

uct manager and early users suggest, or

even all the ones you dream up your-

self; it's better to do a few things very

well. After all, you can always write an-

other program once this one is bullet-

proof and in shrinkwrap.
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An
Animations

Simulations

Language

Pogo
BY JIM KENT

START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

If you think there's nothing new in program-

ming languages, then think again. Premiere

ST programmer Jim Kent has created a great

new "creature-oriented" language. It has

features of C, Logo and even C++ and

SmallTalk. It's Pogo and it's on the START

disk this month. You'll need a color monitor

to run Pogo.
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Learn creature programming with

POGO.ARC and POGOSRC.ARC
on your START disk.

Pogo
has its origins in the com-

puter language Logo, which

Seymour Papert created in

part as a teaching tool for pro-

gramming. Graphics in Logo employs

the metaphor of a turtle with a pen tied

to its tail; you move the turde around

the screen and it can leave a trail of

where its been. You can tell the turtle to

move forward or backwards, mm left or

right, lift up or put down the pen and

change the pen colors. A function to

draw a circle using turtle graphics might

look like this:

to circlet

)

{

for i = 1 to 36

i

fonvard(5)

right(lO)

1

I

Turtle graphics programs are fun to

write and easy to debug because the re-

sults are immediately visible on the

screen. I've seen eight-year-olds write

beautiful snowflake generators and in-

tricate software spirographs in the time

it takes their parents to reach the bot-

tom line of their income tax

spreadsheet.

Pogo, like Logo, uses turtle graphics.

Pogo also has built-in animation fea-

tures and a simple but effective ap-

proach to multiprocessing. Most of

Pogo's syntax looks like C, but I bor-

rowed a few things from BASIC. Even if

you're a beginning BASIC or C program-

mer you should have no trouble writing

Pogo code after studying some of the

sample programs on disk.

Running Pogo

Pogo is an interpreted language. Pogo

programs must be in ASCII format to



run. To get started with Pogo,

copy the files POGO.ARC

and ARCX.TTP onto a

blank, formatted disk and un-ARC

POGO.ARC following the Disk Instruc-

tions elsewhere in this issue. (The Aztec

C and assembler source code to

in the file POGOSRCARC)

Pogo is a TTP (TOS Takes

Parameters) program, which means that

when you double-click on POGO.TTP

you will see the TOS Open Application

Pogo in Action!

This is one of several simple graphics

demos on your START disk. Built-in

Pogo graphics functions make draw-

ing lines, circles, disks and rectangles

a snap.

Archive File: POGO.ARC

Filename: LINES.POG

Related programs: C1RCLES.POG,

DISKS.POG

Creature Comfort

The main thing that sets Pogo apart

from traditional programming languages

is its unique approach to multiprocess-

ing. Traditional systems simulate multi-

processing on a single processor using a

method known as time-slicing. A pe-

ripheral clock chip is programmed to

interrupt the CPU at regular intervals.

On receiving a clock tick, the current

process is halted and the next process

on the ready list is started. However,

communicating between processes re-

quires elaborate synchronization

safeguards so that one process doesn't

read data that another process hadn't

finished updating when the clock inter-

rupt was received.

Pogo, on the other hand, uses a tech-

nique I borrowed from the world of

video games. In an arcade game, for ex-

dialog box. Type in the name of the

Pogo program you wish to run; if you

omit the file extension Pogo will use

,POG,

You can install also Pogo as an appli-

cation. From the Desktop, click once to

highlight the POGO.TTP icon and select

Install Application from the Options

menu. Under document type enter POG
and click on OK. Now all you have to

do is double-click on a .POG file to run

it. If you'd like to install Pogo as an app-

plication permanently, you must save

your Desktop before shutting off your

computer.

All Pogo programs run in low resolu-

tion; however, you can run Pogo from

either a low or medium resolution

Desktop. You can exit from any Pogo

program by pressing IControll-ICI.

Pogo in Action!

By defining a snowfiake creature

once you can simulate a snowy eve-

ning simply by spawning and evolv-

ing snowflakes inside a loop. A more

ambitious program could draw

more complex snowfiake shapes.

Archive File: POGO.ARC

Filename: SNOW1NG.POG

ample, the program must manage aliens,

asteroids and one to four or five human

players and each of these processes

should appear to be happening at once

In Pogo, such processes are called

creatures.

Each creature has its own code and

private data and can take care of mov-
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Pogo

ing and displaying itself Pogo has built-

in routines for a creature to find its

closest neighbor, so a creature can be

Pogo in Action!

This ecological simulation Features

fountains that create green dots,

creatures that eat the green dots and

creatures that eat the creatures that

eat the green dots. Watch this fas-

cinating demonstration to see which

species survive!

Archive File: POGO.ARC

Filename: ECOLOGY.POG

responsible for killing whoever it col-

lides with as well.

Tell Me That It's Evolution

A typical Pogo program consists of a

main section of code whicb creates the

various creatures. The program then ex-

ecutes the creatures using the EvolveO

function; usually this statement is in-

side a loop. Finally, the program might

print some status when the creatures

are done.

Once you've written the code for a

single Pogo creature you can spawn

multiple instances (copies) of it as eas-

ily as spawning one. For example, to fill

the screen with stars you would first

define a star creature as a flickering

point of light, and then generate many

stars in the loop:

for i = 1 to 64

spawn(star,random(320),

random(200),0,0)

Once creatures have been spawned,

it is only necessary to use an Evolve(

)

statement to have the program execute

the star's code. Similarly, a single

EvolveO statement will execute the code

of all creatures that have been spawned

as of that point.

This is a key feature of Pogo, one that

places it closer to the class of object-

oriented languages such as C++ or

Smalltalk than BASIC, C or assembly

language.

See the sidebar take-apart of the

Warblers program for a complete exam-

ple of creature-oriented programming in

action.

And That's Not All . . .

We've included several sample Pogo

programs on your START disk; they are

all in the file POGO ARC. L1NES.POG,

C1RCLES.POG and DISKS.POG are all

graphic demos. BUSH.POG draws a

pretty turtle graphics recursive bush;

and the screen is saved to disk as a

DEGAS .PCI file

FOLLOW.POG is a simple video

Pogo at a Glance

Here is a brief overview of Pogo's

syntax and built-in functions. A

complete description of each func-

tion and a more thorough discussion

of the language itself is in the file

POGOTXT in the POGO.ARC file.

After you've un-ARCed POGO.ARC,

double-click on POGOTXT to view

or print the file from the Desktop.

Comments:

Everything to the right of a semi-

colon is disregarded.

Variables:

Declaration (type is either string

or int)

type i,j,k

type linkcount

Arrays

int bigarray!5001, littlearrayll61

Numeric Constants:

Decimal constants. No floating point.

5 100 -200

Hexidecimal constants

0x10 OxFF Oxabc

Character constants in single quotes.

Numeric Expressions (listed in

decreasing precedence):

Unary plus and minus, binary not

+ 5 -x ~a

Multiplication, division, modulus,

binary left shift, right shift, binary

and

5*5 a/b 4%3 a«b b»c
b&c

Addition, subtraction, binary or, xor

a+ b x— 5 alb a* b

Comparison operators: Equal to, not

equal, greater, less, etc.

a==b a!=b a>b a < b

a>= b a<= b

hello == "Hi Doc!"

Logical not

!a

Logical and

a && b

Logical or

a|| b

(Note: Comparison and logical

operations evaluate to 1 for true,

for false. In conditional branches any

non-zero is considered true.)

String Expressions:

A string constant enclosed in quotes

"Hello World"

A function returning a string

StrNum(lOO)

Two strings concatenated with a plus
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game. Move the disk with the mouse

and try to avoid the little circles that

come out ol the upper left comer and

go into orbit around you. If you get hit

by a circle your disk grows, making it

that much harder to avoid other circles.

Eventually your disk gets so big you

blow out and the game is over The

longer you stay alive the higher your

score.

ECOLOGY.POG is an ecological

simulation that really shows off the

power of Pogo. The world contains

fountains which generate green dots;

red circles, blue circles and "purplers"

all use green dots for food. When a

green dot comes into range of a red,

blue or purpler that creature gets a little

bigger Each of these creatures ap-

proaches survival in its environment a

little differently. Eor example, purplers

actively chase dots, whereas reds stake

out a good position early in their lives

and stay put.

The Ecology world also has a preda-

Pogo in Action!

This video game forces you, the

large disk, against a host of smaller

circles who follow you about. Use

the mouse to control the disk: if

one of the little circles touches you

you grow even larger!

Archive File: POGO.ARC

Filename: FOLLOW.POG

tor creature named Harry, an orange cir-

cle that hunts down reds, blues and

purplers; when Harry encloses one of

their center points, he gobbles them up

and grows a litde larger The larger the

creature he eats, the larger he grows.

When a red, blue or purpler- or

Harry-gets big enough, it reproduces. It

will get smaller and eventually die if

there isn't any food around. Purplers are

the only creatures smart enough to run

away from Harry; however, often their

flight takes them offscreen and away

from their source of energy.

Ecology's screen shows some status

information; it tells how many times the

creatures have evolved and how many

of each there are.

Implementing Pogo

The source code for Pogo is in

POGOSRC.ARC. Pogo is written in Az-

tec C and assembler Much of the code

is computer-independent; the files that

are specific to the ST (mostly low-level

graphics and I/O) all start with the let-

ters ST,

Pogo is a one-pass recursive descent

compiler that generates an intermediate

code for a stack-based virtual machine,

sign

filename = "FRAME" +

StrNum(i) + ".PCI"

Assignment statements:

var = expression

Compound blocks of statements:

(

statementl

statement2

If statements:

if expression

statementl

else

statement2

Loop statements:

loop

statement

loop

i

statementl

statement2

if expression

break

statement3

Goto statements:

goto label

forever:

Prints ("Hello")

goto forever

Constant declarations:

constant red = 3

Function declarations:

function say„hello(

)

For statements: i

for var = expression to expression [step! Prints ("hello")

statement }

for i = to x

statement

fori = 100 to 50 step -5

statement

While statements:

while expression

statement

to add2(a,b)

{

return(a+b)

)

Function usages:

say_hello(

)

a = add2(5, 2*c)
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which currently has about 32 instruc-

tions. Most of these are to implement all

the operators it has. Upon sighting a

constant or variable, it pushes it onto

the stack. Binary operations take the top

two members of the stack and replace

them with the result. Unary operations

act on the top of the stack. Each in-

struction is six bytes long-two bytes of

op-code and four for data.

If you'd like to hack a new function

into Pogo (perhaps some sound or a

way to save Cyber Paint sequences),

look at the file PREDEFS.C. If you'd like

to see how a compiler can convert

something like this statement into ma-

chine code:

d = SqrRoot( (xl-x2)*(xl-x2) +

(yl-y2)*(yl-y2))

try studying the hies EXPRESS.C and

STATEMEN.C. If you just want to know

how Pogo can read in a .PCI file so

much faster than DEGAS Elite, check

out STGFX.C and STUNPACK.ASM and

look for the function rpcl( ).

Pogo in Action!

This program uses a recursive func-

tion to draw branches. This program

uses turtle graphics, which is a way

to program graphics by giving direc-

tions to an imaginary turtle who

moves about the screen. When the

program is finished, it uses a built-in

Pogo function to save the screen as

a DEGAS .PCI file.

Archive File: POGO.ARC

Filename: BUSH.POG

Conclusion

I've learned a lot writing the Pogo com-

piler. I hope you'll enjoy programming

in Pogo as much as I do. I've always

liked the C language, but C tends to

crash the computer if you make a mis-

take. On the other hand, Pogo will

usually tell you politely where the error

occurred and let you exit cleanly with-

out a reboot. You can break out of a

hung-up Pogo program with IControll-

ICI.

Pogo is not as fast as C, but most

programs will spend most of their time

doing graphics and other built-in func-

tions which are in high performance

machine code already. I'm not sure if

Pogo is the answer to GFA BASIC 3.0,

but for quick simulations and video

games on a color system you'll find it

hard to beat.

Jim Ka\t is a START Contributing Edi-

tor and the author of Cyber Paint, Aegis

Animator, F/icfcer and (lie Audio-Video

Sequencei:

Creature declarations:

creature name

statement

statement.

Input oriented functions:

InKeyC

)

Keyboard ()

WauKeyQ

MouseXQ

MouseY(

)

MouseLeftC)

MouseRightC

)

ClockQ

UseJoystick()

UseMouseQ

Joystick( ) (see POGO.TXT for value

returned)

Text output functions:

Print number in decimal on a line

Print(number)

Print string and a new line

Prints(string)

Pnnts(NULL)

Print string without a new line

Text(string)

General-purpose graphics functions:

ToTextf

)

ToGraphics(

)

PutDot(color, x, y)

GetDot(x.y)

Rectangle(color, xl, yl, x2, y2)

Disk(x, y, radius, color)

Circle(x, y, radius, color)

Gtextfcolor, x, y, string)

Gnumber(color, x, y, digits, number)

Line(color,xl,yl,x2,y2)

ClearScreen(

)

SetColorfcolor, r, g, b)

(Note: the values for r, g and b are

from to 255.)

LoadPic(filename)

SavePic(filename)

Screen-oriented graphics functions:

AllocScreenQ

Pscreen(

)

UseScreen(screen)

CopyScreen(sscreen, dscreen)

Blit(w,h,sscreen,sx,sy,dscreen,dx,dy)

FreeScreen(screen)

Animation display functions:

PreSwapC

)

SwapO

DeSwap(

)

VsyncO

Turtle graphics:

(Note: turtle is floatingpoint position.

Not much good for real-time, but you
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A Sample Program—the Warblers Game
A warbler is a circle that grows and shrinks as it moves across the screen. Some warblers pulse rapidly while others grow and

shrink more slowly. You have a disk which follows the motion of the mouse. The object of the game is to surround the

warblers with the disk when they are smaller than you are. If your disk surrounds a warbler, you eat it and your disk gets a

little bigger. If the warbler surrounds your disk, it eats you and the game is over

The warblers Pogo program is fairly simple. There are only two types of creatures -one for the warbler circles and one for

the mouse disk. (Note: Pogo function and variable names are not case-sensitive. For clarity in this take-apart I'll use names

starting with an uppercase letter for built-in Pogo functions and variables and lowercase for the ones defined in the warblers

program. A semicolon marks the rest of the line as a comment.)

The code starts out with a few global

variables.

int mouseid ;The creature id of mouse so warblers can find it.

int mouserad ;Radius of mouse. Gets bigger every other warbler you eat.

int warblers ;Number of warblers alive. If it gets down to zero you win!

When a warbler goes offscreen it

comes back on the other side. Here are

two functions that help implement this

"wrap around."

to wrapx(x)

{

if(x> 320+50) offscreen 50 to the right?

x = -50; then move it to left of screen

if (x < -50) offscreen 50 to the left?

x = 320+ 50 then move it to right of screen

retum(x)

1
1

to wrapy(y)

i

can do lots of LOGO tricks.) CharTo(string, index, char) value = Cread(type, var, id)

Right(degrees) NULL Cwrite(type, vat; id, value)

Left(degrees)

PenUp(

)

Text file functions: Creature life and death functions:

PenDown(

)

Fopenfname, mode) id = Spawn(creature,x,y,dx,dy)

PenCoIor(color) Fclose(D Evolve(

)

Forward (pixels) GetChar(f) Kill(id) (Note: Kill(cid) amounts to

Reverse(pixels) GetWord(0 suicide.)

GetLine(f) KillAllO

Math [unctions:

Random(max) Creature locating functions: Creature spawn parameters:

XYangle(xy) ClosestCreature(id,x,y) Cx

SquareRoot(x) ClosestT(type,x,y) Cy

Distance(xl,yl,x2y2) NamedCreature(name) Cdx

ArcXfangle, radius) ExistsCreature(id) Cdy

ArcY (.angle, radius )

Creature information functions: Other system-maintained local crea

String-oriented functions: CreatureX(id) ture variables:

StrNum(number) CreatureY(id) Cid

StrChar(char) CreatureAge(id) Cage

StrLen(string) CreatureNewBom(id) Cnew

CharAt(string, index) CreatureName(id) Cname I
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A Sample Program—the Warblers Game
if (y> 200+ 50)

y = -50

if(y< -50)

y = 200+50

remrn(y)

Here is the code for the warbler crea-

ture This is the brains of the program.

The warblers take care of pulsating

themselves and also see if they are hav-

ing a run-in with the mouse.

1st time through randomly initialize

some of our variables.

The pulsating circle creature

creature warbler

i

nt csize ;current size

nt dsz ;rate of change of size

nt cmax ;maximum size

nt cmin ;minimum size

nt color ;color of this warbler

nt md ;u5ed to hold distance to mouse

f (Cnew) ;Cnew is true only first time a warbler is EvolveQ'd

cmin — Random(5)+ 2;

cmax = Random{16)+5

dsz = Random(3)+l

if(Random(l))

dsz = —dsz;

csize = (cmin + cmax )/2 ;start Vi way through size cycle

color = Random(4)+l ;color random between 1 and 4

min radius

max radius

speed of radius change

randomly make it start out shrinking or growing

Do stuff to figure out what size warbler

is this frame.

if (!(Cage&31)) ;every 32 ticks increase max radius size by 1

cmax = cmax+1

csize = csize + dsz

if (csize > cmax
| J

csize < cmin) ;if hit min or max reverse delta radius

dsz = —dsz

Move warbler by adding its speed to its

position, and piping through a 'wrap

[unction in case result is off-screen.

Cx = wrapx(Cx + Cdx) ;Cx and Cdx are passed from the 'Spawn' call below.

Cy = wrapy(Cy + Cdy)

interact with the mouse creature. if (mouseid) ;if the mouse creature is still alive.

;hnd distance to mouse

md = Distance(Creaturex(mouseid),Creaturey(mouseid), Cx, Cy)

;if inside mouse radius, suicide

if (md < mouserad && csize < mouserad)

I

if (warblers&l) ;every other warbler increment mouse radius

mouserad = mouserad+1

Kill(cid);

warblers = warblers -1

return;

II mouse inside our radius kill it. if (md < csize && csize > mouserad)
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Kill(mouseid);

mouseid = 0;

i

Circlet Cx,Cy,csize,color) ;draw ourselves

The mouse creature is quite simple

since it doesn't need to figure out whether

it has hit a warbler or not. It just calls

the built-in Mouse functions to set its

current position on the screen (Cx and

Cy) and then draws a disk in color 13.

Finally there's the main code for the game:

creature mouse

{

Cx = MouseXQ

Cy = MouseYQ

Disk(Cx,Cy,mouserad,13)

loop ;repeat forever (or until user doesn't want to play agam)

i

KillAlK) ;Ki!l any creatures left from last game

mouserad = 8 ;mouse starts with an 8 pixel radius

mouseid = Spawn(mouse,0,0,0,0) ;make the mouse

for warblers = to 12 ;make 13 warblers

Make a warbler at random position on

screen and random speed between

-3 and 3.

Here's the main game loop. Keep going a

long as there's warblers alive and the

mouse is alive too.

nit ix.iy

ix = Random(6)— 3 ;speed from —3 to 3

if (ix = = 0) ;don't allow x speed

ix = 1

iy = Random(6)—

3

if(iy==0)

,y= 1

Spawn(warbler, Random(320), Random(200), ix, iy)

)

PreSwap( ) ;Set up for double buffering

while (mouseid && warblers>0)

i

ClearScreenf) ;set screen quickly to black

EvolveQ ;let all creatures live one tick

Swap(

)

;swap drawing screen and viewing screen

And that's all there is to it: a video

game in about 100 lines of code!

ToTextf) ;back into text mode

Prints(StrNum(warblers) + " Warblers left");

if (warblers <= 0)

(

PrintsC'You won!!!")

!

Prints("Play again? (y/n)")

int key ;oops, need another variable.
. .

key = WaitKeyO

if (key == 'n'
1

1 key == *N')

break
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Openyour own
art department.

If you're a desktop publisher with big

ideas and a small crew, let Migraph

staff the desktop art department of

your dreams.

Picture this: Professionally drawn

images and illustrations at your finger-

tips. Powerful drawing tools, extensive

editing tools, and a complete paint

program at your command.

Plus high-quality printouts. Every time.

All that and compatibility, too. Migraph

files load easily into your favorite Atari

ST publishing programs.

Powerful. Versatile. And easy to use.

Migraph's the ideal candidate for every

job in your graphics department.

Touch-Up The complete design tool for

high-resolution monochrome images.

Easy-Draw' The professional

object-oriented drawing program.

Supercharged Easy-Draw" Easy-Draw

plus basic publishing features.

Easy-Tools
' A 5- tool GEM desk

accessory to enhance Easy-Draw.

DrawArt Professional A library of over

150 professional line art drawings.

Scan Art" A library of over 100

high-resolution, bit-mapped images.

Border Pack A library of over 40

attention-getting border designs.

OSpooler A configurable background

file spooler and print buffer.

Whatever desktop graphics project you

have in mind- be it big or small, simple

or ornate, traditional or avant-garde-

Migraph'sgotyou covered.

See your Atari ST' dealer today for more

^WGRdPHi
200 S. 333rd St., Suite 220 Federal Way, WA 98003 800/223-3729 206/838-4677

CIRCLE 075 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Review

UltraScript

Atari's Answer to PostScript Fever

BY ANDREW REESE
START EDITOR

UltraScript- you've heard the name for

months and it's finally out. But the

question now arises: what is it? It's nei-

ther a desktop publishing program, nor

a word processor. It's a PostScript inter-

preter that turns (almost) any Mega/

printer combination into a f-a-s-t Post-

Script printer.

Up to now, if Atari desktop pub-

lishers wanted to print PostScript files

from other computers, it was impos-

sible. The second generation of ST DTP

programs can create a Pos6cript file or

print on a PostScript device, but until

UltraScript, it has been strictly a one-

way street.

Enter UltraScript from Imagen.

UltraScript can read a PostScript file and

output it to an ST-driven printer. It may

sound like a glorified printer driver, but

you have to understand the background

to see its significance.

Why PostScript?

PostScript is the creation of Adobe Sys-

tems Incorporated of Walnut Creek,

Caliiomia. It's a unique and specialized

programming language whose sole func-

tion is to describe page layouts to

"smart" computerized printers. Adobe

pioneered this field and, like Epson

Eindfanl 7A

i
„!! I:'

•:: Ty :_-:.[ it

is Typewrit

l\24S\251\
sfcowpage

!U24\34C\302I

Figure 1, An
example of a Post-

Script file. These

terpreted by Ultra-

Script to create an

image for the printer.

printers or DEGAS files, the pioneer has

set the standard for the industry. It has

become the DTP buzzword in the

Macintosh and PC worlds. We have

some darned good DTP products on the

16-bit Atari's, but it's been an uphill
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Review Ultrascript

Lucida

Lucida-Bold

Lucida-ltalic

LucidaBoldltalic

LucidaSans

LucidaSans Bold

LucidaSans-ltalic

LucidaSans-Boldltattc

LucidaSans-Typewriter

LucidaSans-TypewriterBold

LucidaSans -Typewri terObli que

LucidaSans-TypewriterBoldOblique

LucidaSymbol oo¥©TMoR

LucidaHebrew lrmnN

LucidaHebrew-Typewriter irmnN

Courier

Symbol o V©TM0^

Figure 2. This is a

printout of the file

shown in Figure 1,

as printed on an

Atari SLM804 laser

printer.

battle to establish their credibility out-

side the ST community without Post-

Script comparability.

There are some very nice aspects of

PostScript, however. For example, it uses

vector fonts that are only defined once

and scaled as needed when a page-

description requires a specific size.

PostScript vector fonts can be scaled

smoothly without adding "stair-steps,"

unlike the bit-mapped ST system fonts.

(Vector fonts are also used by 1SD/

Ditek's Calamus to achieve the same

clean output in any font size)

An example of a PostScript file is

shown in Figure I. When sent to a Post-

Script printer, these commands are in-

terpreted by the printer's microproces-

sor to create an image for the printer

engine. Figure 2 shows the file from

Figure 1 as printed on an Atari SLM804

laser printer.

One reason for the lack of PostScript

compatability in the ST world is that it's

expensive Adobe has acted like the true

entrepreneurial pioneer it is and has ex-

ploited its near-monopoly in this field;

developers must pay a pretty penny to

use Adobe's PostScript in their programs

or printers. For the Atari ST/Mega mar-

ket, dedicated to "Power Without the

Price," these added costs have put full

PostScript compatibility out of the reach

of most owners.

PostScript printers are also expen-

sive They need a built-in computer, in-

cluding a microprocessor with its as-

sociated RAM and other circuitry, to

turn a PostScript file into a page. Most

PostScript printers use either a Motorola

68000 or 68020 microprocessor and a

minimum of 512K of expensive DRAM.

Since the Atari SLM804 laser printer is a

so-called "dumb" printer (no internal

microprocessor), its cost is much less.

All of the necessary calculations are

performed by the ST/Mega's 68000

processor using the computer's RAM.

Actually, the Atari system isn't dumb at

all-it just doesn't duplicate the com-

puter's capabilities inside the printer

Imogen's Solution

What Imagen has created is an inter-

preter that can read and use PostScript

files, just as LDW Power can read and

use Lotus 1-2-3 files. But in the

ST/Mega environment, UltraScript con-

verts from PostScript code to finished

page inside the computer and then

sends it out to the Atari laser printer via

the DMA port, a very fast and effective

method.

Imagen also went to the same font

foundries that licensed fonts to Adobe

and licensed their own versions for use

in UltraScript, thus allowing typeface

compatibility with PostScript.

Although well below any Adobe-

Figure 3. The

UltraScript screen.

At the top are

several drop-down
menus. The large

grid is the printer

queue list and be-

low it is the Mes-

sage Window. Not
much here, but

operation of the

program is simplic-

ity itself.
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licensed product in cost, UltraScript is

still not cheap by Atari standards, how-

ever The program with its Lucida font

family costs $229.95 and additional

fonts can cost up to $99.95 each. You

can buy Font Sets that reduce this cost

considerably, however. The Times, Hel-

vetica and Courier fonts together are

available for $129.95 while ITC Book-

man, Helvetica Narrow, ITC Zapf Chan-

cery and Dingbats, ITC Avant Garde

Gothic and New Century Schoolbook

are available for an additional $195.

Other fonts that are available (or

should be by the time you read this) in-

clude: Optima, Park Avenue, ITC Gara-

mond, ITC Souvenir, ITC Lubalin

Graph, ITC Korinna, Univers, Hobo,

Brosh Script, Stencil, Helvetica Light

and Black, Futura, ITC New Baskerville,

Lucida Calligraphy, Eurostile, Cooper

Black and Crescendo, an original music

font that is compatible with Sonata.

Using UltraScript

We tested the first release version of

UltraScript for this review It was written

to output exclusively to the Atari laser

and checks for it on start-up. If you

don't have an SLM804 with this version,

forget it-it's back to the Desktop for

you. By the time you read this, however,

a second version should be available

that includes support for the Hewlett-

Packard Deskjet, Epson FX, LX, LQ and

LQ950 and the IBM Graphics and Pro

Printers. We weren't able to obtain this

later version for testing by press time,

but watch for an update in START in the

near future.

With an SLM804 connected, however,

using UltraScript is simplicity. Imagen

recommends use of a hard disk for

speed and we concur. It's a big program,

over 280K and that means that you

need memory-and lots ofit. UltraScript

requires at least two megabytes of RAM,

so you'll need at least a Mega 2 or an ST

upgraded to that size or more.

When you start up UltraScript, you

see the screen shown in Figure 3. In the

top half of the screen is the file queue.

In monochrome, you can load up to 36

files for printing, but in color (medium

resolution), you're limited to 27 files.

That should still be enough for most

users, however In the bottom half of the

screen is the message window. Ultra-

Script reports on its status here and

alerts you to any actions you must take,

such as to insert paper for manual feed.

at Atari's bidding), Imagen created a

PR1NTER.SYS file that lets Timeworks'

fine DTP program, Desktop Publisher

ST, create PostScript files. The idea is

great; the implementation less so.

After you've installed Desktop Pub-

lisher ST according to the instructions

in the Timeworks and Imagen manuals

(PostScript/LaserJet II printer), you copy

Imagen's PRINTER.SYS file to your Time-

5
.„~X)START

2

Figure 4. The short

piece of PostScript

code listed in the

text produces this

print-out.

UltraScript has an
Exutive mode that

lets you enter such

code directly. It's a

convenience

designed for fhe

PostScript profes-

sional only.

The drop-down menus offer few

choices. You can load a file into the

queue, delete a file from it or have a file

appear more than once. You can also

choose manual paper feed from the Op-

tions menu or enter the Executive

mode. In this mode, you can enter Post-

Script code directly, but heed the warn-

ing in the manual: you had better be in-

timately familiar with PostScript to

make use of Executive mode.

Once you've loaded all the files you

want to print into the queue, you just

select Print from the File menu and

you're off and printing. And the printing

is fast— no more going out for a cup of

coffee while waiting for a document to

print, as with the average PostScript

printer

UltraScript and Timeworks

Desktop Publisher ST

Imagen has added one additional fillip

to UltraScript. In order to create a com-

plete PostScript DTP system (probably

works folder or disk and overwrite the

file of the same name already installed.

Then you run FONTWID.APR as usual.

When you boot Desktop Publisher

ST, you'll find the Imagen fonts listed in

the Font Style/Size menu, instead of the

GEM fonts you're used to. Unfortunately,

the Timeworks program can't display

these fonts on the screen, except as gray

bars indicating the size and location of

the copy. It's a bit disconcerting to see

one's copy treated so cavalierly. Instead

of WYSIWYG, it's WYSIHNWYG-What
You See Is (Flopefully) Not What You

Get.

To add to this inconvenience, you

can't print directly from the Timeworks

program. When you print, it prints a

PostScript file to disk called PUBLISHES.

Unless you use an accessory utility that

lets you change filenames in mid-

application, you must exit Timeworks,

change the name of the file you created

and then re-enter the program to create

a second file. If you want to print a file,
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GFA BASIC 3.0

AT A DISCOUNT!

We here at START are always looking

for good deals for our readers.

Nowhere else will you find programs

like GFA BASIC 2.0 and GFA Object

available for the price of a START disk.

But now we have another spectacular

deal for you:

Through a special arrangement

with GFA and Antic Software, you can

now purchase the latest versions of

GFA BASIC 3.0 at a 30% discount! It's

normally priced at $99.95, but for

START readers only, you can get it for

just $69-95 plus $3.50 for shipping

and handling. This is the latest and

most powerful version of the BASIC

that's the standard in the ST world.

And included is a newly revised man-

ual and Antic Software's technical sup-

port that's second to none.

All you have to do is send your

originalJanuary 1989 START disk (the

one with GFA BASIC 2.0 on it) with a

check or money or for $73.45 to:

GFA BASIC UPGRADE #GF910I

544 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

Review Ultvascnp:

you have to quit Timeworks again and

boot UltraScript. It's all very clumsy, but

we probably shouldn't be too harsh on

a company who's trying to deliver extra

value to its customers. After all, they

didn't have to do this at all.

If you do manage to work through

the Timeworks/UltraScript combina-

tion, you will end up with very nice

UltraScript reads a

PostScript file and

outputs it to an ST-

driven printer.

printouts. It's just that it's like taking the

long way around the Cape, instead of

using the Panama Canal.

Executive Mode

None of us at START are PostScript

mavens, but we did experiment with

the Executive mode to make sure that it

worked as advertised. There's a short

demo code listing in the manual as fol-

lows (slightly modified for the occasion,

of course):

/inch [72mul] def

/LucidaSans-Italic findfont 72 scalefont

setfont

4 inch 6 inch translate

4(
moveto

(START) show

90 rotate

) repeat

showpage

The result of this short piece of code

(which selects and sets a font and size

and then uses a loop to rotate it 90

degrees four times) is shown in Figure 4,

photographically reduced. Not bad at

all, but we'd hate to try to create a com-

plex page layout this way. Again, it's an

extra, so thanks, Imagen, for including

The Bottom Line

UltraScript is a joint project by Atari

and Imagen, a subsidiary of QMS, the

printer company. The program is

copyrighted by Imagen and they main-

tain the marketing and support func-

tions. With Imagen's expertise and ex-

perience in printing, coupled with

resources matched by few other Atari

publishers, you can expect that the sup-

port will be excellent. We're glad to have

them supporting our computers.

When you first open the box, you

may feel that you aren't getting your

money's worth with UltraScript. There

are two double-sided disks containing

the program and the Lucida fonts, a

slender manual and assorted warranty

and order cards. It doesn't look like

much, but the value of this program is

in the product, not the packaging. The

manual tells you everything you need to

know in its 40 pages to run UltraScript;

it's just not that difficult.

Does it work? Yes, absolutely. Do you

need it? Only if you need to print Post-

Script files on your ST/Mega printer. Is it

an important product in the Atari

world? We think so. It offers a capability

to ST/Mega owners that has been miss-

ing over the last three years of the ST's

existence.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

UltraScript, $229.95;

Fonts and Font Fami-
lies, $99.95-$295. Imogen
Corp., P.O. Box 58101, Santa

Clara, CA 95052-8101,

(800) 635-3997 or (408)

986-9400.
CrRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Desktop Publisher ST,

$129.95. Timeworks, 444
Lake Cook Road, Deerfield,

IL 60015, (312)948-9200.
CIRCLE 161 OH READER SERVICE CARD
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Antic Software is proud to present

The World's Most Popular BASIC Programming Language for the ST

Here's what you get with

Version 3.0:

' An incredibly power/ii! programming language

< Distinctive speed and utility

• Power to access Atari STs innouatiue hardware

and operating system capabilities

> Over 300 powerful commands

• Built-in text editor with syntax checking

• Full access to GEM, AES, Wl, and line-A commands

• Full technical supportfrom Antic Sojaoare

Compatible with all previous versions

of GFA-BASIC program listings &

reference books.

Version 3.0 compiler and

GFA-assembler will be out soon!

GFA

$99.95 (GF9100J

Imkfor GFA-BASIC 3.0 at

your/auorite dealer or order

from Antic Software toilfree:

(800)234-7001

' Antic Software \

Antic Software and Antic are trademarks ot Antic

Publishing, Inc. GFA-BASIC is a trademark ol GFA
Systemtochnk, Germany; Atari ST is a registorad

trademark of Atari Corp. CIRCLE 005 ON READER SERVICE CARD



earch
Finding

Lost Files Made

Easy

Y DAVID T. JARVIS

You 've got a 20-megabyte hard disk that's

full to the brim with hundreds offolders and

files. One day afriend asks you ifyou still

have thatpublic domain game you down-

loaded months ago. You think you do but

where? With START Magazine and David

farvis' File Search, you need never again

worry about "lost"files. Theprogram runs

in all three resolutions.

Forget where you put those files?

Jog your memory with

FSEARCH.ARC on your START disk.

File Search is a desk accessory that will

quickly locate files and programs,

whether they're on floppy disks or bu-

ried deep within folders on your hard

drive. But File Search goes well beyond

a basic file-search utility to become

something of a file manager as well. It

can End a file anywhere on any of your

disks, even if the file is "hidden." And

once the file is found, File Search will

let you perform a number of useful

operations, including browse, print and

copy.

But that's not all. File Search sup-

ports wildcards, and a special option

lets you either display each match it

finds or simply count the matches (and

the number of bytes occupied by each)

rile Search can find

a file anywhere on

any of your disks.

and then give you the totals when it's

finished. And since File Search is an ac-

cessory, you won't have to leave a GEM
application to take advantage of it.

To run File Search, copy

FSEARCH.ARC and ARCXTTP onto a

blank, formatted disk and un-ARC

FSEARCH.ARC following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue. Then

copy the file FSEARCHACC onto your

boot disk, and reboot your computer.

Remember that GEM only supports a

total of six desk accessories, so if you

already have that many installed, you'll

need to deactivate one of them to use

File Search. The program was written in

Mark Williams C; the source code is

also in the file FSEARCH.ARC.
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The Search Begins

After the accessory is installed, click on

File Search under Desk on the menu

bar The main File Search dialog box

will appear Type in a specific filename,

click on the disk drive you wish to

search, then click on Search. Click on

Quit to return to the Desktop.

here are three

Search options.

Note: Attributes are the specific con-

ditions TOS associates with a file. TOS

allows up to six attributes: Read Only,

which can be set from the Desktop File

drop-down menu; Hidden, which won't

show in a GEM directory window; Sys-

tem, a file created for use by TOS; Vol-

ume, the disk label; Folder (or subdirec-

tory); and Archive, which means that

the file has not been changed since the

disk was last backed up. If a file has one

of these attributes, its box will be high-

lighted; if not, its box will be shadowed.

Two types of options are available to

you now: TOS functions and Search

functions. There are six TOS functions:

Desk File Hi

V A

When you click on

the File Search ac-

this dialog box.

Now you just type

in the name of the

"lost" file, choose

the drive you wish

to check, and then

click on Search-
presto! You've

found your file,

even if it's hidden.

I

You can narrow a search down fur-

ther by entering a folder name before

the file specification; the folder name

must be preceded by a backslash (for

example, \LETTERS\J0NES.DOC).

Once the search begins, File Search

will check whichever disk you

specified, beginning at the root direc-

tory and continuing through all folders

on the disk until it finds a match. Then,

unless you specified Totals Only in the

main dialog, you'll see a second dialog

box that describes the file and gives you

a number of options. The information

about the file displayed here includes

the full filename, the file size, the last

date and time the file was updated and

the file's attributes.

Browse, Rename, Copy, Move, Delete

and Print.

Browse lets you rapidly scan a file's

contents without having to invoke an

editor. This is useful when you only

need to read part of a file, or determine

which version of a file is the one you

want. When selected, Browse opens a

window and displays the file's contents,

one page at a time. Browse displays only

the ASCII characters in a file You can

move or resize the window the same

way you would any other GEM window.

Click on the close button to return to

the dialog box describing the file.

Copy, Move, Rename and Delete are

pretty self-explantory. The first three

options will require you to enter a sec-
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File Search

ond filename. Delete will ask you to

verify the operation before it actually

erases the file. Print lets you print out a

hardcopy of the file.

At this point, there are three Search

options available: Continue Search, Re-

turn to Search Menu and Quit. Con-

tinue Search is the default; you can in-

voke it just by pressing [Return! or

[Enterl. It tells File Search to keep on

rummaging through the disk until it

finds another match or has searched all

folders.

Quit clears the dialog box and then

returns you to what you were doing

when you selected Pile Search. Select

Return to Search Menu to return to the

main dialog box. This option remem-

bers the current hie search specifica-

tion, so you can quickly look for the file

on another drive. Alternately, you can

type in a new hie to search for and be-

gin again.

Wildcard Support

File Search lets you search for hies by

typing in wildcard characters. Wild-

cards let you search for words or groups

of words that have the same characteris-

tics. There are two wildcard characters

recognized: a question mark (?) and an

asterisk (*).

When you conduct a wildcard

search with a question mark, your ST

will replace the question mark with any

Tile Search

supports wildcards.

single character. An asterisk, on the

other hand, will be replaced with more

than one character. For example, if you

search for T?T, the computer might

come up with TAT or TOT. But if you

search for T*T the computer will come

back to you with anything from TART to

TRUMPET. You'll find this one of File

Search's most convenient features.

Hey, It's a Floor Wax, Too!

Well, File Search isn't really a floor wax,

but it does have other uses than those

already covered. First, there's a feature

designed for the times when you know

a file is on one of several disks, but for-

get which one. For example, your

friends are waiting to see that nifty

WARNING!

Because File Search can search an

entire hard drive partition for a file,

it is very easy to exceed the ST's so-

called 40-folder limit by using this

program; this can wreak havoc with

your drive's directory. Because of

this problem, we highly recom-

mend using File Search together

with Atari's copyrighted

FOLDRXXX.PRG terminate-and -

stay-resident fix for the 40-folder

limit. If you don't have

FOLDRXXX.PRG, it is on this is-

sue's START disk in the file

FOLDRXXX.ARC. Un-ARC this file

onto a blank, formatted disk and

read the enclosed documentation.

We consider this program a neces-

sity for any hard drive owner using

File Search or other directory-

intensive application.

public-domain game called Stinker you

downloaded last week. Unfortunately,

it's on one of 15 disks labeled "Games."

Now, where is it? File Search can help.

Just put the first disk in the drive, ac-

cess File Search, enter STINKER.* and

click on Search. If File Search doesn't

find a match on the current disk, a dia-

log box will appear telling you so. Note

there's a second option: Repeat. Before

clicking on Repeat, put the second disk

in the drive. And start the search again. 1

think you get the idea.

File Search can also provide you

with some statistics about files on a

disk. In the main dialog box, there are

two boxes under the word Report. One

says Each Match, and the other says To-

tals Only. The former is selected by de-

fault. If you click on the latter before

conducting a search, File Search will

not display each file it finds that

matches the specification you entered;

instead, it will continue searching.

When it's finished, you'll see the results,

either that no matches were found, or

how many matches were found and the

total number of bytes used by all match-

ing files.

After File Search has found one or

more matching files using either "'Each

Match" or "Totals Only," you can exam-

ine the list of files found by clicking on

Browse under Files Found on the main

screen. You can print out the list of files

by clicking on Print.

The Totals Only option can be put to

some interesting uses. Suppose, for in-

stance, you have files with the extension

.DOC all over your hard-disk drive and

would like to know how much space

they occupy. You can find out by click-

ing on Totals Only, entering"*.DOC" as

the filespcc, then clicking on Search. In

a lew moments the results will be dis-

played to you.

A final feature of File Search is that it

will find "hidden" files. As mentioned

before, files with the "hidden" attribute

don't show up in GEM directory win-

dows (the list of files that appears in a

window when you click on a drive or

folder). However, File Search disregards

the standard protocol to "ignore" such

files. So even if you've changed a file's

attribute to "hidden," it will show up

again under a File Search.

David jawis is a programmer who lives

in Richmond, Kentucky. He wrote Ear

Trainer in START Special Issue Number

Two.
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ROBOARM/ST - complete i
$199.00

COMPLETE CARTRIDGE PORT ROBOT CONTROLLER AND ROBOT.

BASED ON THE RADIO SHACK ARMATRON. Comes with Learn mode

LEARN AND SAVE MODE. TEACH AND REPEAT C Software Include'

ST/ime -Clock/Calendar Chip $49.95
SODERLESS EASY INSTALLATION!!! FITS UNDER KEYBOARD.
INSTALL AND FORGET ABOUT EVER SETTING DATE AND TIME.

Z-I/O - CARTRIDGE PORT DIGITAL I/O $69.99

Z-WORKS /-I/O & SIX RELAYS $99.95
tOMOI.l.LK HOVKO ['OK RKAL-tt OKI.D CONTROL APPLICATIONS,

RAM.RAM.RAM UPGRADES
CALL FOR RAM UPGRADES AND INSTALLTION

WE CAN MAKE YOUR ST INTO A MEGA FOR LESS!

2 Meg Installed Upgrade S479

ZUBAIR INTERFACES, INC.
\\\ nisK.N. m \m v\( k ki-: x si: in i< i; oi \i ruoni ci

5243B PARAMOUNT Ml. VI).

IAKKWOOD.CA 90712

( All l s FOR \ COMPI.KTK BROl'Hl RE

(213) 408-6715 FAX:{213) 408-6748

TOAD COMPUTERS
The Hard Disk Specialists

ICD's FAST Hard
Drives Include
A Built In Clock,
Fan, and Power
Supply, And Are
Totally Expandable!

AS LOWAS $539! ICD's FAST System

FAST 3.5" Drives FAST 5.25" Drives
20 MB 40ms $539 40 MB 40ms $639
20 MB 28ms $569 40 MB 28ms $669
30 MB 40ms $599 65 MB 40ms $709
30 MB 28ms $629 65 MB 28ms $739

50MB28ms!:i:i:"::::$709 85 MB 28ms §769

Two 3.5" Drives or One 5.25" Drive May Be Placed Inside
the FAST Case. Let Us Know If You Require a Special
Configuration. CALL FOR LATEST LOW LOW PRICING!

(301) 544-6943
TOAD COMPUTERS

55€ Baltimore Annapolis BhxL.Severna Park, MD 21146
These prices reflect a 4% discount for money orders, certified, or
personal checks. We accept Visa. MC, and Discover. MD residents

add 5% sales tax. Call if you have further questions.

CIRCLE 093 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 0S0 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dragon Force $34.00
Paperboy.. $34.00
Android Decision $24.00
Double D'agon $27.95
Rubicon Ain a nf:« $20,95
Demon's Winter $27.95
Zany Golf $27.95
Star Command $34.00
Red Lightning $42. oo
6«w4g<> . . *CALL.
Sllpheed. $galL
TV Spo-ts f-ooicfl $CALL
Rockel n^noo'- -. $CAl.L
F.O.F.T $3.1.00

WTT CABBY A COM.
ACCESSORIES

Video Key $80.00
""

ttisfl Master $35.00
mltor Mutter $44.00
ivn Matter J-dd 00

EZRemll $109.00
ST Series Mouse $49.95
520 ST Power Supoiy $62.95
Epyx 5CCXJ Joystick $15.95
"""

*> 3-Wfty .loysHnk $22.50

GA MES
Music Sludio 88 $42.00
Oulrun $34.00
Police Quest I or II, ...$34. 00
R-Type $27.95
Road Raider $27.95
Bubble Babble $27.95
Renegado $27.OR
Scrabble $27.95
Sky Chase $27.95
Srtiflnr S27.9S
Techno-Cop $34.00
GamesiWinter Ed $34.00
Lords ot Rlslna Sun...$CALL
W«r in Middle So'th.. .$.14,00

'r.mrn t.tnti of software
DUST COVERS

520 ST Computer $8
520 STFM/1O40 ST Computer, ..$8

BF3S4/SP314 Dink Drive $7
SC 1224/SM 124 Monitor $10
Okimate 1 0/20 Printer $9
Star 10"Prtnlef(sDecHy.model)...$9
Panasonic 10" Printer, (specify)..$9
Monte House (MIBel Max). ...$4.95

Mou^e Mol JR. 50

ThunderBlade $34.00
Typhoon Thompson $24.00
Slar Gilder II $30.05
Heros ot Lance $27.95
Hostage $30.95
Kinfl.i Ouostl.ll,III.IV.oa$34.00
Leisure Suil Larry II $34.00
Obllterator $27.95
Gold RuBh $27.95
SlftrTrekrRabel $27.95
Barbarian II $27.95
King ot Chicago $14.00
Dungeon Master $27.95
Slnr Glider II $30. OB

PRODUCTIVITY
Calamus.

.
.$199 CO

QFA Basic 3.0 $09 95
Lab-I Mattel Fill*. . $30.05
Laser C $U9 95
LOW Power $109.95
Publisher ST $89.95
Copy II $25 95
' 3rd Pe-tect $209.95
inn r ST $34 00

*>* C. *120 00
Awardrraxer* , ru $27. 0C
Data Manager ST $54.00
Pha«;ar 3.C.... ,,.$80.00
ST Accounts £109 00

m SSORIUS M.r. i-ok cijbbknt pitrens
RIBBONS

SMM R04
Star Qemlnl 10X.SQ-10
Star MX/ML/NP-10
Slar rJX-1000 (Blarkl
Siar NX-1000 Rainbow
Panasonic 1080/90/91/92...
Epson MX/RX/FX-70.80
Epson EX800/1000
Oklmnle 1 0/20

BOOKS
..$7.50 Alari St Book $13.50
.$2.50 Disk Drives Inside 5 Out,.,.$19,95
.$7.50 GEM Programmer^ Gllide.*1 5.95
.Sfl.OQ ST Tricks & Tips $15.95
..$9.00 ST Peeks S, Pokes $13.95
.$8.00 ST Machine Language $15.95
.$5.00 ST Internals $15.95
£1 1.00 3d Graphics Programming^ 19.95
.$4.50 ST Roainnor'B Guide $1 3.05

Order Line

1-800-282-0333 Eg**

10 a.m. -8 p.m. Monday-Thursday
10 a.m. -6 p.m. Friday

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday

11 S. Wright Avenue, Fairbom, OH 45324

Customer Service
Cr Ohio Residents

1-513-879-9699

CIRCLE 00I ON READER SERVICE CARD



UNIT PICTURED INCLUDES SOME OPTIONS

DISK BACKUP EXPERT

DISK BACKUP
AND MAC
CONVERSION
* For Atari STand MEGA computers, 512K minimum
* Simple plug in installation, plugs into cartridge port
and external drive connector

* Software included

* Works with 1 to 4 internal or external drives

* Discovery Cartridge is not needed to run the backup

The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is a sophisticated hardware device,
based on the powerful HART chip, custom designed by HAPPY
COMPUTERS. The Discovery Cartridge system is the disk backup
expert, so YOU don't have to be.

Just read what our customers have said;

"Out ofthe box, myDiscovery Cartridgecopiedevery disk, et/enlhe
toughest new European copy protection.

"The Discovery Cartridge's disk backup and customformatting
capabilities are awesome! It is 10 times betterthan the Copy II PC
option cardfor the IBM. It totally blows away softwareprograms
like Procopy.

"

The Discovery Cartridge restores your legal right to have a
backup of the programs that you purchase. No damage to your
equipment or disks will occur when you use the Discovery
Cartridge to copy the disk, regardless ot false claims to the
contrary. Using our unique image tile system, you can create first

generation backups now and forever, even if the original disk is

damaged or no longer available.

No other software or hardware device for your Atari ST computer
can even come close to the copying capability of the DISCOVERY
CARTRIDGE. The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE can even backup copy
protected disks for other computer systems besides the Atari,

such as Amiga or IBM PC.

MAXIMUM STORAGE WITH TOTAL CONTROL
The Discovery Cartridge can be used with high density 3.5 and
5.25" disk drive mechanisms, accessing twice the storage of

normal double density. YoucanaccessfilesfromhighdensitylBM
PC and Macintosh disks. High density drives configured for use
with the Discovery Cartridge on your Atari ST are available from
other suppliers.

The advanced user can explore the HART chip'sability to measure
each disk flux spacing during reading, and control each disk flux

spacing during writing. Disk data bit rates up to 800 thousand bits

per second, and totally variable densities are possible!

READ MAC DISKS FAST!!!
The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE converts Macintosh disks to and from

MAGIC format, tor use with various Macintosh emulator products.

The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is better than 5 times faster, when
compared to the Translator sold by Data Pacific. Based on pre-

release product information for the Spectre GCR, the Discovery

Cartridge is a much better value than the Spectre GCR, since the

Discovery Cartridge is not limited to reading Macintosh disks.

The Discovery Cartridge does not bog down the execution ofMac
programs, like the Translator does. In just about 3 minutes, the

Discovery Cartridge converts an entire disk side from Macintosh

format to Magic, Spectre, or Aladin format. This includes read,

format, write, and verify. Once the Macintosh disk is converted,

the Discovery Cartridge does not have to be present for your ST to

access the converted disk.

You can even use your Discovery Cartridge directly with the

Spectre, and run Macintosh programs directly from Macintosh

formatted disks. The Spectre 128 is required, which is not sold by
Happy Computers. You can also access data and files from

Macintosh format disks, without the need for any emulator.

No special Macintosh drive is needed. The power ot the

Discovery Cartridge's HART chip allows Atari ST drives to directly

read the variable speed Macintosh disks, without any need to

vary the drive speed. Either MFS or HFS, single or double sided

diskscan be converted. A double sideddrive is needed toaccess

double sided Macintosh disks.

OPTIONS
Option package #2 adds a battery backed up clock, ROM /

EPROM sockets with a program select switch, plus the circuitry

and connector needed to support direct access of a 3rd and 4th

floppy drive. Other option configurations are available, including

a second cartridge port. A technically inclined user can install

their own options. Complete documentation is included with

each unit. The standard unit which has no options, can perform

all disk backup and Mac disk conversion.

NEWLOWPRICE!!
' Complete system for disk backup

and MAC disk conversion $188.00
' Complete system plus
option #2 $266.00

HAPPY COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 1268 Morgan Hill, CA 95038-1268
<408) 779-3830 Sales & Support 9-5 Mon-Fri (Pacific)

FAX (408) 778-6092 • BBS (408) 778-5984
CIRCLE 074 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mastercard and Visa accepted.

Add shipping 4 handling:

S5.00 lor conllnenlal USA,

Si 0.00 airmail and Canada.
$15.00 foreign.



MichTron's DevpacST

A Speedy Way to Code

BY PAUL DANA

The most limiting factor in developing

software is time. After all, code is the

manifestation and crystallization of

ideas. Creating code requires a lot of

thought, and that can take time. Assem-

bly programming is especially time-

consuming because of the high atten-

tion to detail that it requires. When
buying development software, therefore,

an important question for the program-

mer is: "Will this product save me

time?"

Most of a programmer's time is spent

in a process referred to as "The De-

velopment Cycle." This is the time it

takes to write some code, assemble and

run it, watch it fail, debug until you

understand what's wrong, hx the bugs,

and write some more.

A good development system lets you

execute the above process as quickly as

possible, thereby creating more working

code in less time. All systems include an

editor, an assembler, a linker and

usually a debugger and various utility

programs for symbol cross-referencing,

formatted printing, etc. Good systems

also provide a realistic way for the pro-

grammer to put these tools to good use.

Some packages accomplish this by

integrating all the software tools used

in
lUfill^'H

Juno 1c error KJ

Run Other.,. MO

er fron HiSoft v 2,06
:

:; DevpacST uses an

integrated environ-

ment; you can ac-

cess the assembler,

debugger or editor

from a GEM menu
bar.

during the development cycle into a

unified "environment." In such an envi-

ronment, any tool is accessible and you

can save, edit, assemble, link or run

your program instantly This eliminates

the need to hunt for the right tool, or to

quit one program and start another.

MichTron's DevpacST version 2.0 pro-

vides just such a programming environ-

ment, and I recommend it strongly to

anyone planning to develop quality soft-

ware in assembly language for the ST.

Responsive Interface

The first thing you'll notice when using

Devpac is how responsive the interface

is. Mouse input is clean, not sluggish.

You never have to wait while Devpac

redraws the screen or switches back

and forth from the debugger to the edi-

tor to the assembly options dialog. Vir-

tually the entire system was written in

assembly, and it shows. Altering, assem-

bling and running the program is very

fast. Better yet, debugging is easy and

only a keypress away!

The entire system is GEM-based, so

you already know what it looks like. It

has no special "control panel" nor any

exotic interface features-just a menu

bar and a full-screen editing window.

You can access the various options dia-

logs directly from the menu bar. Sepa-

rate screens are maintained for the
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Review DevpacST

debugger and the program you're writ-

ing. The debugger is not GEM-based,

but is a "windowed" text view showing

the usual low-level debugging informa-

tion. There are windows showing the

registers, contents of memory, instruc-

tions surrounding the program counter

and a window for your command

input.

The Good, The Better, The Best

Symbols are left-justified in the debug-

ger's instruction window, with the dis-

assembled code indented. Thus the dis-

play resembles the programmer's source

code, making it intuitively easy to read.

The debugger maintains a separate

screen, allowing easy debugging of

graphics programs.

The editor uses the ST's keypad as a

second set of arrow keys and provides

key equivalents for every menu entry

(for the mouse-a-phobic). The editor

screen scrolls sideways automatically

when you enter a long line Key equiva-

lents for the editor are WordStar-like,

which is nice if you're used to any of

the plethora of editors like this.

Devpac comes with a TTP version of

the assembler for use in a command

shell environment and includes a GEM
menu-making utility. It provides IBM-

style "[Control]-! Alternatel-IDeletel"

resetting during debugging.

The linker can produce symbols for

use with HiSoft BASIC, Prospero Fortran

and Pascal, Lattice C and Alcyon C (or

any DRl-compatible compiler).

Best of all, you can launch any pro-

gram from within Devpac and can de-

bug programs written in any language

When you use the editor, the (Help!

key provides help messages. In the

debugger, however, I do not like the

IHelp] key function. It displays an in-

struction screen -which contains no

readable help of any kind! What's the

point? Also, I found the debugger screen

to be too crowded. Most of the space is

taken up with text; 1 would have pre-

ferred more white space around each

item in the display (except for the in-

struction window, which is very nice.) I

appreciate all the information that the

debugger gives, but not the eyestrain.

Perhaps the ability to "hide" parts of the

display would have been better, or the

ability to switch between two screens.

Better yet, why not make the debugger

GEM-based too?

Also, the editor can edit only one file

at a time. This is a severe limitation on

the whole system and could make the

programmer waste time.

Ihe first thing you'll

notice when using

Devpac is how

responsive the

interface is.

Trying It Out

I am primarily a C programmer and

generally use assembly only to create

optimized versions of functions I have

already written in C. I use the Mark

Williams C compiler, which also comes

with a complete "environment" for

creating programs. However, Mark Wil-

liams C uses a Unix-like command shell

as its essential environment. It's "com-

mand line-oriented" rather than

"mouse-oriented," so, by way of com-

parison, I also tried out the TTP version

of Devpac. To make it work, 1 had to

specify that it was to produce a DRl-

compatible object file and then convert

that file to Mark Williams format (with

a utility provided by Mark Williams).

This worked without a hitch.

A problem arose when I tried to run

the GEM-based version of Devpac from

within the Mark Williams command

shell. 1 got a nasty "TOS error #33"

message. This is most likely a problem

with the Mark Williams command

shell, but beware Gulam, a shareware

command shell, runs Devpac without

any problems.

Documentation Is Everything

Perhaps the greatest asset that any de-

velopment system can provide is

documentation that's easy to under-

stand. A common flaw in software

manuals is that they assume too much

knowledge on the part of the reader Al-

though programmers are generally tech-

nically minded, they may be new to the

system they're writing for. A well-written

manual can save as much time as a

debugger.

In this way, Devpac is as suited to

the greenhorn ST user as it is to the

battle-scarred veteran. The manual

starts with an explanation of what

readers should do, depending on their

level of experience. If you have used an

ST and a 68000 assembler before, you

won't need to trudge through tutorials.

You're given short, sweet instructions

on how to get a program assembled and

running; then you're directed to the sec-

tion on the debugger If you're an ex-

perienced assembly programmer but

have never used an ST before, one use-

ful section describes the ST interface,

the use of tabs in a dialog box, etc. For

owners of Devpac version 1.0, another

section outlines the new features of ver-

sion 2.0.

Furthermore, the manual covers the

basics of writing GEM-based software

and even provides a skeletal GEM pro-

gram to start with. Notes on writing

desk accessories and a useful utility are

included that lets you create GEM
menus easily without needing a re-

source construction set. It also has a

section on the Motorola 68000 instruc-

tion set, but this is just a brief

summary- beginners will need a sup-

plementary text.

In general, the manual is very nice

except for two annoying details. First,
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there is no section describing how to

best to use Devpac with your particular

set-up. Obviously, computer users with

a hard drive will organize themselves

differently from those with double-

sided floppies and one-megabyte RAM

disks. Users want help with this kind of

stuff because it saves time!

Secondly, an important item ap-

peared out of place. The paragraph

describing the typographical conven-

tions used throughout the manual

should be at the beginning, but in the

Ihe most limiting

factor in developing

software is time.

Devpac manual it's stuck at the bottom

of page 8-at the end of the first tutorial.

The "experienced ST users" who were

instructed to skip this tutorial would

have missed this information.

Nonetheless A Bargain

Still, 1 consider Devpac a bargain for the

serious software developer. It's a com-

plete system that can produce stand-

alone applications or desk accessories

that make full use of the GEM interface.

Devpac provides everything you need to

start programming right away. It will

save you time and, after all, that's the

name of the game.

Paid Dana is a professional software

engineer whose hobbies include musical

composition and performance. This is

his jii'st publication in START
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DevpacST $99.95.

Micfitron, 576 S. Telegraph,

Pontiac, Ml 48053, (313)

334-5700.
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COMING
NEXTMONTH

September is our Second

Annual Gaines and Enter-

tainment issue and it

promises to be a keeper.

Here's just some of what

you'll get:

• Expanded "For the Fun of

It;"

• Sneak preview of games

coming from Lucasfilm.

• Violence in computer

games — is there too much?

Plus an exclusive interview

with Atari Corp. president

Sam Tramiel in which he

talks about his company's fu-

ture and the long-awaited re-

lease of Stacy, the ST laptop,

and the 68030-based TT.

On Disk: Avecta I: Ebora, a

huge graphic/text adventure

that promises hours of chal-

lenging fun; and Newspeed, a

utility to help you through

those hard-to-beat games.

All this and more coming in

the September issue of

START
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A,
ATARI

AUTHORIZED SERVICE
CENTER FOR ALL
ATARI PRODUCTS

micrOtyme B
A DIVISION OF MICRO PERIPHERALS, INC.

4Q4S-51 MARSHALL RD. • KETTERING, OHIO 4E4E9
A.
ATARI

HARDWARE
ST'S. ..IN STOCK!!!
Color Mi

SF 314 Drive .

teBeality-TheClly . . .

Allemaie fteality-The Dungeon

;a Cooks Series

rchiteciural Design . .

,n Gallery 1,3, 3. .. .

Assem Pro

AuioCuel

Award Maker

Balance of Power

Bally Hoe

Death Sword

Deep Space

Delender oi tl

Degas Elite

Demon's Winter

Desk Cart

Digi Drum ....
Dive Bomber

Dr. Drums (DR T)

Dr. Keys (DP, T) ..

Dralii

Dungeon Masler 2

.

DynaCadd

Easy Draw (Regular)

Easy DtawW/Super

Easy Tools

LARGEST SELECTION IN THE U.S.

* OVER 1000 TITLES IN STOCK *
IF YOU SEE IT CHEAPER IN ANOTHER AD

CALL US ANYWAY. . .WE'RE PROBABLY ALREADY

LOWER. . .THESE ADS TAKE 3 M0S. TO GET OUT.

Paintwurks
.

Paperboy. .

.

Partner Fonts

Perfecl Match

Personal Pascal

Pbantasste 1, 2 or

Phasar 3.0 . .

Bards Tale

Base Two

Basketball (Two on Two) .

.

Battle Droidi ... 25 Empire ...

Expert Opinion

Beyond Zork ... ... .34 EZ Score Plus . .

1,2.3or4 ea 14 EZ Track Plus

Bismarck 28 F1 5 Strike Eagle

BlackLamp 17 Falcon ST ..{Low, Low)

Blockbuster 27 Fast Basic

ih Construction Kit ..17 Fast Basic U Compiler . .

.

15 fireand Forget

27 Firr;Cadd2

Bridge 5.0 2' First Letters S Words

Bubble Ghost 24 First Shapes

Business Tools 26 First Word Plus

Cad3D(Ver. 2.0) 57 Fiash (Great!).

"light Simulator 2 .. .

Calamus Font Editor 62 Scenery Disks

Captain Blood 31 Font Disks (Pub Part) 1 -6

er Command 29 Fonts and Borders

Certificate Maker 25 Font; ST

Championship Baseball *7 Foundations Waste

Championship Wrestling 26 Fraction Action

Chartpak C4 G + Plus

Ctiessmasier 2000 29 Gateway

Chrono Quest 29 Gauntlet

32 Global Commander .

22 Gold Ot The Realm

34 Gold Rush

72 Goldrunner

95 Goldrunner 2

43 Goldrunner 2 Scenery Disks .

21 GDneFishin'

CALL GreatChelsVol. 1,2,8,3361 .

59 Gridiron (Football)

19 Gunship

25 Hard Disk Backup

33 Harrier Combal Simulator

25 Heroes Ot The Lance

25 Hi Soft Basic Pro

ts Temple ot Doom .31

.25 KingsQues! l,2.3or

Stellar Crusat

Strip Poker 2

Super BasePro'essTinsi

Super Star tee Hockey .

Swill Calc SI

Take Note

Tanglewood .

Terror Pods

Test Drive 1 or 2

Test Drive 2 Extra Disks

Three Slooges

.

Thunder

irboard Dual Pack

re Suit Larry 1 or 2 .

Magic Sac Plus

Magic Sac Poms .

Major Motion .

Varble Wad-ess

± Point

i! V.:.kpr-

1,5,6..Clip.

ClubBackgarr

Color Computer Eyes

.

Colorburst3000

Copyist Level 2

GFA Basic 3.0

GFft Basic Book

GFA Companion.

.

ill Teaches Typing

Megama* C (Laser C) . . 1

Mercenary

Micro Kitchen Companion . .

Micraleague Baseball

Recording Studio (DB T) .

lite Command
id Up Mother Goose .

24 Fi-3 CDpy (Latest

Quantum Paint Bo<

Bead* Rhyme
. .

Renegade (Outcast).

Rn.id Runner ....
.

.

Rocklord

Santa Paravia

Scan Art

Scruples

Space Quest 1 ot

Space Quest 3 .

Spectrum 51

2

Spelling Bee .

Vampires Empire

Vegas Craps . .

Vegas Gambler

Wargame Construction Set

Winter Challenge

Wijards Crown

Word Pertect

Word Up

World Karate Chav.pioiiih ;;

WWF Microleague Wrestling

Zak McKracken

Zany Golf

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-g p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Shipping Charges are PRE-PAID • SHIPPING:• NO EXTBA CHARGES FOB CREDIT CAP.D5' • Minimum order 115 • CO.

day iMpmM available at extra charge • We ship to Alaska. Hawaii. Puerto Rico (UPS Blue Label Only).

la< • Please allow 2 weeks tor personal or company checis rocie.v • All de'e:>e products require a return

ninimumS4; Scllvvare ,ir

adian orders, actual shipping plus 5%. min

be- if he accepted 'or repair w replacement • Ho tree trials cr credit • H

FCF. YOUR PROTECTION. WE CHECK ALL CRER T CARD CP.::f P.H FCF. F

n 15 Ohio residents at

CIRCLE 03! ON KLADR SFRVICE CARD



Uiii will IT

On The ST

The Latest Gadget and
Desktop Presentations

BY DAVID PLOTKIN
START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

As I write this in late March, Gadgets by

Small has just released Spectre 128 Ver-

sion 1.9. If you haven't upgraded to

Spectre 128 yet, you should definitely

consider it- the list of software which

runs on Spectre 128 but not on Magic

Sac grows longer with each new revi-

sion. Version 1.9 is the first release with

active sound, although author Dave

Small warns that the sound isn't "bullet-

proof yet-he's just putting it out there

for people to try. If you aren't feeling ex-

perimental, you can just leave it

disabled.

Also Dave has fixed some other mi-

nor bugs, although I've never seen most

of them. Further, he's beginning to talk

about the newest product from Gadgets

by Small, Spectre GCR. It plugs into the

cartridge port, replacing the current

Spectre, and lets your ST read and write

Mac disks at virtually full speed. It's go-

ing through final testing now.

As many of you are aware, Data

Pacific's Translator One, which also lets

you read and write Mac disks, is pain-

fully slow, primarily because it uses the

ST's MIDI ports. While these ports are

plenty fast enough for their intended

purpose, music codes, their speed isn't

close to that of the cartridge port. I have

high hopes for Spectre GCR.

Microsoft's Power-

point is a bit pricey

for the ST world at

$295, but if you

need an easy way
to create desktop

presentations, then

this may be your

solution. You can

create absolutely

stunning slides like

this sing

Powerpoint

One of the ways that Apple has been

successful in marketing the Macintosh

is in "niche markets," focusing on those

specialized tasks that the Mac is per-

ceived to do well. Good examples are

Desktop Publishing and CADD
(Computer-Aided Design and Drafting).

A fairly new niche market is known as

"desktop presentations." Essentially,

this refers to producing slides and over-

head projector transparencies designed

to accompany and illustrate a live

presentation. This sort of software can

Spectre 128, Power-

point and an out-

side translation

Genigraphics.

be a godsend, especially for profes-

sionals who do a lot of presentations.

We can put together the materials we

need in just a few hours, without resort-

ing to outside help-which always

seems to be too busy to produce what

we need when we need it.

Desktop presentation packages tend

to be expensive-they're created for the

business market, after ail-but about the

most reasonable is Microsoft's Power-

point. This powerful package can be

used quite well on an ST with Spectre

128 and, since it adheres to the stan-
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dard Mac interface, it can be learned

very quickly.

The Mechanics of Powerpoint

Powerpoint is very straightforward, and

creating a slide is easy. Along the left

side of the screen there are various

tools, including shapes (circles, boxes,

lines), a text tool and a text box. The

text tool lets you lay down text any-

where on the screen, while the text box

lets you draw a box first, then place the

text in the box. The advantage of the

text box is that it automatically word-

wraps when your typing reaches the

right side of the box, thus providing you

with a mini-word processor

From the menu at the top of the

screen, the various shapes can be filled,

shadowed, brought to the front or sent

to the back, fill pattern selected, and

their colors set. The colors of the out-

line, fill, and shadow can all be set in-

dependently. Of course, on a black-and-

white Mac (or an ST running Spectre

128), you can't actually see the colors

(which look absolutely stunning on a

fully-configured Mac II, sigh ...). But

those colors can be reproduced when

creating the final slide/overhead (more

on this in a moment). If you don't like

how the objects look, you can select

them and resize them or drag them to a

new location.

You can set text size, color, font and

effects (bold, italics, etc.) from the

menu. Since you can use the text cursor

to highlight portions of the text, you can

change any of these properties for any

part of the text. You can also move text

around if it doesn't look quite right

where you put it. You can also define a

new text style (combination of font, size

and effect) which can be added to the

menus. This can be handy if you use a

particular style of text a lot. Powerpoint

even includes a spell checker, which

will highlight any words not found in

its extensive dictionary- and you can

add your own special words to it also.

Color shading can give quite a bit of

impact to your slides, although, once

again, you can't see the effect on your

screen. Powerpoint supports shading in

any of its primary colors, and you can

select the variation in shading (from

dark to light) from sliders. Further, you

can select how you want the shading

done-horizontally, vertically, diagonally.

comer-to-corner, etc.

Checking Out Your Work

Each slide has a title which identifies

that slide. Once you have constructed

several slides, you can move through

them in several ways. The first way is a

screen which shows a reduced-size ver-

sion of each slide. If all the slides won't

fit on one screen, then the window can

be scrolled. To look at a particular slide,

you merely double-click on its reduced

version and the slide will appear on the

screen. You can also rearrange the order

of slides from this screen by clicking on

the slide and dragging it to a new loca-

tion. The second way to view all of your

slides is by a titles list. Again, you can

double-click on a selection or click and

drag a title to rearrange the order of the

slides. Finally, there is an elevator on

the left side of the screen; click and

drag on the elevator to move through

your slides.

Of course, Powerpoint comes with

an onscreen slideshow program, which

can be set either to wait a specified time

between slides or for a keypress.

Powerpoint supports a slide "master"

on which you can set up items you

want to appear on each slide. It also lets

you output a Notes page containing a

reduced version of your slide with

space for notes at the bottom of the

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

page A Handout page, consisting of

reduced versions of all of your slides, is

of limited usefulness, however

Making Slides

Once you have created your slide or

transparency series and saved it to disk,

it needs to be translated into a media

that can be presented to an audience

easily. Dragging a computer along to a

presentation and showing the illustra-

tions on a big-screen TV is impractical.

Moreover, if you are working with Spec-

tre 128 (as we are), you can't show any

colors, since Spectre emulates a mono-

chrome Macintosh.

Fortunately, you do have options.

Many copy centers have the equipment

to turn a Powerpoint disk file into abso-

lutely beautiful slides, but the disk must

be in Mac format, which means you

need Translator One or the upcoming

Spectre GCR. The other option is to use

Genigraphics, a nationwide service or-

ganization which specializes in making

slides. Powerpoint directly supports

sending a file by modem to Geni-

graphics. In fact, if you do use their

services, a special package of effects

from their standard library can be in-

corporated in the slides. The turn-

around time tor Genigraphics is much

longer, however, than a local copy center

Overall, Powerpoint is a remarkably

powerful and easy-to-use package that

fulfills a need which is currently unmet

in the ST world. 1 have used it and

highly recommend it for those of you

who need its special strengths.

David Plotkin is a chemical engineer/or

Chevron USA. and a Contributing Edi-

torfor START.

Magic Sac +, $149.95;

Translator One,
$299.95. Data Pacific, Inc.,

609 West Speer Blvd.,

Denver, CO 80203, (303)

733-8158.
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Spectre 128, $179.95.

Gadgets by Small, Inc., 40
West Littleton Blvd., #201-

211, Littleton, CO 80120,

(303) 791-6098.
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Powerpoint, $295
Microsoft Corp., 16011 N.E.

36th Way, Redmond, WA
98073, (206] 454-2030.
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No Atari ST
programmer,
novice or

professional,

should be
without this

manual!

The Concise Atari ST Programmer's Reference Guide

One book has it all! This comprehensive, compact guide covers

all three ST operating systems, including the Mega ST. You'll get

detailed technical information in a condensed, group tabular

format about:

• Atari ST hardware, expansion ports, and peripheral interface

circuits

• Memory management and resources

• Control of serial I/O, screen functions and file handling

• System calls for GEM and TOS, A-line graphic functions,

keyboard command instructions and blitter

• System variables, configuration registers and the MC68000
instruction set

Write In order:

Atari ST Programmer's M J\^ Or call toll free:

Reference Guide Offer M £ % 1-800 234-7001

544 Second Street V I* 24 Hours a Day
San Francisco, CA 94107 '"\/"""' V"* (MasterCard and Visa only)

Antic Software

CIRCLE 006 ON READER SERVICE CARD

>»« from M&T Book*!

"Sfc but you'll find us fast,

friendly,

and reliable.

Aardvarks is the one-stop source for all your hardware and
software needs.

o Authorized Atari Dealer/Service Center

o Low prices on all hardware (call for quote)

o European and domestic software at competitive prices

Call today! (813) 932"6366
* Free shipping in continental U.S.A.

* No surcharge for credit cards

* COD's welcome

7525A N. Armenia Tampa, FL 33604 (813) 932-6386

CIRCLE 017 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MIDI for Your Atari!

MIDI and
Sound Book
for the Atari ST

by Bernd Enders and

Wolfgang Klemme

**Wrir S>« '° Orc*er: Re,Ljrn this coupon with payment to M&T Books,

CT^±
*"

r 501 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063.

^— ' _^ Or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-533-4372
'

{in CA 1-800-356-2002). Ask (or Operator 4055.

Find out why the Atari ST is one of the

hottest MIDI computers available and how to make ^*W
it work. This book provides you with an introduction to

the acoustic and musical basics of sound synthesis and

sound chip programming. With a detailed description of

MIDI technology, you can learn to utilize MIDI functions to

suit your specific needs.

The MIDI and Sound Book for the Atari ST
contains an assembler routine plus a hardware descrip-

tion of a do-it-yourself 8-bit convener. A GFA-Basic

program on the optional disk provides a short introduction

to music theory notes, sounds, keys, and intervals. Other

example programs are also available on the optional disk.

YES! Send me MIDI and Sound Book for the Atari ST

Book and Disk (Atari) $34.95 _

Book only $17.95

CA residents add sales tax %
Shipping & handling

TOTAL

D Check enclosed, payable to M&T Books.

Visa Mastercard OAmEx
Card no, Exp. date_

Signature. __
Name

Address_

City

Hil BOOKS CIRCLE 030 ON READER SERVICE CARD L_ .J
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dBMAN V
All the power of dBASE 111+ and more for your Atari ST!!

|
dBMAN V, in a package of three

I separate functions: Database Manage-
• ment, Report Printing, and Program

. Development, is the only database

management program which has all

• the power, flexibility, and capacity

that you'll ever need!

At the Database Management

level, dBMAN V allows you to

structure, enter, retrieve, and modify

data. At home, dBMAN V can keep

track of your recipes, address hook,

video tape library, and more. In the

office, dBMAN V can be programmed

to manage your entire business

including inventory control, payroll,

invoicing, and billing.

At the Report Printing level,

dBMAN V has an integrated,

high-powered, and fully

relational report writer that

allows you to create reports in a

flash with absolutely no

programming!

Report layouts are

designed by placing

fields at the desired

locations on the screen.

This can easily be

accomplished with

the built-in cut,

paste, and copy

functions. The

finished

screen-layout

reflects the printed

output. From

simple personal

reports like recipe

cards, mailing list,

and video tape

libraries, to

complex business reports such as

inventory count sheets, packing lists,

employee payroll reports and

customer billing statements are easily

created.

At the Program Development

level, dBMAN V is the only database

manager for the Atari ST that is

compatible with the dBASE III Plus

language. With this awesome

programming power, you can develop

and customize any programs to fill

your home and business needs. For

your home, create a check book

program, with complete bank

statemenl balancing to manage your

personal finances. For your office,

customize a complete accounting

system to fit your business needs.

Also available for dBMAN V is the

high performance Greased Lightning

compiler. This compiler fully

supports macros, and executes

dBASE programs up to 16 times

faster than dBASE III Plus.

dBMAN is also available on

Novell Netware, IBM PCNET,

PC DOS, SCO Xenix, UNIX on

NCR Tower, NEC ASTRA XL,

Motorola 8000, Altos, Microport

286 and 386, Apple

Macintosh, and

Commodore Amiga.

dBMAN V's features: Report Writer features: Specifications:

/ dBASE II and dBASE IH

Plus compatibility

/ Easy-to-use, pull-down

menu interface to create,

add, edit, andrepon

database inform mi on

/ 320 prog rammab 1c

commands and functions

/ Password proteclion and

data security at field level

/ Easily transport your

dBASE III data files and

programs between Atari ST

and PC's

/ Extensive data validation

including range checking

/ Single command menus;

vertical, horizontal.

scrollable and pull down

/ Uscrdefined pop-up

windows

/ Create a GEM pull down

selector

/ Run GEM application from

dBMAN
/ Program dcbu^iici/odilo:

And more...

/ 9 group levels

/ Up to 255 columns and 255

lines per page

/ Page headers, page footers,

group headers, group

footers, titles, summaries,

and body lines

/ Print labels up to 99 across

/ Conditional printing of any

/ Compute running sums,

counts, averages,

/ Relate and report from up to

9 database files with lookup

(one to one) and scan (one

to many] relations. And

/ Field types: Character,

Numeric. Hate, I .ogical.

Memo
/ Maximum characters per

field; 254

/ Maximum number of

records per database; 1

billion

/ Maximum number of index

files: no limil

/ Maximum record size: 4000

bytes

/ Numeric precision: 17 digits

System Requirements:

/ Atari 520, 1040. or MEGA
ST with one floppy drive

and 480K free RAM.

VersaSoft Corporation
4340 Almaden Expressway,Suite 250

San Jose, CA 95 1 1

8

Phone: 408-723-9044

Telex: 650-2635806
Fax: 408-723-9046
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dBMANV
VersaSoft's dBASE 111+ Clone

Y DANIEL FRUCHEY

When I purchased my first ST three

years ago I bought a simple database to

keep track of addresses, audio tapes

and software. Almost any database is

sufficient for sorting this type of

information.

But as I used my computer more, 1

found that I was changing databases

repeatedly: one database had an unac-

ceptable file size limit, another couldn't

perform multiple sorts simultaneously,

some couldn't import files from other

formats-the list of shortcomings went

on and on. When 1 finally did find a

database I was happy with, the manu-

facturer left the Atari market and 1 was

stranded. As 1 stretched my database's

capabilities to its limits I ran into pro-

gramming bugs and problems that even-

tually left me looking for another manu-

facturer that provided ongoing support.

There are currently seven or eight

good database packages on the market.

I've used about half of these with mixed

results. This month I finally examined

dBMAN V, VersaSoft Corp.'s solution to

the database maze.

While dBMAN is not a new product

on the ST, it is certainly improved. From

the early days-when the only products

on the ST were non-GEM programs

ported over from the IBM-to the cur-

The ST implementation manual for dBMAN V
is as slender as the screen display is simple,

but don't worry: any good manual for

dBASE 111+ will tell you all you need to know.

rent version, VersaSoft has continued to

support a fine product that promises

flexibility few can match.

dBMAN V Basics

The dBMAN V package includes three

single-sided disks containing the pro-

gram, sample files, help templates, and

a program that will actually generate

simple database source codes so you

can manipulate your work.

Two paperbound manuals cover the

extensive capabilities of the program

and its advanced programming lan-

guage. The first manual, an ST-specific

description of the interface used by

dBMAN V, includes a tutorial for creat-

ing simple databases. The second man-

ual details advanced features available

with all versions of dBMAN V regard-

less of the operating system used. It ex-

plains the programming language and

provides examples of use, describes the

functions of the Report Writer, lists error

messages, and cross references related

commands. Both manuals are well-

written and carefully indexed.

dBMAN V runs on any ST or Mega in

color or monochrome. At least 480K of

RAM must be available to use dBMAN.

If you own a 520ST, forget about using

desk accessories or auto-load programs.

You can use floppy drives, but the man-

ufacturer recommends using a hard

drive.

Although 1 found dBMAN V to be

GEM-like, it does not truly use all the

GEM functions familiar to ST users.

When working with the interpreter you

are mainly limited to keyboard input.

When using some of the associated

programs, such as the database genera-

tor, you can use the mouse and drop-

down menus. The working screen is not

contained within a resizable window

like most GEM programs. However, you*
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can access more than one database at a

time.

Interpreter

The interpreter uses a split-screen for-

mat that allows the input of commands

while results are displayed in the data

window below. You can input com-

mands directly in this way or write

database source codes using your favor-

ite word processor or the built-in text

editor. The operating environment can

be tailored according to your individual

system requirements, so many of your

selections only need to be made when

you first run the program. By editing an

ASCII file you can define the configura-

tion of parameters such as memory

variables, picture and file buffers, file

paths and more.

The inteipreter provides a versatile,

extremely powerful programming lan-

guage that lets you expand your data-

bases into application programs that

can be quite complex. (For example,

SBT's excellent accounting software is

compiled dBMAN code.) Once database

formats are established you can perform

simple sorting functions for lists and

reports. If you need more power you

can establish advanced relationships

1

between pieces of data and automate

virtually any procedure or series of

commands.

dBMAN V lets you enter up to 254

characters in each field and can store

up to 2 billion records per database

You can define five different types of

fields including character, numeric, logi-

cal, and memo. The memo fields can be

quite extensive with up to 65,000

characters. While I find it difficult to

envision a situation where a user will

need 2 billion records in a single data-

base, the message is that dBMAN V is

built to meet the needs of the business

user, as well as the home user

The dBMAN V Interpreter uses 320

extended commands that give you

power over your data and the computer

operating system. While it was impos-

sible for me to test all of the program

functions, you should know that

dBMAN V includes a programmable

GEM interface, scrollable windows, cre-

ation of pull-down menus, a multi-user

interface, debugging and help functions,

password protection and data encryp-

tion, unlimited file indexing, free-form

page layout for generating reports and

an integrated report generator

dBMAN V lets you process accounts

receivable information, control invento-

ries, create billing systems, and auto-

mate payrolls. Once you have created a

database, you can save it as a stand-

alone program using the optional

Greased Lightning! compiler Compiled

databases and applications can run up

to 16 times faster than those created

with dBASE III Plus on the IBM.

I found the Inteipreter a little in-

timidating at first. I am not a program-

mer, and I feared that dBMAN V might

get the best of me. However, this wasn't

the case. Using the tutorial from the

manual I created my first database

within half an hour. The second and

third databases came within minutes.

There is nothing that says you must

use all the power and versatility avail-

able with dBMAN V your first time out.

It's like owning a sports car: There's

more power under the hood than you

need, but it's nice knowing that it's

there.

If you wish to access files generated

on IBM computers, you can import data

from dBASE II, dBASE III Plus, VisiCalc,

Lotus 1-2-3, and similar programs.

Since many applications are created us-

ing these formats, dBMAN breaks down

a barrier that has kept many users from

shifting to STs.

Report Writer

VersaSoft describes the Report Writer as

a "fully relational multi-level report

generator" In simple English, this

means you can create complex report

formats with little or no programming.

A report can be defined as any out-

put of sorted or collated data. A report

may consist of mailing labels, a disk file,

pages of lists, form letters, invoices or

any other form of output you desire.

dBMAN V's Report Writer is flexible

enough to allow all of these.

You can relate and report data from

up to nine databases at once, freely ad-

just the format of output, control the

output device, use up to nine grouping

levels in a report and more.

Assist

Assist is a powerful program that allows

rapid creation or modification of data-

bases and their associated files. Assist

lets you perform many of the basic

operations necessary in creating a data-

base without having to start from

scratch. The program was actually writ-

ten using dBMAN and is a powerful ex-

ample of its capabilities.

Assist will generate program source

codes and comment them so that you

can make changes more easily It lets

you set up indexes and define relation-

ships among files, simply by selecting

them with the cursor. It acts as a tutorial

for the new user and allows modifica-

tion of files with fewer commands.

Summation

Whether you are a seasoned computer

user or a novice, dBMAN V will fulfill

your needs. If you currently have

specialized accounting or record-

keeping requirements, dBMAN V has

plenty of power to get the job done.

Dan Fruchey is START'S desktop pub-

lishing columnist. He works as a para-

medic in Santa Rosa, California and

runs a small clip-art business on the

side.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

dBMAN V $249 95.

VersaSoft Corp., 4340
Almaden Expressway, Suite

250, SanJose, CA95il8,
(408) 723-9044.
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Give us 5^sav .. we'll aive vou 10! »*
Call our toll-free number now, and

receive 10% more $ for your trade-

inl Just give us 5 reasons why
Computer Repeats Is America's

source for New and Used

Computer Equipment! Need a

hint? Read on . . .

yoursystem for anything we sell-

quotes!

FlII p.-ccxi ir.e;- plus authorized sales &
service-of Commodore/Amiga and Atari.

SCashS for your equipment.

24-hr on-line ordering BBS. Phone

(303) 939-6174.

13 10-day home trial.

v) Roo tuchriLjl iuppcrt

lOOO'sofsoftware&boOk

2 l-a;:. ;

• SELL-TRADE

Q All major credit card;

accepted.

13 1000's of satisfied

Repeats —
1-800-347-3457 S
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THE
WORLD

AATARI
Produced by ST World Magazine in

cooperation with Atari Corporation.

AUGUST 19 - 20, 1989
SATURDAY 10AM - 6PM
SUNDAY 10AM - 5PM

DALLAS, TEXAS
HOLIDAY INN HOLIDOME
AIRFARE, ROOM RESERVATIONS CALL:
(800) 842-9034 9AM - 5PM PST

Additonal show information call (503) 673-2259

See the full line of Atari pr (mutts from the game
machines to the MEGAs, even the new PC Folio and
demonstrations by major third party supporters such as:

MichTron, Astra Systems, ICD Inc., Gadgets by Small,

Avant-Garde, Antic, Best Electronics and much more!

CIRCLE 043 ON READER SERVICE CARD

* Computer Garden *
Wilkes-Barre & Scranton's Favorite Computer Store

Abacus Canon
rorltVMT $33 1X12 Scanner $593
'-:

I Aiisom-'ri.i $33 IX'2T Scanr $1093

Accolade ST Interlace $299
Pinball Wizard $?3 Cinemaware
Tesl Drive $25 Del. ol Crown $33
Alpha rGnaCttcaoo $18

PowerprinlST $23 SDI $18

Swilchback $57 Sinbad $18

Antic Digital Vision

CyberStudio $53 Compulereyes $179

Cyt;i!,- Ccilroi $39 Epyx
Gy:>ur Sa,b1 $6Q An ft Film Dir. $55
Cyber Paint $50 Tower Toppler $33
Cyber Texture $33 FTL
CybefVCR $46 Dungeonmsler $25
GFA Basic 3.0 $65 Oids $23
Spectrum 512 $44 Sundog $25
Atari HP
520STFM SCall Deskjet $579
W40ST SCall Deskjet Plus $699
Mega-2 ST SCall ICD Hard Drive
Mccp-4ST SCall TA- ST 30 M $699
Megafile30 SCall FA -ST 50 M $899
Stacy Laptop SCall FA-SI 1U0M$1239
Laser Printer $Call Intersect
Avant-Oarde Inlerlink $2b
PC-Ditto SCall Revolver $33
PC-Ditto 11 SCall ISO/Dltek
Avatex Catamis $179
1200e modem $69 Cat Font Ed. $65
;
j 4t.i:j intern $130 DynaCADD SCall

Modemcable $15 ST acr,nunls2$95

Beckemeyer VIPProl. $65
Hard Disk lools; LDW

Ai;-:-!-:f:r;:i:.:-i- $33 I I )W P:)wr:r S95
Sentry $45 Megamax

Hichtron
Devpac ST
ST Replay 4

Migraph
Easy Draw
Lasy lools

Tout Pack 1

Tweety Board $45

$65 Proco
$35 Procopyl.60 $30

Progressive
$65 SuprbasPro $213
$33 Psygnosis
$25 Menace $20
$30 CaplainFi?z $23

PersDrawArll $20 Baal $20
Pro. Draw Art $39 Ballislyx $23
Sean Art $33 Chrono Quesl $30
Bu^o'charged lerrorpods $25

i ;j:iv;v.;.v $35 CriH.-y.-Jlur S/ls

TekDrawArtt $20 QUI
Touch-up $119 Deskcart $70
Mindscape Seymor-Radix
C-ipkiin Blond $33 IMG-Scan $79
Gauntlet $33 Sierra
Inlhsn;: J:..r<:;-: $33 i Its...- !'

i I i
;;«

I'li^'k Iswt Wis M^nrii.Til!'! S'tt
:

!i; r -i: \,r,rn:: $33 pi.iU;e U.iesl / $33
Shadowgale $33 Soft Logik
SpjLi^hhru:: S3 3 p ai]emfeam $119
yi.;:i;":ioir co Supra
i in^uSn laa Modem 2400 $123

S3J
Cable $ig

-o- Timeworks
$49 Rf^™™9

!

Desktop Pub. $79

$23 Laser C
$35 laser DB

Neocept
Fontz!
Word -Up
Panasonic
"SOpnnlor $1H9 Swli|Si|c jjg
91prnler bA, Wuiiwiku l;M<.)

1124 printer $339 T_i_ -_„
Printer cable $15 £"• erl9- „_-
Prac.Solution ggj* g5
Drive Master $40 $&* gMorlur.Vlastr $40 „ ..
Mcsu-m: busier $33 n,*.,"*? »-,.,-,

Video Key $70 Db Man 5.0 $150

Order toll-free: 1-800-456-5689
For information call 1-717-823-4025. Mail orders: send check or

money order to COMPUTER GARDEN. 106 W. CAREY St PLAINS. PA 18705.

Be sure to include sufficient postage (Overpayments are promptly refunded).

PA customers add B'fc lax. Cash COD's OK. 3% charge lor V1SA-MC-AMEX.

CIRCLE OH ON RFADR SfRVICF CARD

THE ECONOMICAL
CHOICE

GTS-100X

Quality, Reliability, Service, Future Systems' standards con-

tinue with the economical GTS-100X disk drive for your

ATAJRI-ST. The GTS-100X has design and engineering

standards that have been optimized for performance value.

Plug compatible with your ATARJ-ST, with a lighted power

switch on the front panel. Runs all ATARI-ST, Vfa inch

disks. Color coordinated to matches your ST.

Future systems, inc.

21634 Lassen St.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-407-1647 FAX 818-407-0681
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B
7 See us in Tokyo!

The greaf wor/d" of ALARI hard-

ware & software is even available in

Japan! See us in Tokyo for your ATARI needs.

ATARI ^XSHRT.

MUSIC ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

Bachelor of Science Degree
and Certificate Programs

Curriculum Integrates:

- Electronics / Computer Technology
- MIDI & Music Composition Skills

- Expert teachers / Small class size

- Fully equipped lab environment
- Individual MIDI workstations
- Class room theory / Hands-on labs
- College credit for work experience

PREPARE FOR YOUR CAREER
Music / Electronics / Computers

Cogswell Polytechnical College
10420 Bubb Road

Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 252-5550

Financial Aid Available
CIRCLE 010 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Accredited by the Senior Com-
mission of the Western Association

of Schools and Colleges.

CIRCLE 002 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Location/Tempo
Counter

Intuitive Icons

We have taken19th Century piano-roll notation, 20th Century

point and click computer graphics, and applied the 21 st Century Dr.T's

touch; bringing you Tiger, The Interactive Graphic EditoR. As an MPE
compatible module sharing data with KCS, or as a stand-alone applica-

tion playing and editing KCS or industry standard MIDI files, Tiger will

blow your mind! TIGER is the perfect complement to any sequencer.

220 Boylston St. #206, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, (617) 244-6954

CIRCLE 072 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dr.T's
The first COMPLETE graphic oriented

music composition program.

Fully interactive, all draw and edit opera

tions are available while you play.

SIMULTANEOUS display of up to 3 tracks

and 8 controllers.

Exclusive Velocity Stems show note

velocity directly on the piano display.

One-Step editing of the Pitch, Velocity, or

Timing of any note.

OBJECT-ORIENTED; groups of notes may
be drawn/edited as a single object.

' Select notes singly or multiple (not-contigu

ous) , or range by time or pitch & time.
' Notes or phrases can be drawn or played-in

via mouse or with a MIDI Keyboard.
' Flexible copying or filling o'. notes or

phrases, great for rhythm parts!

: A complete GEM interface with full support

for desk accessories.
; Full MIDI file support for use with music

created by ANY sequencer.

' Direct MPE access to PVG and Master Editor

features from within Tiger.

Ca// or write for our FREE catalog!
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Saturday Night's All Right

For Downloads

Br JIM PIERSON-
START MUSIC/MIDI

PERRY
EDITOR

A Fi Pjfl MIDI Ootions

fli ,= Mill - An Alqnrithnic Musical lnstninent for MIDI — -=--
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AMI, the four-part

musical composer,

set up to play in a

major seventh

motif. Of the four

voices generated,

one each goes to

MIDI channels!

and 2 while the lost

two are played on

channel 3.

This month we will take a look at some

of the better MIDI application programs

that can be found on most bulletin

boards. They run the gamut of uses

from sequencing to music composition

at different levels of sophistication. But

first, some news items of interest.

Hybrid Arts Comes Through

With the newest versions (January

1989) of their MIDI Track sequencers,

Hybrid Arts has made good on their

promise to provide MIDI file capability.

Their sequencers can now load and

save MIDI files directly (formats and

l)-they can even handle those created

on a Mac that have a Mac-Binary file

header. Also, a public domain version

(M1D1MOVER.ARC) has been released

to bulletin boards everywhere that con-

verts between MIDI file and Hybrid Arts

file formats (.SNG) and includes simple

playback abilities. This opens up the

Hybrid Arts family of MIDI applications

(such as EZ-Score Plus for scoring and

Ludwig for composition) to musicians

who use sequencers from other

companies.

New Players

Two more established Mac MIDI soft-

ware developers have turned their atten-

tions to Atari. Kurzweil will port its Ob-

ject Mover editor/librarian for the

K1000 and compatible sound modules.

Opcode Systems will release a patch

editor for the new Proteus instrument

from E-mu, a big hit at the Winter

NAMM show.

Reversing this trend, two ST de-

velopers have begun porting their pro-

grams to other computers. Dr. T's Key-

board Controlled Sequencer (KCS) has

been released for the Mac and Amiga,

while Midisoft has taken their Midisoft

Studio sequencer to the IBM (under

GEM, naturally).

Higher Education

Looking for a break into the electronic

music instrument service job market?

The NR1 School of Electronics offers a

home study course on electronic music

technology. It includes an Atari 520ST

and Casio CZ-101 as part of the course

materials. The course covers electronic

and music theory, MIDI, microproces-

sors, sampling, recording techniques

and more -even to actually building

your own four-input mixer.

BBS MIDI Programs

What can you find on bulletin board

systems for MIDI? Quite a lot, actually,

ranging from song and sound data files
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ST/MIDI Connection
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The desk occessory

arpeggiator. This

example is for o

large nofe series be-

ing played in up

The playing speed is

fast enough to

make even Keith

Emerson breathless

but my ST won't

to educational efforts, composing tools

and indispensable utilities.

There are also many demo versions

o[ commercial programs. Given the cost

and complexity of some of these appli-

cations, it is especially valuable to be

able to look them over at your leisure

using your own MIDI system. Often all

features are functional except file saving.

Examples include virtually all of the

Hybrid Arts product line, M and Real-

Time from Intelligent Music, Tunesmith

from Dr T, Master Track Pro from Pass-

port Designs, Pro 24 III from Stein-

berg/Jones, Tweak ltl from Savant Audio

and Super Score From Sonus.

Listed below are descriptions of

several particularly good programs 1

found on CompuServe, GEnie and PAN.

Unless otherwise noted, they are all

ARC files and work with all ST/Mega

models using medium or high resolu-

tion. These were chosen to represent

different types of applications at differ-

ent levels of user ability. I deliberately

avoided instrument-specific librar-

ians/editors to make the examples as

general as possible. For those interested,

1 quickly found librarian/editor pro-

grams that handle DX7, DX21/27/100,

TX81Z, FB01, MT32, ESQ-1. Kl,

DW8000 and CZ-101 synthesizers.

POLKSEQ: This is a very simple

one-track sequencer- record and play-

back. It's a solid first program for the

MIDI novice Even more useful is that

the source code was written in GFA BA-

SIC and is available (from MichTron's

RoundTable on GEnie) to study. It was

designed for a color system and the

screen looks odd in monochrome, but

the program itself works.

STMID1EX: This is the public do-

main librarian program of choice. It can

receive any sysex data your equipment

can send (such as patch data or drum

machine patterns) and save it to a file.

You can save multiple data sets in a sin-

gle file which you can send over MIDI

to configure your entire instrument

setup in one shot. The files use the

MID1EX format originally developed for

IBM computers and are completely

cross-compatible. Many MIDIEX patch

files are on bulletin boards, particularly

for the DX7. This program was also

designed for a color system, so the

screen layout looks odd in mono.

AMI: Moving from the pragmatic to

the esoteric, AMI is an introduction to

algorithmic music generation. Working

from a set of 16 notes, it generates four-

part harmonies that can be on up to

Four different MIDI channels. The na-

ture of the music depends on your

choice of notes; several different exam-

ple data files are included to get you

started. This program is highly addic-

tive, simple to use but capable of very

pleasing results. It is reminiscent of the

old Stereo Chord Egg that PalA Elec-

tronics used to offer.

ARPEG: Here is another addictive

MUSIC CflLC 1 .06

Bar Nunber SHPTE Tine

32 01:09:55:03

The music/time

calculator shown
computing the

SMPTE time corre-

sponding to mea-
sure 32 of piece

with o preset tempo
and time signature.
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diversion, a desk accessory arpeggiator

You enter a set of notes from the MIDI

keyboard and it runs through them ovei

and over again. Variations are to cycle

up and down the keyboard or to go in

only one direction. The playback rate is

variable over a wide range and can

synch to an external clock. If you have

access to a hardware sequencer, such as

those built into many of the newer in-

struments, you can capture the notes'

data and replay them into your favorite

ST sequencer (this also works with

AMI).

MIDITALK: One of the most impor-

tant utility applications is to monitor

the MIDI data stream, especially when

some equipment is not responding

properly MIDITALK does that and also

lets you send MIDI messages from your

ST keyboard. This lets you use the pro-

gram for several purposes: educational,

troubleshooting and even as a generic

librarian- You can define strings of MIDI

messages as macros for more efficient

operation.

MUS1CALC: Ranking high on the

specialty utility list is this gem for deal-

ing with several time-related music

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

problems. Given the tempo and time

signature, it can convert between bar or

beat number and the corresponding

SMPTE time (all four SMPTE versions

are supported). You can enter tempo

directly as beats per minute, or it can be

determined by the rate at which you tap

the spacebar Delay times for common

note durations can be displayed for the

given tempo. Other functions include

stopwatch mode, 24-hour clock time

calculations, metronome and even basic

math calculations.

EARTRAIN; Okay, this is general mu-

sic and not MIDI, but it's so good that I

have to mention it. It trains you to

recognize note pitches from the major,

minor, chromatic or pentatonic scales

using an arcade game approach. The

use of graphics, sound and overall

screen layouts are excellent- even down

to the use of a cartoon Mr. T as your in-

structor! Several levels of difficulty are

provided. Note: the program only runs

in low resolution.

Music/MIDI EditorJim Pierson-Perry

is a research chemist and semi-profes-

sional musician who lives in Elkton,

Maryland.

Keyboard Controlled
Sequencer, $249; Tune-
smith, $149. Dr. T's Music

Software, 220 Boylston

Street, Suite 306, Chestnut

Hill, MA 02167. (617)

244-6954.
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EditTrack, $199;

EZ-Score Plus, $149 95;

Ludwiq, $149, SMPTE
Track, $575; Sync Track,
$375. Hybrid Arts, Inc.,

11920 West Olympic Blvd.,

Ins Angeles, CA 90064,

(213)826-3777
CIRCLE 165 DN READER SERVICE CARD

M, $200; RealTime,
$350. Intelligent Computer
Music Systems, Inc. P.O. Box

8748, Albany, NY 12208,

(518)434-4110.
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Pro 24 III, $295. Stein-

berg/Jones, 17700 Raymer
Street, Suite 1001, North-

ridge, CA 91325, (818)

993-4091.
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Object Mover, $49.95.

Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc.,

411 Waverly Oaks Road,

Waltham, MA 02154, (617)

893-5900.
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Midisoft Studio: Ad-
vanced Edition, $149.

Midisoft Corp., P.O. Box

1000, Bellevue, WA 98009,

(206) 827-0750.
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NRI School Of
Electronics, McGraw-Hill
Continuing Education Center,

4401 Connecticut Avenue
N.W., Washington, DC
20008.
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Opcode Systems, Inc.,

1024 Hamilton Court, Menlo
Park, CA 94025, [415)

321-8977.
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Master Tracks Pro,

$349.95. Passport Designs,

Inc., 625 Miramontes Street,

Half Moon Bay, CA 94019,

(415)726-0280.
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Tweak It!, $50. Savant

Audio, 2140 Bellmore Ave-

nue, Bellmore, NY 11710,

(516) 826-6336.

CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Super Score, $299.
Sonus Corp., 21430
Strathern Street, Suite H,

Canaoga Park, CA 91304,

[818)702-0992.
CIRCLE 177 QH READER SERVICE CARD

EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMS ON
DISKS!

If you bought this

issue of START with-

out the disk, you're

missing out!

Order the compan-

ion disk full of

great, enjoyable

programs from top

ST experts. Order

your disk by mail

using the order card

in this issue. For

even faster service,

call:

Toil-Free:

1-800-234-7001

7 am-6 pm PST

Visa/MasterCard orders only

Each disk is $10.95 plus $2.00

handling^ mailing.
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O Public Domain Software IB

Over 775 Disks Available for the Atari ST
Only $4.00 Each

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications. Music, Graphics, Educational, Clip Art

Same Day Shipping Telephone Support Free Catalog Updates

FREE Disk & Catalog

(800) 347-6760
S57 - Tease Me Adult Animation (Color)

#145 Five Children's Programs (Color)

#196 • World Text Adventure [Color/Mono)
ST Breakanaid (Color Only)

#239 - Wailing List Database (DBL)

B244 - Strip Breakout (Coo.- Only!

#245 - R Draw - Paint Program
(Color/Mono Req. 1 Meg RAM)

#374 - Two Database Programs
PrintMaster Cataioger

#393/394 PrintMaster Graphics
#395 - Desk Manager. Screensaver V2.0

RAM Disk, Disk Cache
#399 Degas E itc Primer D-ive-s

#400 7 Disk Labeling Programs
(w/100 Pin Feed Disk Labc.'s SB.95;

#428 - Stocks 5 Bonds V3.0 w/Dig Sounds
#443- Intersect RAM Baby

(RAM Disk/Print Spooler)

DCOPV - do everything Utility Prg
#456 - Bob Breakout Game

from Germany (Req. 1 Meg RAM)
#463 - Accessory Ace V1.2, Mouse Speed
#475 - Werty's House of Horror

(Adult Game/Color Only)

#491 Star Trek • The Next Generation
w/Digitized Voices

(Req. 1 Meg RAM/DBL/Coior Only)

#499- The Accessory V1.2

Multifunction Accessory
#500/600 - Publishing Partner Fonts

#506 - QT Com V0.11 - Shareware
Communications Package w/Docs

#509 - Mark Johnson's Shareware
C Compiler (DBL)

#511 - Dungeon Master Maps Levels 1-7

Monochrome Emulator V3.0

PrintMaster Graphics/ Borders

Tree Chart - Geneology Program
Vanterm V3.71
S'-;ro\':aii: Terminal Program
<(i f,ha;>^ A( i(;s2 B ;Coo' Oily!

Kid P.;:)hB-,Hr AqBst-12 (Color)

Rie Assistant Chef
Electronic Cookbook
(;-i.c:re-,'s Programs (Color Only)

Desk Accessories
Sheo: V2.0 Sli-.ro\-;-rc Srj'ijacfilii^ '.

ST Xformer V2.3 - 8 Bit Emulator
;H;vri - Meg RAM)
Pac Man. Hangman and 5 others

(Color Only)

Dungeon Master Utilities

Pictionary Type Drawing Game
PageStream Fonls. Font Converter

Text Output Accelerator

ST Virus Killer V2.1, Super Boot 5.1

ST Writer V3.0 w/Spell V2.8

Benjamin's ABC's for Kids (DBL)
D.sk Cataicnevl at:el P-nter (DBL;

H.P. Laserjet/ Deskjet Utilities

Opus V2 Spreadsheet (1 Meg.'DBL)

Turtle Hard Disk Backup V3.0

Hard Disk Utilities

Children's Programs: Kid Color.

Kid Adder, Kid Story, Kid Sketch

Dungeon Master Maps Levels 8-14

Lottery Programs
Children's Programs: Numerical Go
Around, The Wolf and 7 Kids Adv.

Introductory Offer - Above Disks Just

$2.99 Each
The
Atari ST
Book
of Tips. Instructions, Secrets and
Minis for the 520, 1040 and Mega ST
begins where the Atari Owners's
Manual left oft, providing step by step

instructions that helps both beginning

and experienced users to get the

most out of their STs.

by Ralph Turner

$16.95

'Dungeon Master

"Editor
Allows you to do the following things:

$19.95

Dungeon Master: Chaos Strikes Back $18.95

Lotto File
A Lottery Database

For all V1 Through 6/65 Lotteries

Allows Bonus Numbers

$17.95

Computer
Tutor
Videos

#1- Beginners Guide
#2 Timeworks' Word Writer

#3 - Timeworks' Publisher ST
#4 - Word Perfect

$29.95 Each

BRE Software Dept. SRT
352 W. Bedford, Suite 104 J£jS^

Fresno, CA 93711

Customer Service/Inquires

(209) 432-3072

Shipping: P.O. Disks $3.50 Ground
$4.00 2nd Day Air, Canada $3.00 Ai

Mail; Other Items $3.00 Ground
$5.00 2nd Day Air. Canada SG.OC A
Mail: C.O.D. Add $3.50 (US Only).

.'isn/Mas:arcard $15.00 Minimum.

CAL COM INC.
2503-B Enoalls Are.

Silver Spring Ml). 20902

(301)933-3574

1627 E, Jefferson St.

Kokomo IN. 46901

(317)457-0076 )

Stop By Our

Juno 24th and 25th a the Dearborn Michigan Hyatt Rcgcr

4>y^ ,-y.L^V^j:.^
MIDI SOFTWARF. HF.ADQUARTF-RS

Everything for BeginriErs to Pros *

\ Dr.T's $P
KCS Level II & 1.7'*Copyist DTP
Phantom**Clics ,"X-OR* ,,TIGER

T-BASIC**Samplemaker**TuDesmith

C-LAPJ
NOTATOR**CREATOR«EXPORT

DIGIDESIGN

Sound Designer**Turbosynth

Hybrid Arts

Edit Track**Ludwig

We Are Your MIDI Experts!

5T 5Y5TErl5 6 DTP
CalamUS (used for this ad)

U1trscript**Pub1ishcr ST

Fleet Street 2.0 **Pagestream

Call For Our Low Prices And
ggi Packages

Current Notes Library Now Arailab,

Europe's Best Magazines Too'.

Spectre 128 wilh ROMS - $299.95

Translator One - $299.95

V ATARI MF.GAFILF 30 - $679.95 J
Call IheCAl COM 24 Hour BBS (1200/2400) (301) 691-8933
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NeoDesk 2.0
The Desktop Alternative

EL JB.

:•}. y M
k,' > EJ"

'1
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.: ::: a

"iiLH!ll:i1
'
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CIRCLE 007 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Ultimate Upgrade For The Atari ST!!

Now with Custom File Icons!!

High-Speed File & Disk Operations (No More Multple Disk

Swaps!) • 20-30% Faster Enhanced Windows • Needs as
Little as 24K of RAM • Place Program and Data File Icons on

Desktop • Place Picture on Desktop • Complete Icon Editor •

Batch Files • 20 Character Editable Disk Volume Name •

Replacement Control Panel w/ Corner Clock. Screen Saver
and Blitter Control • Printer Queue (Up to 10 Files al Once) •

Keyboard Equivalents • Mono S Color Support • Improved
Disk Formatting • Install Application (This one Works!) • File

Templates 85* Page Illustrated Manual

For Only = $49.95

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE
To Order: Call (800) 999-GRIB or send check to:

(add $3.00 for S & H) R O. Box 350 Hadley, MA 01035
Questions? Call 1413) 584- 768/ Fax: (413) 564-2565

CIRCLE 073 ON READER SERVICE CARD



After-Market Floppy Disk Drives

Future Systems' GTS-100, PCM's FD-1

BY TOM BYRON
START ASSOCIATE EDITOR

If your ST has only one disk drive then

you've experienced the frustration that

comes with copying disk files — the con-

stant disk swapping when you want to

copy even One file can be maddening. A

RAM disk can help streamline things,

but that eats up the ST's memory, mem-

ory that's better used lor other things.

After a printer, I have found that an ex-

ternal floppy disk drive is the most im-

portant peripheral to have.

Two new 3Vi-inch floppy drives have

recently entered the ST market that will

make accessing and copying disks eas-

ier at a price that is in line with typical

ST hardware: the Professional FD-1

from PCM Industries and the GTS-100

from Future Systems. Both drives are

double-sided/double-density and sup-

port up to one megabyte of storage

The Professional FD-1

The Professional FD-1, from PCM In-

dustries, is a 720K drive that will read/

write up to 83 tracks and is compatible

with all STs and Megas. The FD-l's de-

sign is modest but attractive, and the

drive itself is very, very quiet. The drive

is housed in a compact metal case that

measures Wi by 4V6 by 7% inches, and

The designers at Future Systems were working overtime when they developed the GTS-
100. The slick, black case and smooth, efficient operation moke this disk drive a must-

have. And a handy LED readout tells you the track number being accessed.

its extra-long cable lets you position it

along either side of your ST. PCM has

capped its product with a one-year

warranty.

Installing the FD-1 is easy; just

remember to turn off all hardware be-

fore you install or remove any cables to

or from your computer-you don't want

to damage any ol its delicate internal

circuitry. Now plug the power cord into

the rear of the FD-1, then plug the FD-

l's drive cable into the external drive

port in the back of your ST. (Note that

since you cannot detach the drive cable

from the rear of the FD-1, it can be a

second (B) drive only.) Now plug the

power supply into the nearest outlet,

and voifcz.'-you now have an external

floppy-disk drive.

If your ST predates the STFM ver-

sions, then you have only an externa!

drive. If this is the case, plug the FD-1

into the second drive port in the back

of your A drive, instead of into the ST

As I said, the FD-1 is very quiet-I'd

hardly notice it was there if I didn't use
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After-Market Floppy Disks Drives

it so often. And you won't hear the

clicking and whirring you may have no-

ticed in your current drive. If you're

wondering whether the FD-1 will speed

up your ST, the bottom line is that it

won't. START Programs Editor Heidi

Brumbaugh wrote a simple program in

GFA BASIC 2-0 to measure disk-access

speed and we used it to test the FD-1.

The results are summarized at the end

of this review.

Having used the FD-1 for over a

month now, I have experienced two

problems with it, one minor and one

not so minor. The not-so-minor one has

to do with disk formatting. Once in a

while I've found that the FD-1 doesn't

format double-sided disks completely. 1

usually don't find this out until I attempt

to save something on the disk 1 thought

I formatted, and then get a message that

the disk "may be damaged." (PCM is

aware of the problem, however, and has

corrected it.) 1 experienced no trouble

Constant disk-

swapping with one

drive (an be

maddening.

drive for your ST that works and works

well

TheGTS-100

The GTS-100 from Future Systems is

also a double-sided, double-density

720K disk drive. Its slick, black design

includes an LED readout that tells you

which track number is being accessed.

It also has two separate lights that tell

you when the power is on and when

the drive is busy. The drive measures

2W by 4W by 8!4 inches. And, like the

The Professional FD-1 from PCM industries is a double-sided, double-density floppy-disk

drive that is quiet and efficient. In fact, it's so quiet you'd hardly notice it was there.

formatting single-sided disks.

The second problem is that the FD-

l's cable doesn't seem to want to stay in

the ST's external drive port; it has a ten-

dency to fall out from time to time. This

doesn't happen that often, but it hap-

pens often enough for me to be con-

cerned. PCM has also promised to cor-

rect this problem.

Other than the problems I've men-

tioned, the FD-1 is a good product. It is

simply what it says it is-an external

FD-1, it is also very quiet.

Also like the FD-1, installing the

GTS-100 is very easy. Again, turn every-

thing off before you begin. The GTS-

100's disk cable is detachable, and in

the rear of the drive you'll see two ports:

INPUT and OUTPUT. Plug one end of

the drive cable into the ST's drive port

and the other end into the drive's IN-

PUT port. The OUTPUT port is there in

case you wish to add yet another drive.

The GTS-100 is touted as Future Sys-

tems' top-of-the-line drive, and it's easy

to see why-it's good-looking and after a

month of use has manifested no signifi-

cant problems. Future Systems also

manufactures the GTS-100X, which

costs less and doesn't include an LED

readout. See below for the disk-access

speed results of the GTS-100.

The Need for Speed

If you're looking for a faster disk drive

than the one you already have, you

won't find it here. Both the FD-1 and

the GTS-100 appear to be as fast as any

other disk drive available, external or in-

ternal. Both the FD-1 and the GTS-100

were tested against Atari's SF314. We
found that all disk-access speeds fell

within one percent of each other

A test for drive RPM also showed no

differences. I used Dave Small's drive-

speed tester from START Special Issue

Number Four Both the FD-1 and the

GTS-100 tested at the ST-standard 300

RPM.

The Bottom Line

The bottom line is that if you're tired of

constant disk swapping, you need a sec-

ond disk drive. Or il your present drive

is on its last legs, then you'll want to in-

vest in another.

Both the Professional FD-1 and the

GTS-100 are good buys. Both are quiet

and efficient. The FD-1 is innocuous

and gets the job done; the GTS-100 is

certainly slicker looking but does the

same thing, with no significant differ-

ence in speed. Ultimately, it depends on

your budget.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Professional FD-1,

$199.95. PCM Industries,

P.O. Box 5772, Arlington, TX
76050, (214] 660-4780.
CIRCLE 1*7 OH READER SERVFCE USD

GTS-100, $279.95; GTS-
100X, $239.95. Future Sys-

tems, Inc., 21634 bssen St.,

Chotsworth, CA 91311, [818)

407-1647.
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INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!'

BAR CODE + PLUS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CR1CIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package. For (he price of a cash

register, you can own the complete Bar Code Ready
CRIC1T System.

• Complete cash register functions
• Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting
• Price/product labels with optional bar code
• Reads bar code directly from packaging
• Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

• Customized receipts, inventory and reporting
• Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic

re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
• Categories, departments, non-stock items
• Between- store reporting via modem
• User-friendly error correction and training manual

$249 U.S. / $299 CDN
Demo disk is available

for $7 U.S./ $9 CDN

Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G 1W1
(519) 744-7380 Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Welcoi

?—?"-— :;;;::;:::. .: , , : ,--:-";-7~T-TT
CIRCLE 029 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCULAR
DIN CONNECTORS

^P w ff^ W

Search no more, finally the House of Din Connectors
is here. We have them all. Whether Metal Bodies or
Plastic Bodies. Suitable for all Computers, Keyboards,
Mice, Peripherals, Instruments, MedicalandMeasuring
Equipments. From 2 to 14 contacts. Panel, P.C. Board
or Cable Mounting. All types from one source. Call
today for your sample.

ALPHA PRODUCTS, INC.
5740 Corsa Ave., #104

elephone: (818) 889-9304
I LX: 65-9210 - FAX (818) 706-8986

Want Color For Und

Unlock the Power

VIPEOKEY
RGB to color composite converterfor the Atari ST

With VideoKey, now you, too, can experience the fantastic

color and sound of Atari's games and graphics on any
television, big screen or composite monitor! Its design

provides the highest quality color composite video and RF
output possible for any Atari ST, not just those that are RF
equipped. Standard RCA jacks allow for easy hook-up.
Optimized for low resolution use.

i

l<ay«v£Vi£\

Practical

Solution/

J

602-322-6100
1 135 N. Jones Blvd., Tucson. AZ 85716 CIRCLE 034 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Discontents

i

Spring into Motion

Pogo -

\ C
nnn

L L

This issue's lead program is a complete interpreted programming language. Pogo by

Jim Kent incorporates Logo's turtle graphics and a unique approach to multi-

processing that makes Pogo ideal for graphic simulations and games. Even if you're

not a programmer, be sure to un-ARC Pogo to see the demos and play the games

we've included as sample programs. If you're a C programmer, the Aztec source

code to Pogo is on disk so that you can add your own functions. Files POGO.ARC

and POGOSRC.ARC; runs in medium or low resolution-

File Search is a new, indispensible utility from David Jarvis. This desk acces-

sory will help you find any file on your hard disk (or stack of floppies). It accepts

wildcards and lets you browse, copy, delete, rename or print the file it finds. File

FSEARCH.ARC; runs in any resolution.

Hard disk owners, beware: File Search may exceed the ST's 40-folder limit for

folder access. If you don't already have Atari's fix for the problem, FOLDRXXX, it

is on this issue's disk and may be freely distributed. File FOLDRXXX.ARC; runs in

any resolution from an AUTO folder.

This month START presents a challenging puzzle game called Stumbling

Blocks. Written by Mark Annetts, Stumbling Blocks will entertain you for hours as

you try to fit the 12 shapes into a 60-square grid. Try the 8-by-8 puzzle for a strate-

gic two-player game. Files STUMBLE.ARC and STUMBDATARC; runs in low

resolution.

Cyber fans, learn advanced Cyber Control techniques by studying Dann Park's

Splines on Splines demo. Achieve the "slow in, slow out" motion effects used to

create the famous Visitor animation. File SPLINES.ARC; requires Cyber Control

and CAD 3-D version 2.0 or higher

Stumbling Blocks pg.86 Should you buy a car or can you save

money by leasing? This month's Business

Applications column by Christoph

Herd is accompanied by a buy/lease

spreadsheet template to help you decide.

Load this .WKS file into any ST spread-

sheet that can read Lotus 1.0 files and

plug in your own numbers. File BUY-

LEASE.ARC; requires a Lotus-compatible

spreadsheet.

NO
START
DISK?
CALL 1 (800)
234-7001*



Disk Instructions

How to Get Our Programs Up and Running

Each article in this issue with a disk icon next to its title on the Table of Contents or "On Disk" on its first page has an accom-

panying file on your START disk. These files are archive files-they've been compressed with the Archive Utilities Set, or ARC, a

public domain program available for many personal computers. We use the ARC utility to squeeze the many files that may go

with a particular article into one compressed file, which may be only 40 percent the total size of the original files.

In addition to the archive files, you'll find the program ARCXTTP, which stands for ARChive eXtract, on your START disk.

You'll use this program to decompress, or extract, the disk files we've shrunk down with ARC.

All programs on your START disk are copyrighted. They are for your own private use, and are not public domain.

Getting Started

To use the files and programs on

your START disk, please follow these

simple instructions. You'll need two

blank, formatted single- or double-

sided disks to properly extract the

files.

Your START disk is not copy-

protected and you should make a

copy of it immediately to the first

blank disk. Make sure the write-

protect window is open on the START

disk at all times to insure that you

don't accidentally erase the disk.

Note: Ifyou are unsure how to for-

mat a disk, copy a disk or copy individ-

ual files, please refer to your original

Atari ST or Mega manual and study

these procedures carefully before going

on.

After you've copied your original

START disk, store it in a safe place

and label the copy disk "START

Backup."

Now, put your START Backup disk

in Drive A of your computer and

double-click on the Drive A icon to

see the disk's contents.

Un-ARCing the Files

To use START'S compressed disk files,

please follow these steps:

1. Copy the ARCed file you wish to

use and the program ARCXTTP from

your START Backup disk onto your sec-

ond blank formatted disk. When you're

finished, label it Un-ARC disk.

2. Now you'll extract the compressed

files from the ARC file you just copied.

Insert your Un-ARC disk into Drive A. If

the Drive A window is already open on

the Desktop, you can press the Escape

key to see the new disk directory.

Otherwise, double-click on the Drive A

icon to see the directory. Double-click

on ARCXTTP The following dialog box

will appear:

OPEN APPLICATION

Mane: RRCX
ParanEters;

,TTP

1 OK 1 1 Cancel 1

3. Type in the name of the ARC file

you just copied over to your Un-ARC

disk and press Return. You do not have

to type in the extender .ARC You can

type in the name in upper or lower

OPEN APPLICATION

I
Cancel

|

the name of the ARC file. You must type

the filename exactly as it appears in the

directory.)

4. As the program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the individual files as

it extracts them, similar to the example

below.

Archive: SAMPLE ARC

Extracting fi ip EXRBPLE.PRti

Extracting fi ip FILE.TXT

Extracting fi le SBHPLE.PIC
Extracting fi If README

(Note: If ARCXTTP can't find a file, it

may be because you have misspelled

When ARC has successfully ex-

tracted all the files, it will return to the

Desktop and you will see the original

files within the directory window, along

with the archive file and the ARCXTTP

program. You may now use any of the

START files as you wish; just follow the

instructions in the appropriate article in

this issue.

To use any other archive files on

your START disk, simply repeat the

above procedures. Be sure you begin

each time with a blank, formatted disk.

In addition to the runnable pro-

grams, some ARC files may also contain

source code listings or an ASCII text file

(called BREAKDWN.TXT, for example)

which describes the program's structure.

You can examine such a file from the ST

Desktop by double-clicking on its icon

and then clicking on Show (to see it on

the monitor) or Print (to print it out) I
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Tips and Tricks for the ST Owner

Compiled by Heidi Brumbaugh

START Programs Editor

Redirecting TTP Output
You can redirect the screen output of

many TTP programs to a file. At the

"Open Application" dialog box, type the

usual filename parameter, a space, a

greater-than sign (» and a filename:

OPEN APPLICATION

Hane: fiRCX .TTP

Paraneters;
FILENAME. ARC >NESSR6E,TXTL_

1 Cancel
|

Do not put a space between the

greater-than sign and filename. The ad-

vantage to this is that TTP programs of-

ten flash messages only briefly on the

screen-too quickly for you to read.

Outputting these messages to a file lets

you read the file from the Desktop at

your leisure.

This works particularly well if you're

having troubles with ARCX.TTP. (Hint:

if you return to the Desktop and there is

no message file, the problem may be

that the disk is write-protected or full.)

At first we thought this was a hidden

feature of TOS; however, it turns out

that this feature is implemented by the

C compiler that compiled the TTP pro-

gram. The command line is output us-

ing the C statement printfC ); since the

greater than sign is a printf formatting

character it is treated as such.

Because different C compilers han-

dle this case differently, this tip may not

work on all TTP programs.

Those Pesky Gadgets
GEM windows have rhree burtons,

sometimes called gadgets, that control

the size of the window. The full box, in

the upper right comer, expands the

window to the size of the screen. The

close box, in the upper left comer,

closes the window (and in many cases

quits the accompanying appliction).

The size box, in the lower right corner,

adjusts the size of the window; click

here and move the mouse, holding

down the left mouse button.

How Long?
Pressing [Alternate]-! = 1 in ST Writer

Elite gives you the current cursor posi-

tion in bytes from the start of the file.

This quick feature can give you a byte

count of the entire document by mov-

ing the cursor to the end of the file. This

is more accurate than a saved file byte

count, since it doesn't include the ST

Writer "Do Run Run" header

Hidden Attributes

Universal Item Selector II lets you

change a files attributes; this gives you a

useful way to hide a file. Drag the file to

the check mark on the lower right side

of the file directory window. A dialog

box will appear, letting you click on the

attributes you want. A hidden file will

not show up in a directory; however, it

will show up using UIS II's Find feature

(type in the filename and click on F).

To un-Hide (or Show) a file, type in

the name of the file you want to un-

Hide while you're in the directory or

folder where the file appears, then drag

it to the check-mark box. When the di-

alog box appears, click on the Show op-

tion and then on the OK box

You can also Hide or Show more

than one file at a time by creating a

Mask, i.e. a pattern such as *.DAT and

then treating it like the name of a single

file.

Just a Comment . . .

GFA BASIC won't let you exit a line that

has a syntax error, but there are times

you want to skip the problem and come

back to it. Simply move to the begin-

ning of the line by pressing IControll-

ILeft arrow] and then enter an apos-

trophe. This will comment out the line

so GFA won't notice the syntax error

When you fix the problem later, be sure

to remove the apostrophe.

The Enterprise's First

Mistake
In a recent episode of Paramount's syn-

dicated series Star Trek—The Next Gener-

ation, the Enterprises computer was in-

vaded by a probe which threatened to

graft a new program onto the ship's sys-

tems. It wasn't until the end of the show,

just as the Enterprise was on the verge

of destruction, that Chief Engineer

Geordi LaForge discovered that all he

needed to do was restore the computer's

data from the last backup made before

they encountered the probe.

Of course, if Geordi had been read-

ing back issues of the Clipboard, he

would have known all along that all he

needed to do was reboot to get rid of

that nasty virus. . . .

Got an ST trick or tip to share? Send it

to the Clipboard, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107.
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TO BUY A

MUS1CODE
VOICING PROGRAM
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How much is YOUR
time worth?

Turbo ST turns your 520/1040 ST into a speed demon.
Check out Turbo ST at your local dealer or download
our free demo from your favorite bulletin board.

Upgrades to version 1.6 are only $5 with your original

disk. For more information, call (407} 657-4611 , or write

to SofTrek, P.O. Box 5257, Winter Park, FL 32793.
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Thundering Games
and 3-D Music.

Don't settle for monotonous mono ever again! Atari

has hidden three sound channels inside your ST
Tweety Board unleashes that full sound capability

in minutes, with a solderless, internal in-

stallation that's compatible with all

ST hardware and software. With
Tweety Board, even your old

games will suddenly sizzle and
sound like you've always wished
they could.

'TWEETY BOARD is a cookin' fool! You ain'i

lived 'till you heard a fireball in DM let loose

through TWEETY...Wow! I can't believe I am
booting old-timers jusi to hear 'em...Music Con-

struction Set is one million percent better than

before!
R ,][ph Marian0] ST Rspon

Twe«ty Board
$599

v>]'.i>. .-.hippir.;: A liuntllin

For Orders or Information

Call 602-322-6100
CIRCLE 033 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1135 N. Jones Blvd. • Tucson, AZ 85716

r Practical

I Solution/"



Tools of the
Trade

Programming Languages Explored

BY CHARLES JACKSON
START Charts compiled by marta Deike, START Editorial Coordinator

Programming is like any other craft; in order to get a job done

right, you need to use the right tools. And the most important

tool aprogrammer has is a language—a way to get an

unambiguous series of instructions to the computer's

centralprocessor. In this article, CharlesJackson

examines computer languages and discusses

which are best suited to which tasks.
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In the earliest days of computing, pro-

grammers had no choice of languages: a

program was hard-wired—physically—

into a computer. To change a program, a

programmer had to remove the existing

connections and add new ones. It was

an arduous and painstaking task.

When computers became a bit more

sophisticated, programmers were able

to write programs in machine language

and pass the instructions to the com-

puter via punch cards. Then Fortran,

COBOL and other higher level languages

appeared on the scene-so called be-

cause they were one step removed from

machine language. Other languages that

appeared later, such as BASIC and Pas-

cal, were originally designed to teach

programming but evolved into powerful

programming tools in their own right.

Now, programmers can choose from

a wide range of languages-each best

suited to a different task. Which lan-

guage you should use for an application

depends on what your program will be

designed to do. The START Charts ac-

companying this article will give you

up-to-date information on ST language

implementations, including version

numbers, company addresses and prices.

Since its introduction in the early

1970s, C has become the software de-

veloper's language of choice. Having

only 32 reserved words, C is a small,

flexible language that combines the

power and portability of high-level

structured languages with the speed and

efficiency of low-level assembly lan-

guages. There are C compilers available

for nearly every brand and type of com-

puter from 8-bit Ataris to Unix main-

frames.

This portability makes C a leading

choice for developing networking soft-

ware for local and wide area networks

(LANs and WANs), particularly for net-

works designed to join different brands

of computers. Some software engineers

rely heavily on C, reserving assembly

language for such operations as time-

critical computations. A descendent of a

programming language called B, C was

developed in the early f970s by Dennis

Ritchie at AT&T Bell Laboratories.

At the time Unix was written, most

operating systems were written in as-

sembly language, thus chaining the

operating system to the machine for

which it was written, but more than 90

percent of Unix was written in C. This

has enabled Unix to be ported to many

different types of computers.

The C Programming Language by Brian

Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie, is the

definitive reference manual for the lan-

guage. Often called simply the "K and

R," this 220-page manual has been

guiding C programmers Tor more than

10 years.

know exactly how many machine cycles

each instruction requires and can write

Assembly language

programs run fast

and are invaluable

for time-critical

operations.

routines that run with split-second pre-

cision.

On the down side, assembler source

code is long and not very readable. A

one-line PRINT statement in BASIC, for

Product Price Ver.

C $179.95
Mark Williams

Upgrade policy varies; call Mark Williams.

3.0.9

C $199

Prospero Software

To upgrade send in original disk.

1.13

Laser C $199.95
Megamax
To upgrade send in original disk + $10

( + $3 s/h).

2.0

Aztec C $199

Manx
Upgrade policy varies; call Manx.

3.6

Alcyon C Call Atari

Atari Corp.

Upgrade for registered developers only.

none

HiSc.fr C Scheduled foi Release In May

Assembly Language

Assembly language is a machine-

specific, low-level language. Each in-

struction can be translated quickly into

one or two bytes of machine code. And

with a little more effort, a machine-

taitguage program can be translated into

assembly language source code.

Assembly language programs run fast

and are invaluable for time-critical oper-

ations. Assembly language programmers

example, would require about a dozen

assembly language commands.

Macro assemblers make program-

ming somewhat easier. Macro assem-

blers let you extend your assembly lan-

guage package to include any assembler

subroutines you write. You could write a

PRINT macro, for example, that would

print information on the screen. This

PRINT macro would contain the dozen-

or-so assembler instructions you need
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to print something on the screen. Once

defined as a macro, though, you can call

PRINT each time you want something

printed on the screen. When you as-

semble the program, the assembler will

expand each occurrence of the macro

into its original, unabbreviated form.

Seasoned assembly language program-

mers often have collected large libraries

of macros.

Assembly language is slipping in

popularity. Faster machines and high-

level languages such as C and Modula-2

are making assembly language nearly

obsolete in all but the most time-critical

applications.

BsaaaaaUN
Product Price

DevPac 2

MichTron

To upgrade send in origi nal(1.0)d isk + $40.

$99.95

AssemPro
Abacus
To upgrade send in origi nal disk + $15|

$59.95

+ $2s/h).

GFA Assembler

Antic Software

Upgrade policy \ aries- c all Antic.

Call Antic

ModMac
Upgrade for devislopers only.

Call Atari

BASIC is one of the easiest languages to

learn. Newer, more powerful versions

are commonly seen in microcomputers;

the most powerful BASlCs for the ST

don't require line numbers and offer

support for structured programming.

Modula-2

Modula-2 was introduced in 1985 by

Swiss professor Niklaus Wirth. Pro-

grammers unfamiliar with Modula-2 of-

ten look at the Pascal-like appearance of

Modula-2 source code and dismiss the

language as a "warmed-over" Pascal.

Although many Pascal and Modula-2

.programs look alike, the applications for

Ver.

2.08

BASIC

BASIC (Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic

Instruction Code) is a computer lan-

guage developed in 1967 at Dartmouth

College by John Kemeny and Thomas

Kurtz. BASIC is an interpreted program-

ming language-you get immediate re-

sponse to what you type at the terminal.

Designed for beginning programmers,

which they were designed are quite

different. Wirth developed Pascal to

teach programming skills. He developed

Modula (now called Modula-1) and

Modulo 1 for the ST

Product

Modula 2

-systems

Modula-2 for real-world programming

jobs.

Modula-2 is a general-purpose high-

level programming language that com-

bines the readability of Pascal with the

strength of C, and then some. More and

more programmers are Ending Modula-

2 to be slightly more powerful than C.

Modula-2 features both multi-tasking

and multi-processing capabilities. It is

used for writing compilers, operating

systems and application programs.

It has also become an efficient de-

velopment tool. Modula-2 lets you

break large programming projects into

separate pieces, or modules, which may

then be distributed among several teams

of software engineers. Modula-2 lets

these teams work independently of

each other so that smaller program

modules can be designed, tested and

debugged before the larger modules are

complete.

Modula-2 is a small language-only

40 keywords-and is very portable.

Modula-2 source code written on your

ST will often run on mainframe systems.

Modula-2's secret is external I/O (in-

put/output) libraries. Like C, Modula-2

doesn't have its I/O routines hard-wired

into the language. These I/O functions,

usually the most machine-dependent

elements ol a language, are stored in

Price

Shareware

Modula 2 is supported on BBS

BASIC for the ST

Product Price

HiSoft BASIC
MichTron

$79.95

HiSofP BASIC Pro.

MichTron

$159.95

GFA BASIC

Antic Software

Upgrade policy vat ies; call Antic.

$99.95

Ver.

1.23

1.23

3.05

separate library hies. As long as your

source code is compiled and linked

with the appropriate I/O library, it

should operate on nearly any machine.

Pascal

Pascal, named for the mathematician

and philosopher Blaise Pascal, is a high-

level compiled computer language

designed by Niklaus Wirth at Zurich in

1968. It was never designed for pro-
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gramming, but for teaching structured

programming. The first Pascal compilers

didn't appear until the early 1970s.

Based on ALGOL (ALGOrithmic

Language), Pascal was designed to be a

small, easily learned, machine-

independent language. As one of the

first languages to use control structures

such as BEGIN and END, its syntax

demanded a rigid, structured approach

to programming. Towards this end, Pas-

cal provides a rich variety of data types,

including abstract and user-defined

data types.

ALICE (Pascal)

Looking Gloss Software

To upgrade send in original disk + $15.

Personal Pascal

1CD
To upgrade send in original disk + $10,

UCSD Pascal

Pecan Software

To upgrade send in original disk + $79.95

Unfortunately, Pascal is weak in

arithmetic. Standard Pascal lacks an ex-

ponential operator and insists that

loops may not be incremented or

decremented by any number but 1. Ex-

tensions to Pascal have solved this

problem; however many of these exten-

sions are not compatible with all Pascal

compilers and will not run on all

machines.

FORTRAN

FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation lan-

guage) was one of the first computer

languages designed to be machine-

independent. Developed in the mid-

1950s by IBM as a tool for simplifying

scientific programming, FORTRAN lets

programmers write program code that

resembles algebraic notation. As one of

the oldest computer languages, it is still

one of the most widely used for techni-

cal programming and teaching.

FORTRAN is a high-level compiled

language which efficiently handles

lengthy scientific computations. As a re-

sult, math-intensive programs written in

FORTRAN require relatively little com-

puter time. The American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) first stan-

FORTRAN for the ST

Product

Pro-Fortran 77
Prospero Software

To upgrade send in original disk + $59.

Pascal for the ST

Product

Pascal for GEM
Prospero Software

To upgrade send in original dis k + $39.

Price

$149

Ver.

2.14

$99.95

$249.95

dardized the language in 1966. Newer

versions of FORTRAN include IF-THEN-

ELSE blocks and CHARACTER data

types.

APL

APL (A Programming Language) is an

interpreted computer language devel-

oped at IBM by Kenneth Iverson in

1962. Iverson's book, APL, is still the

definitive text on the language. Like Pas-

cal, APL was not developed for pro-

gramming, but for teaching program-

ming concepts.

At first glance, it's difficult to read

and understand an APL program. Stan-

dard APL is read from right to left and

uses special symbols such as inverted

triangles, boxes and arrows in place of

keywords and commands. (You need a

special keyboard to enter these sym-

bols.) For these reasons, APL has been

called a "write-only" language.

APL also requires more memory

Price

$199

Ver.

2.14

A 20-line FORTRAN

program could be

written in 1

5

keystrokes in APL.

than most BASIC interpreters and FOR-

TRAN compilers and is most com-

monly found on larger computers.

Once you've become familiar with

APL, though, you can write extraor-

dinarily powerful programs in a line or

two of code. APL instructors often hold

programming contests, awarding prizes

to the student who can write the most

powerful APL program in a single line of

code.

APIJs power comes from its use of

arrays-nearly every element of an APL

program is considered an array, and all

of APL's operators are designed to work

with single- or multi-dimensional ar-

rays. Consider a program which multi-

plies two 100-by-100 matrices together,

then prints the sum of all the elements

pasnaa
Product

APL.68000

Price

$149

Ver.

6.05 C

Spencer Organization

Upgrade policy varies; call Spencer
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in the resulting matrix. A sharp FOR-

TRAN programmer could write this

program in about 20 lines of code. An

average APL student could write the

same program in 15 keystrokes.

FORTH

FORTH is a medium-level interpreted

language that combines the speed of

low-levellanguages with the readability

of high-level languages.

Charles More created FORTH to con-

trol telescopes at Kitt Peak Observatory.

FORTH for the ST

Product

Forth/MT

Abacus Software

To upgrade send in original disk + $15.

4x Forth Plus

Dragon Group
To upgrade from 1 .1 send in registration

rORTH was created to

control telescopes at

Kitt Peak Observatory.

FORTH programmers write their own

commands (or functions), which are

then used repeatedly in writing new

programs. Thus, it is an economical lan-

guage that uses a small number of

subroutines to build an entire program.

LISP

Lisp (LISt Processing) is a high-level in-

terpreted language used to study and

develop artificial intelligence applica-

tions. Designed by John McCarthy in

the late 1950s, Lisp became popular

with researchers at MIT, who used it to

study properties of artificial intelligence.

Lisp is an interactive language in which

you create complicated command lists

by combining a series of related words,

called "S-expressions" (short for "sym-

E35EBI1
Product

X-LISP

bolic expressions"). An S-expression

can be an atom (a single word or num-

ber) or a list of atoms enclosed in

parentheses.

As an associative language, Lisp

doesn't rely on specific memory ad-

dresses. References to specific pieces of

information are made by partial

descriptions of their contents. The

procedure is very similar to using an in-

dex or telephone directory; if you have

a piece of the information you need,

Lisp helps you find all list entries which

contain that piece. One of the best in-

troductory texts to the language is The

Little Usfxr.

Prolog

Prolog, (PROgramming LOGic), is a

high-level language commonly used for

Prolog for the ST

Product Price

Extended Prolog

Rational Vision

No further upgrades planned.

$39.95

expert systems and artificial intelligence

applications. Prolog was designed by

French computer scientists in the early

1970s and was selected as the language

of choice for fifth -generation computers.

Like Lisp, Prolog is a symbolic lan-

guage. It uses words (called "atoms") to

represent and manipulate concepts.

Logo

Logo is a high-level inteipreted language

Price Ver.

Public Domain

developed in the 1970s by Seymour

Papert of MIT Like Pascal and APL,

Logo was designed to teach program-

ming concepts. Papert, however, had a

ver)' different audience in mind. Logo

was developed to introduce children to

programming concepts. Using sound,

color and turtle-shaped cursors, Logo

develops a child's creativity, planning

and problem-solving skills.

The earliest versions of Logo con-

trolled a simple, dome-shaped robot.

Students pasted a tail to the back of it

and called it a turtle. Later versions

depicted a triangular cursor that could

draw simple pictures. Current im-

plementations use several turtle-shaped

cursors which can be programmed to

draw multi-color pictures.

Much more than a vehicle for artistic

amphibians, Logo is a very close relative

of Lisp. If you're familiar with Lisp, you

can learn Logo in a day or less. Once we

leave the turtles, Logo's command set

looks and performs very much like its

Lisp counterpart.

See Seymour Papert's Miudstarms for

a detailed look at the theories and con-

cepts behind Logo.

Ver.

4.1

(Editor's Note: Logo was shipped with

the earlier versions of the ST; however,

Atari is no longer supporting this

product.)

COBOL

COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented

Language) is a popular high-level com-

piled language used widely in busi-

nesses. Developed in the late 1950s, it
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was one of the first languages designed

to run on a variety of machines.

COBOL statements are written in ab-

breviated English. A sample statement

might look like this:

MULTIPLY TIME-SPENT BY

VELOCITY GIVING DISTANCE

ROUNDED

COBOL

statements

are easily

understood but

produce mammoth

listings.

Such statements are easily under-

stood but produce mammoth listings.

Back in the days of Hollerith punch

cards, the APL programmer could carry

a program in a shirt pocket; the COBOL
programmer needed two or three large

boxes

A COBOL program has four parts:

an Identification Division, an Environ-

ment Division, a Data Division and a

Procedure Division. The Identification

Division is one line which contains the

name of the program. The Environment

Division links the Data Division and

the Procedure Divisions with whatever

equipment will be used (such as disk

drive C:\ or Laser Printer #5). The Data

Division names all the files to be used

in the program, and also describes the

file format. The Procedure Division

contains the instructions to be per-

formed.

COBOL for the ST

Product

Cobol/MST
Castech Software

For further information, contact Castec

If Done, Then End Article

Just as human languages in many ways

project a cultural world view, computer

languages inherently represent an ap-

proach to solving a problem. Under-

standing the paradigms ol each language

is the first step in successful pro-

gramming.

CharlesJackson is the fanner Technical

Editor ofAntic Magazine and Online

Editor of Antic Online He. is now a Staff

Editorfor the Technical Publications

division of'Excelan Corp. in San Jose,

California.

REFERENCES

The C Programming
Language, $26.67, by

Brian W, Kemighan and
Dennis M.Ritchie, 1978.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Route

9W, Englewood Cliffs, NJ
07632,(201|592-2000.

APL, by Ken Iverson. No
bnger in print.

The Little Lisper, $12 95
MIT, 55 Hayward Street,

Cambridge, MA 02142,

(800| 356-0343.

Mindstorms $8 95,

Basic Books (a subdivision of

Harper and Row), 10 E. 53rd

Street, New York, NY
10022, (800) 424-7734.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Abacus, 5370 57th St., SE,

Grand Rapids, Ml 49512,

(616) 698-0330.

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ana-systems, 1 155 Chess
Drive, Bldg. D, Suite E, Foster

City, CA 94404, (415)

341-1768.

CIREIE 573 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Price

N/A

Ver.

N/A

Antic Software, 544
Second Street, Son Francisco

CA 94107, (415)957-0886,

(800)234-7001.

Atari Corp., 1196

Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale CA
94086, (408) 745-2000.

Castech Software Sys-
tems, P.O. Box 147, Grand-
view, MO 64030, (816)

767-1233.

CIRCIE ItB ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dragon Group, 148 Poca

Folk Rood, Elkview, WV
25071, (304)965.5517.
CIRCIE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ICD, 1220 Rack Street, Rock-

ford, It 61101, (815)

968-2228.
CIRCIE ISO ON READER SERVICE CARD

Looking Glass Soft-
ware, 124 King Street N.,

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2J 2X8, (519) 884-7473.

CIRCIE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Manx, Box 55, Shrews-

bury, NJ 07702, (201)

542-2121

CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mark Williams, 601 N.
Skoki Hwy, lake Bluff, IL

60044, (312) 689-2300.

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Megamax, 1200 E. Col-

lins, Suite 214, Richardson,

TX 75081, (214)699-7400.
CIRCIE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MichTron, 576 S. Tele-

graph, Pontiac, Ml 48053,
(313)334-5700.
CIRCLE 16! ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pecan, 1410 39th Street,

Brooklyn, NY 11218, (71B)

851-3100.

CIRCLE LSI ON READER SERVICE CARD

Prospero Software, 100

Commercial Street, Suite

306, Portland, ME 04101.

(207) 874-0382.

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVILE URD

Rational Vision, 7111 W.
Indian School Road, Phoe-
nix, A7 85033, (602)
846-0371.

CIRCLE 17S ON READER SERVICE URD

Spencer Organization,
366 Kinderkamack Road,

Westwood, NJ 07675,
(201)666-6011.

CIRCIE 1 74 ON READER SERVICE UR0
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Order Toll Free '

800-558-0003
Order Info and Wl Orders

414-357-8181
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t jf/ t /tf Order Toll Free

>yomputfftoULtUQ00_55Q_0003
J) I r,

"
Order Info and Wl Orders

Loniumetjuetttoalci ua-m-bw

Atari ST Compatible Hardware Specials
No

Credit Card

Accessories
Drive Mastor 3d 95
Monitor Mast©' 34 95
Mouse Master 3d 95
Mouse House 4.95
Mouse Paa 5 95
Tweetle Board . . 49 95
VideoKey 64.95
3 5" Drive Cleaning Kit 5.95

6 Way Surge Protector 14.95

MODEM PACKAGES

Supra 2400 Avatex 2400HC

$155 $165

DVT VCR HARD DRIVE BACK-UP SYSTEM

(NEW! HARD DRIVE BACK-UP SYSTEM NEWJ)

• Uses standard RCA cables

• Standard video tape cost:$5 - $7

note:

vcr not included!

$209
Delivered,

Stores up to 360 megabytes
Stores - 8 megabits per minute

Fits easily into the ST cartridge port

FREE DELIVERY

in the contiguous 48 states

FEATURES:
• Built In time clock with battery backup
• Low-noise fan for efficient cooling

• Under-monltor design requires no additional desk
space and provides a monitor stand for ST computers

• Adjustable legs adjust the monitor and provide cable
clearance

• Allows booting directly from the hard drive

» Handler provides error checking on the DMA bus.

f SINGLE 3.5" DRIVES

ST-138N 30 MEG. ..629 DEL

ST-157N 49 MEG .669 DEL

ST-177N 60 MEG .899 DEL

DUAL 3. 5" DRIVES
CTwIce the Storage)

2-SM38N 3D MEG. .969 DEL

2-SM57N49MEG..1049DEL
2-ST-177N60 MEG..1499DEL

ALL HARD DRIVES ARE($? SedQatB SCSI

i -FREE DELIVERY IN THE CONTIGUOUS 48 STATES • 1

CIRCLE 009 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Defender ol Crown ....

25.95

2S.H
2S.9S

19.95

IrlMU'loru! 8«se< 25 95

1BW

32.85

S2.SS

28.96

32.9S

25.95

Khtfi OuMt 15.J."

KoyrM KrMg . .

32 9S

2595

25 95 twill fer The Think

»»»«
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12 95
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*""»£

1^,,,
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'
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. 1295

J2 95
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Wlt»™ CommicHM 1 2295

WW* H^roWmdoiQ 38 96
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*" Splines
Splines

Dynamic Motion

Control with

Cyber Control

One of the most powerful features of

Cyber Control is its ability to define a

path in 3D-space and then move an ob-

ject along that path. These paths are

called "splines" and they are the "3D"

in three-dimensional computer anima-

tion. Splines are not useful just for mov-

ing objects around. Cameras, lights,

viewpoints and practically anything else

you can imagine can be moved along

splines. Cyber Control allows complete

freedom to create splines and to access

the points along them.
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The easiest way to move an object

along a spline is to use a for/to loop,

moving the object to the next point on

the spline by using the index variable of

the loop (this procedure is explained in

great detail in the Cyber Control man-

ual). The number of segments into

which a spline is divided controls the

speed at which an object moves along

it. What's missing in Cyber Control is

the ability to control the dynamics of

movement along the spline, such as ac-

celeration or slowing to a stop. These

motion dynamics are known as "slow-

in" and "slow-out" and are essential for

creating smooth animations.

Problems with VISITORS

1 first ran into this problem doing an

animation called VISITORS. It showed a

spaceship zooming

through a row of

columns in a Greek temple. 1 wanted

the ship to slow down and pass be-

tween two columns and then stop right

in front of the camera. The problem was

that there was no way to slow the ship

down through the columns, and then

the ship stopped very abruptly at the

end of the spline.

1 had heard of other solutions, such

as creating multiple splines end-to-end,

each with a different number of divi-

sions. But that still caused unacceptable

jerking motions at the transition points

between splines. Then 1 came upon a

solution that was simple, flexible and al-

lowed unlimited control of speed, slow-

in, slow-out and even reverse.

The secret turned out to be dividing

the spline into 1,000 or more segments.

Then all 1 needed was a way to describe

the movement of an object-the space-

ship in this case- trom one of those

points to another. The differences be-

tween successive moves would then

control speed and create acceleration

and deceleration.



Gain control over your animations!

File SPLINES.ARC on your START
disk.

^
Now, there are probably some fancy

mathematical formulas that could

generate the numbers 1 was looking for,

but 1 wanted something that didn't re-

quire a degree in calculus and could be

done entirely in Cyber Control. I also

wanted visual feedback as to what was

occurring.

Adding a Second Spline

The solution was to use a second "con-

trol" spline, a two-dimensional spline

that uses only the x and y positions

with the z value held at 0. It starts at a

y = position and ends at a y = 1000

position and has the same number of

segments as the number of frames in

the animation. I then move a ''marker"

object (a small cube will do) along this

spline and use the GRPCENT command

to determine the marker's y-coordinate

value. After that number is changed to

an integer, it's used to place the space-

ship on the "movement" spline.

By changing the shape of the control

spline, you can alter the dynamics of

the spaceship's speed and direction on

the movement spline. The ship will still

go from one end of the movement

spline to the other in the specified

number of frames, but how it moves is

totally controllable.

The control spline and marker actu-

ally run right through the middle of the

CAD-3D 2.0 universe, but since the

marker is never selected for rendering,

the whole process is invisible. However,

an interactive system for viewing and

manipulating the control spline could

be developed.

The concept is not as complex as it

sounds. Let's look at a few examples.

Copy SPLINES.ARC and ARCX.TTP

from your START disk to a blank, for-

matted disk and then follow the direc-

tions located elsewhere in this issue to

un-ARC SPLINES.ARC. This file con-

tains two Cyber Control programs that

will build and run examples of each of

these splines (MOVEIT.CTL and

BOUNCE.CTL), a spline point file

(CONTROL3D2) and a Cyber Control

program that lets you see the effects of

changing spline point locations

(VTEWSPLN.CTL).

How It Works

Figure 1 is an example of a simple slow-

in/slow-out control spline with five

control points. As the marker is moved

along the spline, the y-position values

are closer together at the ends than in

the middle, meaning that the object on

the movement spline will move slower

at the start and end of its travel.

Whether an object accelerates, de-

celerates, stops or moves smoothly de-

pends upon the orientation of the con-

trol spline with respect to the y-axis.

When the control spline is perpendicular

to the y-axis, the object on the move-

ment spline will not move. When the

control spline is parallel to the y-axis,

the object on the movement spline will

move at a steady speed. When the con-

trol spline changes from perpendicular

to parallel, as at the beginning of the

spline in Figure 1, the object will ac-

celerate Finally, when the control spline

changes from parallel to perpendicular,

the object will decelerate.

The control spline in Figure 2 shows

a more complex arrangement. This

spline causes the object on the move-

(0,1000,0)

The GRPCNT
command returns a

number along the Y
coordinate. That

number is used to

position the object on

the movement spline.

Notice how the

coordinates are

closer together when
the control spline is

more perpendicular

to the Y axis.

Figure 1. By care-

fully designing you:

control spline, you
can create all type;

of object move-
ments. When the

control spline

changes from per-

pendicular to parol

lei, as at the begin-

ning of the spline,

the object will ac-

celerate. Con-
versely, when the

control spline

changes from para

lei to perpendiculai

the object will

decelerate.
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Splines on Splines
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Figure 2. This spline

causes the object on
the movement
spline to accelerate,

then slow to a stop,

then accelerate

again and make an

abrupt stop at the

end of the spline.

Figure 3. This con-

trol spline causes

the object on the

movement spline to

abruptly start and

move along the

spline, slow to a

stop and then

backup on the

spline to an abrupt

stop about halfway

along its length.

mem spline to accelerate, then slow to a

stop, then accelerate again and make an

abrupt stop at the end of the spline

Any guesses on Figure 3? Right, it

causes the object on the movement

spline to abruptly start and move along

the spline, slow to a stop and then

backup on the spline to an abrupt stop

about halfway along its length. This

kind of a movement could be used to

make a cartoon car skid to a stop and

then snap back.

Ihe solution was lo

use a second

"control" spline.

For the VISITORS animation, I used

a version of the Figure 2 spline, reversed

to make the spaceship slow through the

columns, accelerate and slow to a stop

in front of the camera.

There are two ways to create control

splines. You can specify numeric points

in a DEFPT command or you can build

a series of "control point markers" (little

cubes called boxl, box2, etc.) and use

them to define the spline. This method

is explained in detail in the Cyber Con-

trol manual. The second method also

allows you to change the shape of the

control spline in an interactive fashion

by manipulating the control point mar-

kers m CAD-3D 2.0.

Let's Move It, People!

Let's begin with the program

MOVEIT.CTL. You will need CAD-3D

version 2.0 or later and Cyber Control

to use this and the other programs in

this article MOVEIT.CTL builds ani-

mated examples of the movements

generated by the control splines in

Figures 1, 2 and 3. It also lets you load

CONTROL.3D2, the control point

marker file These markers can be

manipulated in CAD-3D 2.0;

V1EWSPLN.CTL lets you view the resul-

tant control spline.

To run MOVEIT, load CAD-3D 2.0

and Cyber Control. Make sure that all

four of the un-ARCed files are in the

root directory of your A drive and that

the watch buffers are enabled. Load

MOVEIT.CTL into Cyber Control and

click on Run, You'll be prompted to se-

lect a control spline. Choices 1, 2 and 3

are examples of the control splines in

Figures 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Choice 4

will load the CONTROL.3D2 file.

MOVEIT will build a 150K delta ani-

mation in the root director)' of the A

drive, so be sure there's enough room

on your disk. Also, each choice will

build an animation under its own name,

CONTROL1.DLT, CONTROL2.DLT, etc.

and each will be about 150K in size

Ready? Choose 1 and in about 15

minutes you'll have a 60-frame anima-

tion ready for viewing in Cyber Paint,

Animate, or START'S Audio-Video Se-

quencer (AVS). You'll see a bright red

ball moving down a corkscrew-shaped

spline The ball accelerates up to speed

and then slows to a stop at the end of

its travel; run this animation in ping-

pong mode to see this more clearly.

Now try choices 2 and 3 and exam-

ine the differences.

The control point markers in the

CONTROL.3D2 file are set in the same

location as those in choice 1 (Figure I).

Load and run VIEWSPLN.CTL to take a

look at this control spline.

Peeking at the Control Splines

VIEWSPLN offers several choices.

When you first run it, you haven't

shown any splines, so enter 1 to clear

the splines. You are next asked how

many frames (spline points) you will
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The marker is

rotated in an arc

and its Y
coordinate is used

to determine the

height of the ball.

Notice how the

space between

the Y coordinates

is smaller

towards the top.

want to see; to be consistent, enter 60.

Next, enter 1 to merge in the

CONTROL.3D2 control points. Finally,

the "Fit View to Screen" question

should be answered 2.

Such subtlety can

add a great amount

of realism to your

animations.

When VIEWSPLN has finished run-

ning, you can close the Cyber Control

window and click on Superview in

CAD-3D 2.0 to study the spline. The

spline control points are red and the

spline points themselves are blue. Every

tenth frame point is white to give you

an easy reference.

Now, let's play with it a bit. Enlarge

the CAD-3D 2.0 TOP VIEW window to

full. The small control point markers,

called boxl thru box5, should be visi-

ble. You can now move any ol the mar-

kers to any position. Then open up

Cyber Control and run VIEWSPLN

again. This time, enter a 2 at the first

Figure 4. In the

BOUNCE anima-
tion, a marker is ro-

tated through a

180-degree arc with

a 0,0,0 center, in-

stead of using a

control spline. The

sameGRPCENT
command is used to

produce a y-

coordinate, but in-

stead of using the

value to determine

a location on a

spline, it is simply

used to indicate the

height of the ball

above the table.

prompt to keep the earlier spline on the

screen and use 60 frames. Be sure to

answer 2 to the prompt to use existing

points and, again, answer 2 to the Fit

View to Screen prompt.

When VIEWSPLN has finished, you

can check out the spline created by

your new control point arrangement.

You'll notice that this time, the control

points are blue and the spline points

are red, so that you can see the differ-

ences easily.

Make If Fit

Depending upon how you set the

points, your spline may wander off the

visible screen. The Fit view to screen?

option sets the camera zoom to insure

that all of the control points are visible

on the screen. This is the subroutine

that accomplishes this:

@SETCAM2

group a:allgrp:grpcent x,y,z

bounds minx,miny,minz,maxx,maxy.maxz

zl = mt(130000/abs(maxy-miny))

z2 = int(130000/abs(maxx-minx))

cam 2x,y,15000,x,y,z,90

if zl<z2 then zoom zl

if zl>z2 then zoom z2

perspec

return

The cost of using the Fit View option is

that splines will be shown on the

screen in different sizes depending

upon where you set the control points.

The spline dimensions themselves

won't change, only their magnification.

If you want to see what effect your

modified control spline has on the

MOVEIT animation, save the modified

CONTROL.3D2 file. Be sure that you

have copied the original CON-

TROL.3D2 to a spare disk or modify the

pathname or filename in @CONTROL4
to load your new control point file.

Now, run MOVEIT and enter 4 at the

prompt. After a little experimentation

with the control point file, you should

get a feel for the results produced by

various spline shapes.

To use this system in your anima-

tions, copy the relevant portions of

MOVEIT into your .CTL file The

MOVEIT file is heavily commented and

the lines marked with an asterisk are

the important ones. It helps to have a

pretty good working knowledge of

Cyber Control or you can make quite a

mess. If you're new to Cyber Control,

practice making spline animations

without the control splines first.

Still Another Technique

The final file in SPLINES.ARC,

BOUNCE.CTL, creates a 30-frame, 50K

animation ol a ball bouncing on a table.

It uses a different application of the

same principle to produce the slow-

down effect as the ball reaches the top

of its travel and accelerates down again.

In this example, instead of using a

control spline, a marker is rotated

through a 180-degrec arc with a 0,0,0

center. The same GRPCENT command

is used to produce a y-coordinate, but

instead ol using the number to indicate

a place on a spline, it is simply used to

indicate the height of the ball above the

table. See Figure 4.

As you can see, this is really a sim-

plified double-spline approach. By

utilizing the change in the x-coordinate
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Splines on Splines

instead of the y-coordinate, it would

produce a slow-in, slow-out effect with

no steady-state speed. Also, by moving

the marker in a full circle and using the

y-coordinate, you could make an object

(a spaceship or a hummingbird) bob up

and down slightly while hovering. Such

subtlety can add a great amount of real-

ism to your animations.

Cyber Control is a very powerful ani-

mation language and, as you can see,

you don't have to be a math whiz to ac-

cess the subtleties. It just takes some

playing around and thinking oi the

"what if possibilities.

Dunn Parks is the Art Director at

KTEH public television in San Jose, Cal-

ifornia. In addition to using his Atari ST

for broadcast animation at the station,

he also uses it for MIDI music-making

and designing experimental three-

wheeled sports cars. The VISITORS ani-

mation, an Antic Publishing Hologram

Contest winner, and his latest anima-

tion, BVZBUZBE, are available in Antic

Online on CompuServe (type GO
ANTIC).

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Cyber Studio, includ-
ing CAD-3D 2.0, $99 95,

Cyber Control, $89 95;

Cyber Paint, $79 95
Antic Software, 544 2nd
Street, San Francisco, CA
94107, [800)234-7001.

AVS (Audio-Video Se-
quencer), START Novem-
ber 1988; for disk only,

$10.95 plus $4 shipping and
handling; for disk and maga-
zine, $14.95 plus $4 ship-

ping and handling. START

Back Issues, 544 2nd Street,

San Francisco, CA 94107,
(800)234-700).
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MIDI Magic Tape Interface

Who Needs Reel-To-Reel?

BY MARTIN A. MAJANO

For 10 years, I played in a musical

group in [he San Francisco area and

over the years, we recorded five 45's.

Before going into the recording studio,

we used to tape the rehearsals on a Teac

multi-track reel-to-reel. Now, with MiDI

Magic, 1 don't need a multi-track

recorder

MIDI Magic lets you hook up any

tape recorder (cassette, reel-to-reel or

micro) and any MIDI device, (keyboard,

drum machine, tone generator, com-

puter, etc.) and store your MIDI data on

tape. It works with both expensive and

inexpensive tape decks and recorders.

In fact, I tested it with an old Sanyo tape

deck, my sons' portable recorder and a

Walkman that I used to play back the

MIDI recordings. It really works.

MIDI Magic is a black box about six

inches by four inches and weighing

about two pounds. It comes with a

power supply and all the necessary ca-

bles (MIDI In. MIDI Out, Mic In. Aux In.

and Ear Out) already attached. Only

two of the cables are labeled, however.

On top of the box is a reset button to

turn the interface on and off, an LED

and a switch that lets you toggle be-

tween PLAY and RECORD modes. If an

error occurs, the LED light goes off. The

instructions for MIDI Magic are only

MIDI Magic by

Micro-W Distribut-

ing is a unique tape

interface that lets

you use any tape

recorder to store

MIDI data. Connect
it to a synthesizer

and an inexpensive

sette recorder and

plete MIDI record-

ing and playback

system for next to

nothing!

five paragraphs long, but that's all you'll

need

Replacing the Multi-Track Recorder

When the group broke up, 1 decided to

buy a drum machine to keep time and

rhythm for me while 1 played my key-

boards. I had three at that time, but they

weren't MIDI-compatible. That meant

that 1 had to do most of the work when

I was playing. Now, thanks to MIDI

Magic and a Yamaha PSR70 keyboard, I

can store my whole repertoire on a

cassette

One way to do this is to play a song

and record it on the keyboard's se-

quencer. When ready, I can plug in

MIDI Magic and transfer the song to

cassette. Or 1 can plug my keyboard into

the ST's MIDI ports, boot Legend Soft-
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Chicagoland's

Largest Atari

ST Dealer!

Biggest Software
Selection, Including

Import Titles &
Magazines

Computers
Software
Service

Software Plus
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Review MIDI Magic Iape

ware's The Final Cut sequencer pro-

gram, record and edit my repertoire,

then store it on disk. Then, when I plug

MIDI Magic into the computer, I can

dump my entire repertoire from disk

through the sequencer to cassette It's

amazing.

Other Uses

The instructions say that MIDI Magic

can turn your MIDI instrument into a

player piano. The company is currently

converting the QRS Piano Roll

Library-over 10,000 songs from 1900

to today- to data tapes that will play on

your MIDI instrument. You can also

send away for a demo tape; see the end

of this article for details.

Theoretically you could also write a

program to store data from floppy disks

on tape with MIDI Magic-anyone re-

member the Atari 410 program record-

er? 1 haven't tested it, but MIDI Magic

could be used as a tape data backup.

MIDI Magic could also work as a

means to exchange MIDI songs between

different brands of computers. There's

no reason that it wouldn't work-the

data is stored on the tape as audio

tones, so the brand of computer

shouldn't matter

Does MIDI Magic Work? You bet!

Now, when I play at parties, I just take

along my keyboard, MIDI Magic, a

Walkman and my guitar. I can then sing

along to a perfect accompaniment. Play

it again, MIDI Magic! M
Martin Majano is a long-time musician

and Atari enthusiast This is hisfirst

articlefor START.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

MIDI Magic Tape
Interface, $149.95,

Demo Tape, $10- Micro-W
Distributing Inc., I342B
Route 23, Butler, NJ 07405,
(201)838-9027.
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The Final Cut, $89 95
Legend Software, 10010

107A Avenue, Edmonton,

Alberto, Canada T5H 4H8,

(403) 493-8128.
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Beckemeyer Development Tools
478 Santa Clara Ave. • Oakland, CA 94610

Serving the Atari ST Community Since 1 985

Hard Disk Toolkit $29.95
Fast, Reliable Disk Backup
• Backup files too big for one floppy disk

• Automatically formals on the fly - up to 4Mb per disk

• Up to IMb/min - no need for 1Mb RAM or RAM disk

• Restores files even from damaged floppy disks

• Tells how many disks are needed in advance

Hard Disk Sentry $49.95

Repair & Optimize Disk Partitions

• Invaluable to Hard Drive users - also works on floppies

• Typically takes less than one minute for all partitions

• No programming experience required - fully automatic

Hard Disk Accelerator $39.95
Hard Disk Cache

Dramatically speeds up Hard Disks using little RAM

MTC-Shell $129.95
Multiuser/Multitasking Operating System

Fully TOS compatible - runs GEM programs!

• Up to 12 users with optional multiport controller

• E-Mail & UUCP networking available

Turbo POS Starting at $295.00
Retail Point of Sale & Accounting

Call for a FREE Catalog of All Our Products!

(415)452-1129

CIRCLE 071 ON RLADL~ :
; SERVICE CARD

Itciitiiifi Software,O
Five \ci\vs a<|<»,

we were ahead of

our time.

Haven't Yon

Caiiyhf ll» Yet?

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316 Woodway Drive

Fort Worth, Texas 76133
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FROM THE MINDS OF THE CODEHEADS COMES:

t—HO?—
v

Run any ST program simply by pressing a "hot"
key...from the ST desktop!
No more wading through folders lo run programs.
Up to 54 programs may be installed. $39.95
Load and Save complete sets of programs.
Bun a program by clicking on its name in the HotWire menu, or
by pressing its "hot" key from menu or desktop!
All features of the ST desktop are available.

Unique "work file" command line features make HotWire an
excellent shell for developers.

MIDIMAX MIDI software for the ST

The Real-time music performance aid!
Create strings of MIDI commands triggered by any MIDI event.

Sound like an entire section of instruments all by yourself!

Real-time mulli-voice, multi-channel harmonization.
Single notes can produce chords to 18 notes on any channel(s).

Instant switching between 8 MIDI chord maps. * .Q
„_

Turns your ST into an intelligent THRU box. yW.yi)
Unlimited keyboard sphting, filtering, and remapping.

Grater

, UNLIMITED DESK ACCESSORY
POWER FOR THE ATARI ST

Load and use up to 32 accessories or more at any time...

without rebooting! $29 95
' THE POWERFUL AND COMPLETE

REPLACEMENT FOR GDOS
• Join the ranks of users who are free of GDOS slowdown.
• Automatically load the correct ASSIGN files for each program

you use. $34 _95

Phone: (213) 386-5735
Visa and Mastercard accepted.
Shipping charge: US $2,

Canada $3, Europe $5. CA
residents add 6.5% sales tax.

CodeHead Software
P.O. Box 74090
Los Angeles, CA 90004

ProCopy baSup

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software
Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

la Use with l or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling
TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only Sl2 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

Call (SOO) 843-1223
Send check (or 534.95 (overseas odd S2.00 for air mail) to:

$34.95
PROC< rTS
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P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA
(401) 568-8459

[Available THE MOVING FINGER CO.
^Internationally Building 2

in EuroDe Shamrock Quayin turope
Southampton, SOl-lQL

l
ana England
JAustralasIa Tel. 0703-227274

CIRCLE 035 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE
324 Stirling Highway

Claremont
Western Australia 6OIO

Tel. 09-385-1BB5

Completed - in triplicate
FORTRAN, PASCAL AND NOW C

For some two years Prospero have provided

the complete programming solution for the

Atari ST and GEM, provided you wished to

program in Pascal or FORTRAN, as indeed

a good many of you did. However it was

alwaysclearthataholeexistedin the market

for a top quality C compiler with full access

toGEMandan easy to use environment. We
believe that we have filled that hole.

Completed Family.

Choosing a programming language has

always been a problem. Each language has

its own strong points and you always seem

to want those features not in the language

you have. Therefore our three languages are

fully interlinkable, so you can get the best of

each language in the same program. Better

still, the three products all look and feel the

same so you always feel at home with each, stretches to four volumes!

Prospero Software
^T LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

100 Commercial Slrcet, Suite 306, Portland, ME 04101, USA Tel:(207) 874 0382 Fax:(207) 874 0942

CIRCLE 036 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Completely Standard.

Another problem with programming has

been that source code is not as portable as

you may believe - not all C's are the same.

We have done our bit to lessen the problem

by making all ourcompilers conform fully

to the relevant standard (with extensions of

course), so that if the text-book says your

compiler should do something, you can be

sure ours will.

Completely Documented.

There is not much point in having a

powerful compiler and GEM library if you

can't use it, so we provide very extensive

documentation. For example each GEM
function comes with a definition,

explanation and an example. The C version

of the manual contains 1000+ pages and

Complete Package.

People who don ' t know Prospero might not

appreciate the full extent of what we put in:

Compiler, multi-window editor, linker,

librarian, source level symbolic debugger,

program cross-referencer, documentation,

free technical hotline support and example

programs. For the really heavy duty

programmers, MC6888 1 hardware

floating-point libraries are available.

Complete Programming Solution.

So now we have the complete Atari ST

programming solution in Pascal,

FORTRAN and C. Pascal is $149, C and

FORTRAN are $199 each, and all three can

be bought for $499 ($5 handling per order).

Why not write or phone today for a free

demonstration disk and information pack,

and sample the complete programming

solution for yourself? Available from

Rosoft Distribution, 3862 Lonsdale Ave.,

N. Vancouver, BC V7N 3K6 (604) 980

9365, or direct from Prospero in the USA.
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Push Your Puzzling Skills to the Limit

BY MARK ANNETTS

Tired ofshoot-em-ups? Try Stumbling

Blocks; it's a twist on the oldpsychological

test offitting square pegs into round holes.

Stumbling Blocks is challenging andfun—
but not impossible. Written in GFA BASIC

2. 0, Stumbling Blocks requires a color

monitor.
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Those bothersome blocks can be
found in the files STUMBLE.ARC
and STUMBDAT.ARC on your START
disk.

If you're a fan of puzzlers like Rubik's

Cube and Tetris, you'll easily fall victim

to the addictive challenge of Stumbling

Blocks. The game presents you with a

series of grids into which you must fit a

variety of colorful geometric shapes. At

first it's very easy-the shapes just slide

into place like magic. But toward the

end of the puzzle you'll find squares

that can't possibly be filled ... or so it

For Single-Sided Drive Owners

If you have a single-sided drive, you

must follow these special instructions:



Format a new disk and label it "Stum-

bling Blocks". Copy STUMBDAT.ARC

and ARCXTTP onto this disk and un-

ARC STUMBDAT.ARC. Now delete (drag

to the trash can) STUMBDAT.ARC and

ARCXTTP to free up some space on

your Stumbling Blocks disk. (Do ?iot

delete this file from your START disk or

START backup disk.)

Now format a second new disk and

copy STUMBLE.ARC and ARCXTTP

onto it; un-ARC STUMBLE.ARC Copy

STUMBLE PRG onto your Stumbling

Block disk. This disk should now con-

tain STUMBLE.PRG and Stumbling

Block's data files: STUMBLE, STUM-

GRID, STUMBACK, MASK1, MASK2,

SHAPE1, SHAPE2, MED.MSG and

H1GH.MSG.

The ASCII GFA BASIC source code

umiminm
m
r^nri

EC 'crzuuuuau
-DDDnnDnnnnnnn
IlELLXnDDDDDDD EQ

I
DO

D

L L

F^l

DDD
D
D

Of the millions of

possibilities, there

are only two known
solutions to the 3-

by-20 grid—can
you find them (with-

out asking Arthur C.

Clarke)?

for Stumbling Blocks is the file STUM-

BLE.LST in STUMBLE.ARC. This file

will not fit on your Stumbling Blocks

disk, but you can view or print it from

the Desktop by double-clicking on it; to

load it into the GFA BASIC interpreter

run GFA, click on Merge and select

STUMBLE. LSI

For Double-Sided Drive Owners

If you have a double-sided disk drive,

your job is considerably easier; simply

format a double-sided disk and copy

STUMBDAT.ARC, STUMBLE.ARC and

ARCXTTP onto it. Then un-ARC

STUMBDAT.ARC and STUMBLE.ARC,

I u P H X T

DD

DD s
00 D

na
DD + DDD

D
Q

DDD

D
D
D

nnnnn
D
a
an
D

D
DD
D
n

F

following the Disk Instructions else-

where in this issue.

Stumbling Gameplay

To get stumbling, double-click on

STUMBLE.PRG to start the game. Stum-

bling Blocks runs in low resolution only,

but go ahead and try running it in

medium or high resolutions -you'll get a

kick out of the message you see.

Gameplay in Stumbling Blocks is

very simple. At the bottom of the screen

are 12 geometric shapes. These shapes

make up all the possible combinations

of five squares joined together. The ob-

ject of the game is to fit those 12 shapes *

When (or should we
say, if) you solve

Stumbling Blocks,

you can print out a

letter-coded solu-

tion on your printer.

The letters corre-

spond to the shapes

you placed to solve

the puzzle. You

wouldn't want to

forget how you
solved it, would
you?
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Stumbling [Mocks
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The 8-by-8 grid

gives you four extra

grids to test your

Stumbling Blocks

mettle. Or choose
the default 8-by-8

grid and you and a

friend can play a

fascinating game
that's as challeng-

ing as chess.

perfectly into the grid at the top center

of the screen. To do this, click on a

shape with the left mouse button and

drag it to the grid. You do not have to

hold the button down. When the shape

is in the desired space, just click again.

If you've placed a shape on the grid but

later decide that's not where you want

it, click on it with the right mouse but-

ton and move it to a new spot. To return

a piece to the rack at the bottom of the

screen, pick it up from the grid by left-

clicking on it and then release it (by

left-clicking again) anywhere outside the

grid.

Stumbling Blocks also lets you

manipulate the shapes. To the right ol

the grid you'll see four boxes: Rotate,

Flip, Twist and Happy Move your cur-

sor to the shape you wish to manipulate

and click the right mouse button to

highlight that shape. You can then

change the shape to your needs.

Click on Rotate to turn the shape 90

degrees in one direction. Click on Flip

and your shape Rips upside down,

while Twist flips the shape from left to

right. When the shape looks the way

you want it, click on Happy and con-

tinue with your puzzle.

The Grids

At the top left corner of the screen,

Stumbling Blocks lets you choose your

own grid configuration. The choices are

3-by-20, 4-by-15, 5-by-12, 6-by-10 and

8-by-8. The total number of squares in

each grid is 60. (The mathematicians

among you may have already noted that

8-by-8 equals 64. There's a reason for

this, which we'll get to in a moment.)

When you click on the grid you want, a

dialog box will appear to confirm your

choice. Click on DO IT and begin solv-

ing your puzzle. To exit Stumbling

Blocks and return to the Desktop,

press Q.

In my experience, the 3-by-20 grid is

by far the most difficult one to solve. Of

the millions of possible solutions 1

know of only two for this particular

grid. On the other hand, the 6-by-10

grid has over 2,000 possible solutions.

As you can tell, the closer the grid is to

a square, the easier the puzzle.

The 8-by-8 grid is a little different.

When you choose this grid, you'll see

four very small grids along its left side.

Each of these grids contain four dar-

kened squares in different configura-

tions. Click on the one you want. The

default 8-by-8 grid has no darkened

squares.

A Two-Player Game

If you choose to play the 8-by-8 default

grid, you'll find at the end that four

squares are simply impossible to fill

(naturally). No, you haven't found a bug

in the program, this is intentional.

Without any squares covered, you and

a friend can play a fascinating, high-

strategy game.

To play the game, you and an oppo-

nent take turns placing the shapes on

the grid. The winner is the last person

to be able to place a shape legitimately

on the grid. This apparently simple

game has more moves than chess and

very quickly becomes brain-achingly

complex.

A Record of Your Success

If you successfully complete a grid,

Stumbling Blocks will let you make a

printout of the screen. As I couldn't do a

graphic dump of your solution, due to

the many and varied printers on the

market, I have used a coded text dump

which is easy to understand. Each of

the shapes can be identified by capital

letters as seen in the accompanying

diagram.

Acknowledgements and Even a Hint

Much as I'd love to, I can't claim any

original ideas in Stumbling Blocks, ex-

cept that I brought it to the ST. The con-

cepts used in the game were originally

developed by a mathematician named

Solomon Golomb. In 1954 he created

an entire branch of recreational

mathematics he called polyominoes,

which were simply squares joined

together edge to edge. Thank you,

Dr. Golomb.

The actual idea for Stumbling Blocks,

however, came from the science-fiction

novel Impend Earth by Arthur C. Clarke.

In this story Clarke discusses poly-

ominoes and even offers a solution to

the elusive 3-by-20 grid. It's a very good

book, by the way, and 1 hope you scout

it down to actually read it.

Mar); Annetts is an engineerfor the

Royal Botanic Gardens ill Suney, En-

gland. He is married and has a one-

year-old daughter named Charlie This

is his first program for START
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Business

Doing Spreadsheets

on the ST, Part II

BY CHRISTOPH L

Buying or leasing a car? Find out
which is best for you with

BUYLEASE.ARC on your START
disk.

In the first installment of this column

(START, June 1989) I showed you how

to create a spreadsheet to calculate the

equity in financed real estate This time

I'll attempt to answer the question,

should you buy or lease a car? The in-

formation I give here will apply equally

to businesses and homes. Listen well; 1

think you'll learn something here.

Remember that the spreadsheets 1

cover in this column are on your START

disk and can be loaded into any Lotus

1-2-3-compatible program, of which

there are now two excellent ones for ST

users: LDW Power and VIP Profes-

sional. I'll also assume that you have

some basic familiarity with spread-

sheets.

Preparing the Tools

You'll find this month's spreadsheet

template on your START disk in the file

BUYLEASE.ARC. Copy BUYLEASE.ARC

to a blank, formatted disk and un-ARC

the file following the Disk Instructions

elsewhere in this issue. Remember,

m Worksheet Range Cnpy-Heve File Print Eraph Data Ha ro Ouit

'
1 READY | OK |

" ••>
| - | | — |

; Statement. This
"]: [U241 'CRR OUV I'S . LEASE ANALYSIS spreadsheet tern-

I
|

NE14-FI

D BCD E

is on your START disk

3 GENERAL INFORMATION: 1 LEASE PAYMENT $430.00
$8,000,00

$28,640.00

$153,34
5.25K

$8,170.38
$28,403.62
$5,463.62

in the archive file

BUYLEASE.ARC.
5

'
7
a

PURCHASE PRICE $23,000.00 1

BUY/LEASE TERH [YEARS) 4 1

=.:,„;, := = ==;:=::=::=,:=:;=== = =, =:| jq TJ | L LEfiSE MOUNT
BUYER INFORMATION: 1 MONTHLY BUY - LEASE

IB

11

12

a
14

is

INTEREST PATE 1B.BBJCJ

MONTHLY PAYMENT $583,34 1 fOTURE UflLOE

TOTAL PAYMENT $28,000.23 1 TOTAL PAYMENT
TOTAL INTEREST $5,000.23 1 TOTAL INTEREST

"£

:
:

*

you'll need either LDW Power or VIP

Professional to load this template. Fol-

low the program's instructions for load-

ing a template file and load BUY-

LEASE.WKS (Lotus 1-2-3 version 1.0

formatj.

For those who don't have this

month's START disk, load your Lotus-

compatible spreadsheet and set the

global column width and display for-

mat For most financial spreadsheets

you'll want the format of Currency, Two

Decimal Places. Note, however, that at

this setting, four-digit values become

too big for the default column width of

nine. Also, analysis of almost anything

of value will probably carry you into the

four-digit range. Car-loan templates tend

to need five-digit numbers (or a column

width of 11), while real-estate templates

require six-digit values (or a column

width of 12).

Lease or Buy?

Let's put this month's template to some

practical use. The last time I opened my

Sunday paper, out fell the car section,

and on the front page an ad proclaimed

"Drive our new Model XYZ Super

Duper Turbo today for only $430 per

month!" "Wow!" I thought. "I wonder

how much I would save by leasing it,

START The ST Monthly 89



# Compute
Your
Roots

The Only Complete
Genealogy Package For
Atari Computer Systems^^SisSs

SSKT

is toi We Alan ST Systems

==I5~

s.ter the Atari S Bit Systems '

.::i::,:"ii?5"-ri" :

CIRCLE 082 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SHOPPERS MART
DISPLAY

„, ADVERTISING
•*-*«-*•

RATES

B/W1X 400.

B/W3X 8S0.

B/W6X 1525.

HAVE YOUR AD DISPLAYED
with other industry advertisers

CONTACT
AUSTIN HOLIAN

(415) 957-0886

HAVE A QUESTION
ABOUT YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION?

Get an answer fast:

Call:

(415)372-6002

Write:

Start Customer Service

P.O. Box 1569

Martinez, CA 94553B

Business Applications

rather than buying it." Upon closer in-

spection, this is what the small print

said: 48 months closed-end lease,

MSRP: $23,000, Residual Value: $8000,

Monthly Payment: $430.

Let's see what we can do with our

spreadsheet (Figure 1). This is what the

worksheet tells us: Assume you want

the car, but wonder if you should lease

at the lower payment, or buy outright at

Ihe brevity of the

spreadsheet does

not detract from its

usefulness.

the higher financing payment. The pur-

chase price of the car would have been

$23,000. You're comparing leasing it lor

four years, then buying it at the residual

value, with financing it to buy with a

four-year financing term. Suppose your

Credit Union offers you a 10-percent

financing rate (cell B10), your monthly

payment on the $23,000 loan would

then be $583.34. This monthly figure,

paid over four years, will result in a total

payment of $28,000.29. The total

amount of interest paid on the financ-

ing is then the difference between the

total payment and the cash price All

this information is under General Infor-

mation and Buyer Information.

So far, so good. Now let's see what

leasing will do. The Lease Payment and

the Residual Value are in cells E3 and

E4, respectively. The Total Lease Pay-

ment is nothing but the Lease Term and

the Residual Value multiplied by the

Lease Payment. The Monthly Buy/Lease

amount is the monthly amount you

save by leasing: $153.34. Suppose you

invested this amount at 5.25-percent

interest in a special savings account. At

the end oi the lease, this account would

have grown into $8,170.38, enough to

take care of the Residual Value!

Your Total Payment, then, is your

Total Lease Amount minus what your

savings account earned you above and

beyond the Residual Value (or vice

versa). Finally, your Total Interest would

be the difference between your Total

Payment and the Purchase Price ol the

car, which is $5,469.62. This is the

amount you can compare to the Total

Interest cost of buying it, which is

$5,000.29. As you can see, leasing the

car will cost you $469.33 more.

And, Finally . . .

Once again, the brevity of the spread-

sheet does not detract from its useful-

ness. Open your Sunday paper now and

experiment with your own figures. If

your lease payment is very reasonable,

and if your purchasing interest rate is

rather high, you may find leasing actu-

ally cheaper than buying outright at a

financed rate! The only other comment

1 might make is about the formula in

cells A4 and A9, which neatly under-

lines the text in the cell above. If you

change this text, the length of the un-

derlining will be adjusted dynamically.

The formula does not underline labels

with leading spaces well or cells with

non-label content.

Christoph L Herd lives and works In

Colorado Springs, Colorado. He is a

regular columnistfor START

PRODUCT5 MENTIONED

LDW Power, $149 95
Logical Design Works, Inc.,

780 Montague Expressway,

Suite 403, San Jose, CA
95131,(408)435-1445.
CIRCLE 16-1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VIP Professional,
$149.95. ISD Marketing,

2651 John Street, Unit 3,

Markham, Ontario L3R

2W5, (416)479-1880.

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Get A Complete

Call

800-234-7001
(6 am l» 6 pm Monday through Friday PST>

Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor
SDS889

For same

day service

ask for the

disk desk.

SERIOUS BUSINESS!
Sure, your "easy" database may keep some lists ot things in your business. .

.

sometimes.
.
.maybe. With a lot of work. With a lot o! 'creativity." Sure, you could buy

three programs and switch back and lorlh... But why do things the hard way?

INTEGRATION!
You can't run a BUSINESS without it.

You can't run a serious DATABASE application without it.

On an ST there are two ways to get it.

1

.

Buy a programming language or "relational" database. Spend a year learning it,

or spend ayearwriting it.

2. BuyUltrabase+. Spend a few weeks. It's that simple!

Ultrabase. ST+^
The ultimate in power/flexibility without learning a programming language!

Requires B.W monitor-lull use ct ih- superior dulinit:cn of IheRW screen provides fea-

tures not available wi!" color WYK WYM ropor' .;|o:ior;rer hiq.ti K_<s 'lustrations make com-
plex formats easy! Reo.nres ? drives or hard drive.

Preset integrated app ications foi ma ing Gl PS Af" AP viaiu'Tionis.COGS/agino/es'i-

maling/order enlry.UHf; tah.es ornivinrj r.vertorv vai.i.^inrs '.'.'IP scheduling/teacher's
grades w s.d. /patient roQ.st -recall graphs calendars'loan schcdules/inleresl'olhers.

Review/modify these wn overwr ic Fnsy losei i.y any payroll r nqi.i reme nL'automalic Back-

ups/remote stations c-i.iroh library sii.bs n.iii ig fc-im; tiodoo: laies/any business/any
oi.ii. oral dii:abass. Lse you- rvoir.es a ay other forms S'aadard file transfers Irom other

programs remote stations.

Capabilities ot 52.000+ IBM business programs!
This is the simplest program on |he market to Ml up Ml out INTEGRATED applications

Irom scratch with ccnplov aa-aness tupaail ly' Expertise :;'oo/am.-iirg not required! Full

inslruclionsin less than 100 pages.

Pull any rnfo from arywhere. including
Mhlc, Mic.has UPS tables, during entry.

Secondary entry if not found 5ec- commission siatements. laoeis. ioi

Ondary update Double entry in one fellers, all reports. Continuous print-

ing of these trom lists of up to 15.000

ny names/numbers/labels

(407) 857-6014
Dealers please call Horizon Computers (303) 777-fr

MICROMISER SOFTWARE, 1635-A HOLDEN AVE., ORLANDO, FL 32809

C.RCLE026ON READE? SERV.CC CARD

Zephyr and S'T'PCus
P.O. 1 197, Berkeley, Ca. 94701 ...Order # (800)759-1 1 10

$1249

ST Software at 30% Discount!
27.95 UltraWordPerfect

DBMan 5.0

PageStream
FleetStreet 2.0

Calamus
Clamus Font ED
Publisher ST
WordUp
Fontz
Degas Elite

TouchUp
Phasar
VIP Profess
WordWriter II

ComputerEyes
Populous
Thunder

189.95
179.95
139.95
104.95
199.95
69.95
99.95
55.95
24.95
42.95
139.95
62.95
99.95
56.00

199.95
29.95
27.95

29.95

DungeonMaster
Falcon
Shanghai
R-Type
Scrable
F-16 Fighter

Afterburner
Liesure Larryll

Drafix 1

DynaCadd
Heroes of Lance 29.95
Sadowgate 2795
BattleZone 14.95
Milsile Command 14.95
Spelling Bee 19.95
Magical Math 19.95
Neochrome 19.95

35.00 script
27-95 $175
29.95 520STFM

$599
23-95 30 M HD
29.95 $639
35.00 60MegHD

1 39.95 $93|
<SM5 SF-314

$189
Spectre
GCR
$275

1200bps
Modem
$79

J350 gets you a 15 oz. IBM and ST compatible
notetaker & spreadsheet that hooks up via parallel

cable for downloads (40 column, 128k) In Stock!!

The Cambridge z88

10 lb. Iifiop unimd. | t
»vtnhi>™FI'ROMilM for purring in pro

CIRCLE 091 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Software discounters
of America .__ _

S.D. of A.

USA Canada Orders—1-800-223-7638

PA Orders—1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-3291

• Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA
• No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

• Your Card is not charged until we ship

9:00 AM-<):00 PM Fri. 9:00 AM-7:00 PM Sal. 10:00 AM-4:00 PM Easier!

[activisio nJI

The most challenging

game on earth comes

to life. An entire

medieval world at

war is reflected on

the checkered field.

Battle Chess

List $44.95

SPA Discount Price $29

ACCESS

Leader Board Coif

w/Toum. Dish #1 . . $16
ACCOLADE
Bubble Ghost $22
Test Drive S25
ACTIVISION
Battle Chess $29
Battlehawks 1942 . . ..$33

Zak McKracken $29
ANTIC
A-Chart .

Downhill Challenge . $23

Karateka $23

Sky Chase $25
Space Racer $19

. . $25

..$23Bo Bo
Crash Garrett

Cyber Print $33
Cyber Paint 2.0 549

Cyber Sculpt $59
Flash .

Star War!
Superbite Challenge. $f..BK

Typhoon Thompson . .$23

CENTRAL POINT

Copy 2 $23
CINEMAWARE
Defender of the Crown$33
King of Chicago $16

. .CallCristal .

.

Rockel Ranger .

c 3.0 .

.

..$65GFA B

Phasar 3.0 .

.

Spectrum 512 $44
STAC Adventure CreatorSSI

STOS Came Creator . .$44

ARJWORX
Bridge 5.0 $23
Centerfold Squares ...$19

Daily Double Horse

Racing $19
Linkword Languages . Call

Strip Poker 2 $25

Strip Poker Data Disk:

Female #4 or #5 $14 Ea.

AUDIO LIGHT

c Studio -88. . $39

Game? $19
FIECTRONIC ARTS
Arcticfo* $14

Awesome Ariailp P.ntSM
Bard's Tale . . .$32

Double Dragon $26

LIGHT

The sport of the 21st

century is faster than

Hockey, meaner than

wrestling. 11 teams

with full body armor

& spiked gloves in

wild hand to hand

action.

Speedball

List $39.95
SDA Discount Price $25

Lords of Conquest .

Marble Madness $14
Mavis Beacon Typing .$29
Skyfo*. $14
Star Flee! 1 $35
Zany Golf $26
EPYX

Art & Film Director ..$49

Battleship $19
Death Sword . .

Devo

.
.,<:. mii iiunioM

ll A-.Hlll

..$33

..$16

MINDSCAPE
Action Fighler ...
Alien Syndrome . .

Balance of Power .

Captain Blood.

De |<i Vu 1 or 2

Sub Battle Simula!

a |or ..$33

..$13World Gait

FTL

Dungeon Master $25

Oids $23
INTERSECT

Interlink $25
Revolver $33

Thunder Blade

Hostage $29
Out Run $33
Road Raider $25
Road Runner $33
Shddowgate $33
Space Harrier $33

e Hockey .$33

EPYX
As a hired thief,

you'll search thru a

maze-like mansion

with many rooms,

puzzles & passage-

ways seeking

precious hidden

jewels.

Devon Aire

List $49.95

SDA Discount Price

Maiillimlcr ..$33

OMSIIKFM)
..$33

New Low SDA Pricing

on ^iffS/ Software

Alcon $14 Bubble Bobble $19

Arkanoid $14 Renegade $19
Operation Wolf $19

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Plus: Call to place your pre-order

for the future releases of: Qix,

Rastan, Sky Shark... $19 each!

Tetris $19
SIMON & SCHUSTER
Star trek: Helid Univ. S^"i

TIMEWORKS
Desktop Publisher..

D.P. Clip Arts

Orhiter

Tetris

Word Writer
TITUS
Galactic Conqueror
MAHK V>

SPOTLIGHT
S|ieedl.all $25
SPRINGBOARD
Certificate Maker . ,..$25

CM. Library Disk $19
SSI

ISD

Dyna Cadd $447
Masterplan $59
VIP Professional $95
LDW
Club Backgammon .. .$23

Power Spreadsheet . . . $95
Vegas Craps $23
Vegas Gambler $23
MA5TERTRONIC
Scrabble $26
Scruppies $26
MICHTRON

rBall .

II Const.

..$25

..$16

Hyperfont $33

Leatherneck $25
Master CAD $129
St. Replay 4 $89

Time Bandit $25

MICROLEAGUE
Baseball 2 $39

Breach Scenario Dis

Quest Disk for Palad

Universe 2

ORIGIN
$33

.$21

Times of Lore

Ultima 3

Ultima 4

PROGRESSIVE

.$23

$25
.$39

Superbase Profession

PSYGNOSIS
l$189

Ballistii .$23

RAINBIRD

Carrier Command . . .$29

Starglider 2

UMS Amor. Civil Wa
or Vietnam Disk $

$29

4 Ea.

SIERRA

Black Cauldron $25
Cald Rush $25
King's Quest 1, 2, 3

Demon's Winter ...$25

Phantasie 3 . ..$26

Questron 2 ...$33
Red Lightning . . -Call

...$33

SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator 2 ...$33

Scenery Diskst

#7-East Coast . . ...$18

#9-Chitago. .. . ...$18
TAITO

Art Gallery 1 or 2 $19 Ea.

Art Gallery; Fantasy . $19
Fonts & Borders $23
Print Master Plus f

MI-ITII ANEOUS
dB Man 5.0 $
ST Host Adaptor :

ST Talk Pro 2.8 !

Turbo ST I

Word Perfect $179
ACCESSORIES
Disk Case (Holds :)ll)$l..l!l

Disk Driver Cleaner 3W$6.8!

GTS Vh or 9K Drive .Call

..CallIB Driv

IMC Sc.ni

W I CO
Feels entirely unlike

any joystick you've

used before. Soft,

pliable, form-fit melts

in your hand for

comfort & faster

reaction time. Duel,

linear

potentiometers.

Ergostick Joystick

List $34.95
SDADiscoun^ric^l

P.O. BOX 111327—DEPT. ST—BLAWNOX, PA 15238

nada & Puerto Rico-add $7.58 on all orders. Sorry,

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 AM-5:30 PM Eastei

chased within 68 days from S.D.of A. is defective, please

replaced with the same merchandise only. Other returns
sduct purchased i return diiectlv to the manufacturer. Customci

lying daily! Pit

ey order shipped immediately on in stock items! P

add $3; free, shipping on orders over $180. AK, HI, EPO, APO-add $
other International orders accepted! PA residents add 6% sales ta* on Ihe total amount of order including shipping i

Time. REASONS FOR CALLING n .STl )Mi:i: Sri!Vin.-4I2-:tf.I-';2'M (mt.itusoi order or back order (2)if any mere
all for a return authorization number. We will not process a return without a return autb. H Defective merchant
ibjcct to a 28% restocking charge! After 60 days from your purchase date, please refer to the warranty included i

S.D.of A. 's lilHK order lines! Prices X availability are Subject to

CIRCLE 042 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Deja Vu II, Captain Fizz,

Star Wars

Do you want adventure? Action? Then

stay tuned: In this issue veteran game-

ster Dave Plotkin takes on Deja Vu II,

the sequel to Mindscape's popular

graphic adventure, and the finally

released ST version of Star Wars. If you

want a two-player arcade game, follow

along as START Editor Andrew Reese

leads you through the unique world of

Captain Fizz.

DEJA VU II: LOST IN LAS VEGAS

Reviewed By David Plotkin

Deja Vu II: Lost in Las Vegas is a

graphic role-playing game in a series

that includes Deja Vu and The Unin-

vited. It has an easy-to-use interface and

graphics and animation that are su-

perior even to the other games in this

series. However, for a variety of reasons,

it's more frustrating to play.

In Deja Vu II, you once again play

the role of a second-rate detective (talk

about deja vu!). In the original Deja Vu,

you were accused of murderingjoey

Siegel, owner of Joey's Bar. You cleared

your name, but now you have a new

problem. It seems a large sum of money

DejaVu II: Lost in

Las Vegas, the latest

graphic-adventure

from Mindscape,

sets you in the midst

of mobsters and
gangland hit men.

turned up missing when Joey was killed

and the Mob Boss thinks you have it.

Your goal is to recover the mobster's

missing funds before being rubbed out

by a hit man.

You start out in Las Vegas with a

throbbing headache and not enough

money to get you anywhere useful. A hit

man shows up from time to time to ei-

ther warn you that time Is running

out-or to let you know that time lias

run out.

Stick Interface

What sets Deja Vu II (and the other ad-

ventures in this series) apart from "ordi-

nary" adventure games is the interface.

The game is presented through a series

of screen windows. The main window

in the center of the screen presents your

first-person view of the world. You can

only see straight ahead, so there is an

uncomfortable feeling of stumbling

blindly along when moving toward a

destination "behind" you or to the
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sides. Many objects can be seen in chis

window, and descriptions of most of

them can be attained by double-clicking

on an object. Some of these objects can

also be added to your inventory.

The Text window describes events

and objects you examine. The Exits

window shows all exits that are avail-

able from your location. To open an

exit, double-click on it either in the

main window (if it is visible) or in the

Exits window Also, you can double-

click on an open exit in either window

to go through it. However, if an exit is

not visible in the main window, you can

only use it from the Exits window.

The Verb window contains a series

of action verbs that you can use to in-

teract with your surroundings. Some of

the verbs you can choose are OPEN,

EXAMINE, HIT and OPERATE, OPEN is

very powerful. To load your gun, for ex-

ample, click on OPEN and then on the

picture of the GUN. This opens a new

window which shows the contents of

the gun. Drag the bullets into that win-

dow, then CLOSE the gun. You'll

quickly learn that much of your

gameplay is done by dragging items be-

tween windows!

The Inventory window shows what

you are carrying. Items can be picked

up from the main window and dragged

to the Inventory window. Items in in-

ventory can be rearranged, a great time-

saver. For example, there are some

newspaper clippings in your wallet,

which is in your pants. To get at them

you must OPEN your pants, which

shows a picture of the wallet (Whew!),

then open the wallet. By dragging the

clippings from the open Wallet window

to the main inventory window, you save

a lot of "point and click."

With Deja Vu H's interface you don't

have to guess what vocabulary the pro-

gram understands. You will sometimes

have a hard time figuring out how to the

combine the verbs and objects to

achieve the desired result (like putting

your pants on). But then, this is part of

playing the adventure.

Who's in Control?

Deja Vu II is a moderately funny adven-

ture. If you try something that's silly or

doesn't make a lot of sense, the program

will respond with an appropriately sar-

castic comment. The graphics are de-

cent and most objects are recognizable.

Digitized sound, such as car engines

and the train conductor's "All Aboard!"

add a lot. And the animation sequences

are excellent. If you manage to take the

required train ride, the countryside roll-

ing by outside the window is very well

done

What sets

Deja Vu II

apart from

"ordinary" adventure

games is the

interface.

Despite the graphics and sound en-

hancements in Deja Vu II, I didn't like it

as much as I liked Deja Vu and The

Uninvited. My impression was that

everything in the game must be done in

exactly the right order with very few op-

tions. You must go to the right locations

in the right order or run up against a

dead end. In other words, it feels like

the program controls you, rather than

the other way around. Granted, adven-

ture games always control the user to

some extent, but Deja Vu II made that

fact too obvious.

Another problem 1 have with the

game is that it's too easy to get killed for

no good reason. For example when you

go to the train station, there are quite a

few possible destinations. But travel

anywhere other than the right place (and

I won't tell you where that is . . .) and

the hit man shows up to kill you. On

the other hand, the deal cabbie is a de-

vice that works well to keep you on the

straight and narrow. You can only go

places by showing him printed ad-

dresses, so you have to travel to destina-

tions in the correct order.

If you enjoy graphic role-playing ad-

ventures, you should give Deja Vu II a

look, especially if you've solved the

other adventures in this series. But if

you haven't seen the original Deja Vu,

check it out first. You might like it

better.

CAPTAIN FIZZ MEETS

THE BLASTER-TRONS

Reviewed By Andrew Reese

Captain Fizz made me start thinking

about the nature of the computer game

experience Is it a solitary pursuit, just

you against the computer with its mind-

bending puzzles or tests of eye/hand

coordination? Is it the chance to take

out your aggressions on your buddy by

blasting him in a two-player duel? Or

can it be more?

Captain Fizz Meets the Blaster-Trons

is definitely more. It's the first game I've

seen that requires two players to work

together in an arcade situation. As the

box copy says, "The message is simple:

cooperate or die!"

In some aspects, Captain Fizz seems

pedestrian. You play the part of one of

the "Queen's Cloned Highlanders,"

charged with the destruction or an evil

central computer after 22 levels of battle

The play field is viewed from overhead

and, while it scrolls nicely as you move

from one part of a level to another, the

graphics are merely good, not spectacu-

lar But the Fizz screen is split horizon-

tally into two views-one for each

player-and this and the game concept

makes the difference.
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Can't We Be Friends?

Each level is filled with nasty aliens, la-

ser gates, ammo, guns, recharging sta-

tions, blocks, tanks, keycards and, I'm

sure, other features we haven't seen yet.

You need the right color keycard to

move through coded doors to complete

a level. If your buddy has picked up all

of the cards on a level of a particular

color, he or she can still help you

through a door, but first you'd better

work out who does what when, or

you're going to die, trapped and alone.

since it doesn't save or even display

high scores. The health, armour, dam-

age, charge and credit numbers are no-

where explained and the gameplay

usually moves too fast to see what

affects them. Fizz uses typical disk copy

protection, but it loaded reliably every

time There are a few essential game fea-

tures like a pause control, two levels of

play and a "kill a screenful" blitter

bomb, but it sorely lacks a save-game

function. It's just too tough a game to

complete 22 levels in one sitting.

Captain Fizz Meets

the Blaster-Trons is

different: two

players are essential

for success and they

must cooperate in

this arcade game
from Psygnosis.

Gameplay is lun and within the

reactions of the "older" player (me) and

yet still fast enough for the younger

player (my son). Fizz isn't all action,

however. You have to figure out how to

mm off the laser gates by setting four

switches in the proper order and also

decipher the functions of other screen

features. Don't look for any help in the

meager manual. It's cute and well-

written, but virtually useless, since it

follows the European prescription for

documentation: Don't tell 'em anything

they can discover for themselves by

trial-and-error.

The Good, the Bad and the Missing

The scoring in Fizz is meaningless.

Ihe message in

Captain Fizz is

simple: cooperate

or die!

It's nice to have a game that teaches

some positive values, even if the

cooperation necessary in Fizz is

directed ultimately to destruction. If

you're looking for a game for those late

nights alone with your ST, you can have

fun with Fizz for a while, but you'll end

up frustrated. But if you want to coax a

friend into playing a game together, give

Fizz a try. In spite of the lack of a few

nearly essential features and a decent

manual, it's still a great game

STAR WARS

Reviewed By David PlotMn

If you've been living on this planet any-

time during the last 12 years, chances

are that you've seen the movie Star

Wars. Following shortly on the heels of

the movie was the arcade game of the

same name which used vector graphics

to simulate 3-D very effectively It was a

very playable and very popular game

Available in Europe for more than a

year, Star Wars for the ST has finally

been brought to the the United States

under the Broderbund banner Straight

off, it's an excellent game with fast ac-

tion, great graphics and digitized sound.

It plays well with both mouse and

joystick and there's enough variation in

the levels to please everyone from be-

ginner to arcade pro.

The Game

The game of Star Wars places you near

the end of the movie The Rebel Alli-

ance has launched a strike force of

small, one-man fighters to attack the

rapidly approaching Death Star. You

must destroy the Death Star or the rebel

base planet will be destroyed. Your mis-

sion is to fly down a long trench in the

Death Star's surface and fire an energy

torpedo into a small exhaust port at the

end. If you're successful, the Death Star's

reactor will explode, scattering debris all

over the ^laxy. If you saw the movie

you'll remember this sequence as one of

the most exciting. The game captures

this excitement quite well.

Star Wars is played in stages. In the

first stage, you're in space approaching

the Death Star. The empire's TIE fighters

rise up to meet you, blasting at you with

fireballs. Your perspective is from the
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cockpit of your fighter. With your lasers,

you shoot at either the TIE fighters

Cwhich explode after a single hit) or the

oncoming fireballs. You can also avoid

the fireballs, though it's a little tricky.

Every time a fireball hits you, you

lose one of your shields. When the last

shield is gone, the game is over You

start the game with a set number of

shields, depending on the level you

selected, and gain a new shield each

time you survive a complete round.

over and dives into the trench. Zooming

down the trench, your way is hampered

by laser bases that fire at you (level two

and above) and barricades across the

trench (levels three and above). You can

blast the laser bases with your own

lasers, but the barricades are indestruc-

tible Avoid them if you can, because

hitting one has the same effect as hitting

a tower

If you survive the journey "down the

trench," the reactor exhaust port will

Stars Wars has fi-

nally made to the

United States.

Broderbund's latest

game for the ST

faithfully repro-

duces the arcade hit.

The second stage (which you'll not

see at the easiest level) has you flying

across the Death Star's surface. Scattered

here and there are red blockhouses.

These are relatively easy pickings for

your lasers, although they do shoot

back. In levels three and above, towers

are added to the surface The towers

have a white top, and shooting the tops

off all the towers gains you a healthy

dose of bonus points. The challenge

here is not to fly into one of the towers,

which are closely spaced. This is

difficult toward the end of the sequence,

as you are moving very fast. Hitting a

tower not only costs you a shield, but

also sends your fighter careening out of

control for a moment, which may cause

you to hit another tower

In the last stage, your fighter rolls

come into view. Unlike the movie this

port is not hard to hit, and if you blast

it successfully, you zoom off into space

to watch the Death Star explode If you

miss it, you lose your bonus points and

have to make the flight down the trench

again.

Outstanding Features

The graphics, sound and control system

for Star Wars are outstanding. The game

faithfully reproduces the vector-

graphics look of the arcade version, and

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

the animation is smooth and fast.

When you blast a TIE fighter, it breaks

up into little pieces and the various

parts go zipping past you. The 3-D

effect of flying across the surface of the

Death Star is impressive

The sound is digitized, and se-

quences from the movie are included.

For instance, Obi Wan Kenobi urges you

to "use the force" as you fly down the

trench. 1 won't tell you exactly what this

means, but there's a bonus for listening

to the wise oldjedi.

Star Wars is controllable with both a

mouse and a joystick, and the mouse

works exceptionally well. It controls the

firing cursor and the direction of your

fighter, although the fighter can only

move in a rather narrow range Thus,

you dorit go careening off in the wrong

direction if you are concentrating on

blowing away that last blockhouse The

mouse tends to be a little confusing

when flying down the trench, where

you must adjust your altitude to avoid

the barricades. I find a joystick is an

easier way to fly here, perhaps because

of all the hours I've logged on flight

simulators.

The combination of action, graphics,

sound and payability make Star Wars

an exceptional game From facing Darth

Vader's TIE fighter in the opening se-

quence to Luke telling R2D2 to "see

what you can do" with the loose

stabilizer, this game pulls you in and

makes you part of the Star Wars ex-

perience Now if only I could get a

medal from Princess Leia.

Andrew Reese is the Editor oj START

Magazine. David Plotkin is a chemical

engineer at Chevron U.S.A. and a

contributing editorfor START

Deja Vu II: Lost in Los
Vegas, $49.95. Mind-

scope, 3444 Dundee Road,

Northbrook, IL60062, (312)

480-7667.

CIRCLE 15B ON READER SERVICE CARD

Captain Fizz Meets the
Biaster-Trons, $29.95.

Psygnosis, Ltd., P.O. Box

483, Addison, IL 60101,

(800|669-4912.
CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Star Wars, $39.95.

Broderbund, 17 Paul Drive,

San Rafael, CA 94903, (415)

492-3500.

CIRCLE 15? ON READER SERVICE CARD
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pc-ditto II
1 R\/ Avant-f^orHa cBy Avant-Garde Systems

IBM PS/2 30

IBM XT

Norton SI Rating

ith EZ-20

ditto II

IBM _XT_ COMPATIBLE !

IBM AT PERFORMANCE !

ATARI SX PRICE

Now! Run the most popular IBM software on your Atari ST..

FAST !

$299.95

See pc-ditto II at your local Atari dealer or write tor free

information.

Yes. Please send me more information !

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

Add ress_

City _St Zip_
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BAAL
* An addictive mixture of

;

action featuring:

* 8 way ultra -smooth scrolling through 3

distinctive domains containing multiple

levels.

* Over 250 highly deteiled screens, superb

graphics and sound effects.

* More than 100 monsters and 400 traps.

The future of the world lies in the hands of an elite

squadron of men. YOU are the leader of the Time

Warriors. Can you save the earth from the evil

BAAL?

His army of undead have stolen an awesome
weapon of destruction, a War Machine.

As leader of the ultimate battle fighters, your

quest is to invade BAAL's domain, fighting off his

monstrous demonic beasts to retrieve the War
Machine ... but ... you must kill BAAL in the

process.

Can you succeed? There is no option , . . the

alternative is literally 'Hell on Earth'.

Screen Shots from the Atari ST version

AVAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

CAPTAIN FIZZ
Meets The Blaster-Trans

The message is simple: co-operate or die I

It's double fun and double trouble all the way in

Captain Fizz, the most exciting simultaneous two-
player game you and a friend are ever likely toplsy.

It's a whole new world of split-screen, high-speed
action, as both of you take on the nasty Blaster-
Trons infesting the planet Icarus,

Yup, it's a tough missionalright.butyou might just

win out with the right blend of co-operation,
courage, laser-hot reflexes, tactical sense. . . and
brains. The action is fast and furious in Captain
Fizz, but if you can'tworkouttherighttacticsyou'll
both be dead meat.

There are 22 levels of savage and relent less action
to battle through before you reach your objective,

the central computer that's causing the evil

infestation. You'll never getthere, though, unless
you put your heads together and co-operate; your
buddy can't do it on his own, and neither can you.
This is one program where even the easy games
are hard. So remember — united you stand, but
divided you fall. .

.

Warning: this game isimpossible to beatonyour

Two joysticks required for two-player game.

Screen slmts taken from the AtariST version

AVAILABLENOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

BALLISTIX
Its a whole new ball game!

Sick of silly old soccer ? Tirsd ( pathetic pinball? Then you
need a dose af Baltistix - the fastest, wackiest, toughest ball

game yet to appear on a computer, Ballislix just explodes with

excitement, puzzles and an amazing 13D different screens ol

The aim of the game is simple; score more goals than your

opponent to win the match. Daing it is a different matter as
splitters fill the screen with dozens of balls. lunnelB hide them
from view, bumpers bounce balls all over the show, fiendish

red arrows speed them up to almost impossible velocity,

magnate pull them away from your control, and much, much

Ballistix'is incredibly flexible, too. You can play againsttha com-
puter or another playe r

, set the speed if you can't sland the

pace, define where the balls are fl.'ed and their velocity, rack up
bonuses that will gel you extra goals and then, at the end of an
exhausting game, set your name in pride of place on the high-

score table. And it's all played to the accompaniment of a

throbbing sound-track and a crowd that applauds your evary

goal.

Two joysticks required for two-player game

Screen Shots are from the Amiga version

A VAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

PSYGNOSISLTD.
PO Box 483

Addison Illinois 60101

CIRCLE 077 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BAAL Amiga/Atari ST

CAPTAIN FIZZ Amiga/Atari ST S29.95
;ng soon for C64. P.C.



[he future of Programming: I / / /-/

HiSoft BASIC and HiSoft BASIC Professional

^£V

gMMMMHd|K

The BASICs designed with the user in mind.
They're incredibly fast, and work from the easy,

interactive GEM editor in all resolutions. Unlike

interpreted languages, HiSoft BASICs compile
automatically, no additional steps are needed
to get the lightning speed you want in your

programs.

HiSoft BASICS give you access to all GEM,
AES and VDI routines, as well as BIOS, XBIOS,
and GEMDOS. Now you can write programs
that fully utilize the GEM environment. Built in

functions are provided tor the mouse, joysticks,

HiSoft BASICs ar,e destined to become the

standard by which others will be judged. They
are compatible with Microsoft QuickBASICs™
on the PC, which Is widely recognized as the

premier BASIC language. They also compile

ST BASIC 1
'-' programs. Instructions are

provided on how to convert other BASIC
programs to run under HiSoft BASIC.

A version of HiSoft BASIC is all you need to

start programming efficiently on your AtariST.

Unlike other BASICS, you can even use HiSoft

BASIC Professional tocreate desk accessories.

These advanced BASIC languages allow total

they're still incredibly fast.

The two variations of this fabulous BASIC
are HiSoft BASIC, the fundamental version,

which is priced at only $79.95, and HiSoft

BASIC Professional, with many advanced
features, which is just $159.95! Call NOW to

order your copy!

Michfrori
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